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ABSTRACT

This study presents a theoretical evaluative framework for information literacy initiatives.

The evaluative framework is based on a holistic behavioural taxonomic approach

incorporating affective, cognitive, and physical domains.

In this study the behavioural taxonomic approach was applied to the evaluation of a

historical information literacy initiative, the IFYE (Integrated First Year Experience),

developed by the Cape T echnikon in 1997, South Africa. The motivating factor behind the

evaluation was to determine whether it would be suitable as an implementable initiative at

other institutions in the Western Cape. This coincided with the aims of Infolit, who had

invited institutions of Higher Education to submit pilot projects on information literacy in

a drive to promote information literacy throughout the Western Cape. Although the IFYE

initiative may not have realised its full potential, information literacy has drawn continued

interest and other initiatives have since been developed.

Application of two eXlsttng taxonomles, demonstrated distinct limitations in their

application and a new taxonomy was developed within the South African educational

context. The new taxonomy was applied to the theoretical evaluation of an innovative e

learning information literacy initiative developed by the Cape Technikon in 2000, which

has been accepted by Infolit for wider implementation throughout the Western Cape. The

final section of the study presents recommendations based on the evaluation of the e

learning initiative, information literacy initiatives in general, and structural changes to

the developed taxonomy. Areas for further research are also discussed.
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CLARIRCATION OF TERMS

Advantaged and Disadvantaged Students

The terms used take cognisance of the effect of apartheid education on learners and that not

all learners entering higher education are homogenous or equal. In the context of

information literacy the effect of apartheid education is a result of denied and deprived

resources, for example, libraries and computer facilities (Sayed & De lager, 1997:8).

It is assumed that because of the historical educational backgtound and economIC

differences between population groups that disadvantaged students include mainly black

students (Coetzee, 1997). The writer does, however, caution against uncritical use of the

terms as they are used as umbrella terms and realises that not every student who is black is

disadvantaged.

Critical Cross-Field Education and Training Outcomes

This is the term agreed upon by the members of the National Qualification Framework,

used to represent the following terms: generic (or core) skills or competencies, abilities,

capabilities, and essential outcomes.

Seven critical outcomes have been identified for learners in Higher Education. The fourth

critical outcome describes the contemporary concept of informarion literacy; learners are

required to be able to "collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate information" (SAQA,

1997: 7).

Evaluation is defined as the gathering of information using a variery of sources in a

structured manner in order to arrive at a judgement regartling the effectiveness or successful

implementation of a new educational strategy (Parsons, 1997).

Information Literacy refers to the ability of learners to access, use and evaluate information

from different sources, to enhance learning, SGlv~ problems and generate new knowledge

(Sayed & Karelse, 1997: 27).
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National Qualification Framework

In South Mrica, a National Qualificarion Framework has been esrablished to facilitate the

democratic transformation of the national education and training system (SAQA, 1997:6).

"The standards are housed within a qualifications framewcrk designed to promote lifelong

learning, integrate education and training, tecognise learning gained outside of formal

institutions and allow for flexible, portable credits and qualifications" (SAQA, 1997:3).

Outcomes

"These are the result of learning processes and refer to knowledge, skills, attitudes and

values within particular contexts. Learners should be able to demonstrate that they

understand and can apply the desired outcomes within a certain context" (Sourh Mrica.

Department of Education, 1997a: 32).

Outcomes Based Education

Outcomes Based Education represents the new paradigm in education. It focuses on the

result of the teaching ptocess rather than on the process. The current paradigm in

Education focuses on the "when and how" students learn something, whereas the OBE

paradigm focuses on "what and whether" in fact the student has learnt.

According to Spady (1994: 1-2), this format of education focuses on the result and the

action that the student is able to perform at the end of the learning process. Once a clear

picture of the outcome - or the action, has been formed, then only should the focus shift

cowards what is required to achieve this action or outcome, namely to organise the

curriculum, instruction method, and assessment to ensure that learning takes place.

He identified two keys to having an outcomes based system:

• developing a clear set of learning outcomes around which all of the system's

components can be focused

• establishing the conditions and opporcuillues within the system that enable and

encourage all students to achieve those essential outcomes (Spady 1994:1-2).
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South African Qualifications Authority

The task of implementing the transformation process has been transferred to the South

Mrican Qualification Authority. The latter will oversee the generation ofstandards ofwhich

critical outcomes form a fundamental part.

"Furthermore it ensures the enhancement of the quality of education and training, the

acceleration of redress ofpast unfair discrimination in education training ... , thereby

contributing to the full personal development ofeach learner" (SAQA, 1997: 6).

Unit Standards

The purpose ofa Unit Standard is to provide:

•

•
•

an assessor's document

a learner's guide

an educator's guide for the preparation oflearning material (SAQA, 1997:8)

Within the new educational framework, a Unit Standard should provide a complete

learning package for both learner and facilitator, complete with critical outcome and

assessment criteria that are measurable and tangible, each of which are accredited at the

successful completion ofeach Unit Standard.
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CHAPTER 1

FRAMING THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

At the media launch of the National Plan for Higher Education on Monday 5 March

2001, the Minister of Education, Professor Kader Asma!, quoted from president Thabo

Mbeki's State of the Nation address at the opening of the 2001 Parliament session (South

Africa. Department of Education, 2001). In this address, the state president stated that

both universiries and rechnikons are expecred ro play a leading role in contributing to the

development of an information sociery in South Mrica.

There are two major challenges facing Higher Education in South Africa:

(i) Transformation

The democratisation of tertiary education is now in irs seventh year and has enabled

today's srudent body to become a mulriculrural population, one thar more accurarely

represents South Africa's diverse culrures. However, ir must be remembered rhat South

Mrica faces a unique situation in light of past political agendas and racial discrimination.

and learners entering higher education are nor a homogenous group. The majoriry of

learners enrering rertiary educarion lack rhe necessary study skills to cope wirh rhe

demands of Higher Education. According to the Narional Commission on Higher

Education (Sourh Mrica, 1996a: 1) these deficiencies in the educational system are a

result of "vast dispariries berween historically black and historically white institutions in

terms of facilities".

In 1995 the Department of Education responded ro the challenge by establishing the

National Qualification Framework (hereafter referred to as the NQF) to facilitate the

democratic transformarion of the narional educarion and training system (SAQ'\. 1997:

6). The NQF was put forward as a mechanism to achieve the educarional objecrives of

transformation and contribution to the development of lifelong learners. The rask of

implementing the transformarion process has been entrusted to the South Mrican

Qualification Authoriry (hereafter referred to as SAQA). The latter oversees rhe

generation of standards, the design of which is primarily aimed at promoting lifelong

1



learning (SAQA, 1997: 3). Seven critical cross-field outcomes have subsequently been

identified for learners in Higher Education. For registration, all seven critical cross-field

outcomes have to be incorporated appropriately into the proposed qualification, before it

will be considered by SAQA.

(ii) The Changing Nature ofSociety

In the 21" century the world has been described as a global village as a result of the

increase in flow of goods, services, capital, information, and knowledge across national

and international borders. This permeation of trade barriers has led to greater

competition amongst providers forcing higher levels of productivity and efficiency, which

in turn encourages the development of technology to provide more goods of better

quality at a cheaper cost. This rapid pace of technological advance brought about by

globalisation has resulted in both skilled and semi-skilled workers having to engage in

lifelong learning if they want to maintain the pace of theIr competitors and remain at the

cutting edge of technological development (Western Cape. Provincial Administration,

2000: 2-4). Failure to engage in lifelong learning would result in potential loss of a

competitive edge, loss of business, and on a collective scale - economic decline.

Responding to this changing nature of society requires pteparing multi-skilled learners

that are able "to think critically and creatively, to pose and solve problems ... to become

independent and lifelong learners" (Mehl, 1997: 16). The need to develop and provide

effecrive support services for learners has become critical, especially if the government's

vision of higher education making a major contribution to the delivery of skilled and

socially committed professionals and intellectuals is ever to become a reality.

Furrhermore, the Mrican National Congress Education Department reported in its

policy framework for education and training that: "Information is of fundamental

importance to the process of social and economic development. The quality of life of

individuals, communities and nations is increasingly determined by their capaciry to

absorb, act on and use information. Information resources, skills and literacy are

therefore essential elements of lifelong learning" (Mrican National Congress Education

Department, 1995: 83).
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This is highly significant in particular as the fourth critical outcome listed by SAQA

requires learners to be able to "collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate

information" (SAQA, 1997: 7). The aim of information literacy as accepted for this

study is towards encouraging lifelong learning, which coincides directly with the first

criteria named in the aim ofSAQA and the NQF (SAQA, 1997: 3). Information literacy

has thus become an integral skill in today's changing nature of society.

In 1997, the Cape Technikon responded to this need by designing a study skills

programme for first-year learners called the "Integrated First Year Experience" (hereafter

referred to as IFYE). The IFYE aligns with the paradigm shift in higher education

towards student-centred learning and outcomes-based education, resulting in

independent, lifelong learners. Information literacy forms part of the IFYE programme.

The information literacy Module is aimed at helping learners become information

literate so that they may ultimately become contributing members in an information

society. Today's learners are required to become lifelong learners and functional

members of an information society.

Since 1997, an updated information literacy initiative has been developed at the Cape

Technikon, in line with the contemporary e-learning initiative of contributing to an

information society. The e-Iearning initiative focuses on using internet-based learning as

a means of encouraging self-directed learning, thereby increasing access to knowledge and

facilitating learners becoming lifelong learners (French et al, 1999: 10).

The importance of information literacy as a fundamental skill amongst learners in the

21" century has been acknowledged and documented on an international scale

(Association of College and Research Libraries, 2000), a national scale (via SAQA policy

documents), and a provincial scale (Sayed & Karelse, 1997). What is conspicuous in

most programmes, however, is the absence of a tight theoretical framev'ork on which the

intervention is based.
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1.2 Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of this study is to develop and validate a theoretical evaluative

model for information literacy and to demonstrate its usefulness as an evaluative

framework that could be applied to any information literacy initiative.

The secondary purpose is to evaluate whether the Cape Technikon's pilot information

literacy initiatives could be considered for implementation at other institutions.

The model was based on the theoretical work of Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits (1987:

204-214) who developed a classification of library skills and errors. Within this

behavioural taxonomic approach exist three domains - affective, cognitive, and

psychomotor. There are three levels that may be attained within each domain 

orientation, interaction, and internalisation. The aims of the IFYE Module were

analysed into the taxonomy, for the purpose of identifying barriers to successful

implementation.

However, this initial evaluation also identified the limitations of applying an evaluative

model restricted only to library skills and errors, to an initiative aimed at the much

broader concept of information literacy. Thus, an evaluative model incorporating

information literacy was sought. Correspondence was entered into with Diane Nahl

Jakobovits, author of the taxonomy (who had since developed an updated taxonomy)

incorporating the concept of information literacy. The aims of the information literacy

programme were analysed into this updated taxonomy. The application of these two

taxonomies demonstrated that each had distinct limitations in their application. A new

taxonomy was therefore developed taking the specific needs of learners in a South African

context into consideration. This evaluative model was developed from a synthesis of the

practical application of the previous taxonomies and the results of the evaluations.

The opportunity to evaluate the e-learning information literacy initiative was crucial to

the study, as this enabled the generic applicability of the theoretical evaluative framework

to be determined. Based on this successful validation of the evaluative framework the

determination of the effectiveness of a prospective e-learning information literacy

initiative was undertaken. Both initiatives were designed and implemented at the Cape

Technikon.
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The success of these twO interventions needed to be evaluated to determine the adequacy

of the interventions and their application. The importance of the study was the

development of an evaluative model and its application to existing interventions.

1.3 Background to the Study

In 1995, a five-year research project CALICO (Cape Libraries Co-operative project) was

established under the auspices of the Adamastor trust, which works to promote

collaboration amongst the five institutions of Higher Education, around the Western

Cape. The function of CALICO was aimed at cteating a single library system amongst

the three universities and the two technikons in the Western Cape. Within the

framework of CALICO, Infolit (Information Literacy) was established with the aim of

focusing on the aspect of education and training of information literacy, taking into

consideration the specific needs ofIearners in the Western Cape (Undetwood, 2000).

In 1999 Infolit was recognized as an independent project, and the Adamastor Trust has

pledged to continue its support until at least the end of 2002. This further underscores

the importance of infotmation literacy as a key conttibutor towards lifelong learning

(Underwood, 2001).

At the Cape Technikon, one of the first infotmation literacy initiatives was the

"Integrared First Year Experience Programme" (which was discussed earlier). Although

the IFYE initiative may not have realised its potential for institution-wide

implementation since its introduction in 1997, information literacy has dtawn continued

interest and other initiatives have since been developed. Janine Lockhart, from the

Department of Library Services, developed an e-learning information literacy initiative

aimed at helping learnets develop and improve their information li,eracy skills. This

intervention was designed as part of the Cape T echnikon'se-learning initiative.

The information gathered from the evaluation of these two initiatives is intended to

demonstrate the usefulness and generic applicabiliry of the theoretical framework of the

evaluative model developed in this srudy.
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1.4 Research methodology

In 1997, the IFYE information literacy initiative required an evaluation befote it could be

considered by Infolit fot wider application at other institutions. At the time, the

initiative had already been developed and partly implemented. In 200 I, similar

consttaints wete experienced during the evaluation. Subsequently, the action reseatch

method was selected as it was found to be the most apptopriate tesearch method under

the given citcumstances. Action tesearch is well illustrated by a comment made in 1972

by Halsey:

«action research is a small scale intervention in the fUnctioning ofthe real world and a close

examination ofthe effects ofsuch intervention" (Cohen & Manion, 1994: 186).

Furthermore, the action teseatch method was applied for the purpose of this study since

tangible featutes identified by Cohen and Manion (1994: 186) aligned with the

characteristics of the study:

(i) action research is situational - it is concerned with diagnosing a problem

(adequacy ofa theoretical.framework) in a specific context !.first-year learners at the

Cape Technikon} and attempting to solve (predict areas of weakness in the

intervention design) it in that context (information literacy interventions at the Cape

Technikon)

(ii) it is collaborative - researchers and practitioners {ftcilitators who implemented the

interventions} work together (feedback was requiredfrom facilitators on the ease of

implementation ofthe initiatives) on the project (evaluation)

(iii) it is participatory - team membets themselves take part ditectly or indirectly in

implementing the research (the writer herselfwas directly involved in implementing

the initiatives)

(iv) it is self-evaluative - modifications are continuously evaluated within the

ongoing situation (the IFYE initiative in 1997 and the modified e-Iearning

initiative developed in 2001), the ultimate objective being to improve (by

recommendations) practice (teaching and learning ofinformation literacy) in some

way or other.
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Cognisance was taken of the criticism that the action tesearch method may be situational

and specific and that thete is little Ot no control over independent variables. However,

unlike the true scientific method, action research takes into account and accepts the fact

that educational research is set in the real world, one which does not equal a laboratory

setting where the researcher has the abiliry to exercise control over variables which may

affect the validity of the study. In an educational setting, the researcher has little or no

control over what is to happen and to whom it is to happen (Tuckman, 1994: 5).

Although the primary purpose of the study is to evaluate from a theoretical perspective

the adequacy of the information literacy initiatives described, thereby demonstrating the

value of the theoretical model as an evaluative tool, the cross-validation of the

recommendations required the use of student and staff surveys. The survey was used as a

data collection method. "Typically surveys gather data at a particular point in time with

the intention of describing the nature of existing conditions ...or determining the

relationship that exists between specific events" (Cohen & Manion, 1994: 83). The

survey method involves one or more of the following data gathering techniques:

structured interviews, self-completion interview, standardised tests of attainment of

performance, and attitude scales. Of the four techniques listed above, three were used in

the study.

There was no need to apply any sampling techniques as all facilitators who responded to

the survey were included in the population. Randomness in this study was impractical

due to the limited number of participants.

To achieve both the first and secondary purpose of this research project, a summative

evaluation format was used to determine whether the aims of the inFormation literacy

Module had been met.

The research conducted in this study includes the methodologies of literature review,

consultation with various stakeholders using both qualitative and quantitative methods,

as well as the application of developed measuring tools through rhe evaluation of two

information literacy initiatives. A variety of data collection methods were used:

questionnaires, interviews, personal observation and a continuous review of relevant

documentarion.
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The study consists ofseven chapters:

The first chapter provides an overview by discussing the purpose of the study, outlining

the background and explaining the methodology chosen. The second chapter presents a

comprehensive literature review of the history and development of the concept of

information literacy.

The third chapter offers the contextualisation of an evaluation design. Different

approaches to measuring information literacy are discussed and the taxonomic approach

as an evaluation method is introduced. In chapter four, the evaluative framework is

applied to the IFYE information literacy Module. A cross-validation of the taxonomic

approach as an evaluative framework is presented by analysing rhe qualitative and

quantitative data collected after the implementation of the Module.

On the basis of the findings of chapter four, modifications ro the evaluative framework

are made and a new raxonomy is developed in chapter five and put forward as an

evaluative framework. In chaprer six the new taxonomy is applied to a contemporary

information literacy initiative which uses e-learning as its medium of delivery. In chapter

seven, based on the findings of chapter six, conclusions are drawn, recommendations are

made, and areas for future research are identified.

1.5 . Hypotheses

Although not experimental in design, the study nevertheless lends itself ro the exploration

of a number of hypotheses. These are essentially qualitative in nature a'ld cover the main

aims of the study:

(i) Used formativeIy, the taxonomic approach will predict from a theoretical point

ofview, ro what extent an intervention that has not yet been applied will succeed

in achieving the goals of information literacy.
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(ii) IdentifYing potential weaknesses and programme strengths, will provide the

potential for further development of the initiative to eliminate such weaknesses

prior to the implemenration of the initiative.

(iil) Evaluating information literacy initiatives summatively using the taxonomic

approach will determine to what extent an intervention that has been applied has

succeeded in achieving the goals of information literacy from a theoretical point

ofview.

(iv) IdentifYing actual weaknesses and programme strengths, will provide the

potential for further development of the initiative to eliminate such weaknesses

for future implemenrations.

1.6 Delineation

(i) The evaluation of information literacy interventions is restricted ro first-year

learners at the Cape Technikon. The population for the first evaluative study

comprises exclusively of first-year learners exposed to the IFYE information

literacy intervention.

(ii) In the evaluation of the information literacy Module of the IFYE programme, the

research is limited to those facilitators of the IFYE programme who responded ro

a survey and who were prepared to participate in the evaluation.

(iii) The evaluation of the e-learning initiative was performed using the pilot version

made available to the evaluator in June 2001.

(iv) The evaluation covered all areas of the taxonomies, identifYing which areas were

identified by each of the two interventions, where there were omissions, and

making recommendations as to how they could be improved in the light of the

analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION LITERACY

2.1 The Information Explosion

The information explosion is best summed up by Ford (1997: 16):

"In the past three decades, more words have been churned out than in the past five

millenniums... it would take a reader eight hours a day for five months to consume just one

days' output oftechnical data"

"Age of informarion" and "informarion sociery" are terms often used to describe roday's

sociery. This is because there has never been so much information available in the hisrory

ofmankind as there is today (Curzon, 1995: 8; Lenox & Walker, 1993: 31, Marchionini,

1999: 17). According to statistics provided by the "Sunday Times, Life" magazine (Ford,

1997: 16) more than 1 000 books are published daily and more than 20 million words of

technical data are recorded.

The information explosion in the second half of this century was accelerated by the

development and increasing use of technology, particularly the role played by computers.

Apart from being able to store vast amounts of information, computers allow for so much

more information ro be accessible ro users. Database systems and the Internet

increasingly store information electronically that used to be available in traditional print

form only. Information technology can be applied to almost any situarion and it is this

generic usefulness in sociery that has made it so pervasive.

An analogy gives an indication of the short time span in which this eyponential growth

rate of information has occurred. As early as 1981 McGarry used a dock to compare the

amount of information available during the period of the past 30 000 years. He uses a

twenry-four hour time frame where one hour equates ro 1 200 years, and five minutes

represents 100 years. Figure 1 illustrates the information explosion based on the work of

McGarry (1981: 74).
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Figure 2.1.: The Infonnation Explo..'iion
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Figure 2.1 graphically shows how the communications revolution has taken place in the

last five minutes, with the development of the computer taking place in the last minute

(equivalent to twenty years) and the micro-computer in the last seconds. And it is not

about to end here. According to Marchionini (1999: 17): "our human limitation of

86,400 seconds in our day is clearly fixed, and our limited bandwidths for reading (200

300 words per minute), speaking/listening (120 words per minute), visual recognition

(50-300 milliseconds), and cognitive cycling (70-100 milliseconds) have not changed

dramatically in the course of recorded history. On the other hand, Moore's Law

(computing power doubles evety 18 months) continues to apply ... "

So extreme is the communications and information revolution that counter-effects have

even been identified - information anxiety and technophobia (McCade & Warmkessel,

2001) and strategies to help combat these problems have been developed. Books are

being published on how to cope with "information overload" - a physical condition

identified by psychologists. The symptoms of "information fatigue syndrome" include:

"forgetfUlness, headaches and computer rage -literally hitting the PC" (Ford, 1997: 16).

Because of these pressures created by increasing volumes of information it is clear that

information-handling skills are becoming ever more pertinent. Marchionini (1999: 17)

even questions whether the skills of filtering available information may not have become

more critical than the accessing skills.
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2.2 Information Literacy in Response to the Information Age

The traditional definition of the term "literacy" implies the ability to read and write. In

an information age merely being "literate" is necessary but no longer sufficient.

According to Breivik and Gee (1989: 13):

"Information literacy is a survivalskill in the information age ... "

To be a functional member ofsociety requires more complex skills such as being able to

manipulate (access, understand, use) the vast amounts of information that one is

confronted with. As is evident from the time-chart in Figure 2.1, the rapid development

of communication and information technology has enabled an increasing amount of

information to become accessible to society in the form of the electronic and

communication media (telephones, radio, television, and computers) in addition to the

traditional printed media (books, magazines and journals) (Lenox & Walker, 1993: 31;

Evans, 1994: 36-37, Rafferty, 1999: 22). The result has been that society is being

bombarded with information on a daily basis.

Since the 1970s the idea of a new and more applicable form of literacy, "information

literacy", in response to the changing needs of society, became important enough to

encourage efforts towards defining it. Behrens (1994: 310-317) offers a historical

overview ofhow the concept of information literacy has evolved.

1970s

In the 1970s Zurkowski (in Behrens, 1994: 310) was the first to conceptualise the term

information literacy: "people trained in the application of information resources to their

work can be called information-literate. They have learned techniques and skills for

utilising the wide range of information tools as well as primary s<':Irces in moulding

information-solutions to their problems". His definition focused on being able to use

information tools to solve problems in a work situation. Burchinal, (in Behrens, 1994:

310) in his 1976 definition, took into account the vast amount of information available:

"To be information-literate requires a new set of skills. These include how to locate and

use information needed for problem-solving and decision making efficiently and

effectively." His definition took cognisance of the following:
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•

(a) that a new set ofskills was required

(b) the application of these skills was not restricted to the work place

(c) locating and using information had to be efficient and effective.

Also in 1976, a further aspect of "infotmation literacy" was explored by R Owens who

suggested "the application of information resources to the process of decision making to

fulfil civic responsibilities" (Owens, in Behrens, 1994: 310). Thus already in the 1970's

the definition of information literacy had moved beyond the boundaries of a work

environment to include a public and social aspect.

1980s

The 1980s saw an exponential growth rate in information technology through the use of

computers. This era brought about a whole new aspect of "information literacy" namely

computer literacy, which involves understanding how the computer operates and being

able to use it (Breivik & Gee, 1989: 11; Rafferty, 1999: 23; Association of College &

Research Libraries, 2000). The importance of computer literacy as an information

accessing skill was recognised; at the same time it was also realised that compLiter literacy

could not replace information literacy and that although necessaty, it was not in itself

sufficient. In 1985 the following characteristics of "information literacy" were identified:

an integrated set of skills (research strategy, evaluation) and knowledge of tools

and resources

• distinct but relevant to literacy and computer literacy

• not only knowledge of resources

• not library dependent

• infotmation finding (also understanding and evaluating)

(Behrens, 1994: 312).

The characteristics identified above give an important indication of how the concept of

"information literacy" extends beyond the boundaries of other forms of literacy.

Information literacy integrates library literacy (the ability to use the resources in the

library) and computer literacy (the ability to access information electronically).

Recognising that information was not only limited to the resources available in the

library was an important development in the concept of information literacy.
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The most important development during this time, however, was the realisation that

simply being able to access information was not enough to constitute being

"information-literate". The question was raised: how to process all the information once

it has been collected? More complex cognitive skills, such as being able to understand

and evaluate accessed information for relevance, were being identified and considered

pan of the information literacy process.

The most important shift in the concept of information literacy from the 1970s to the

1980s was that in the 1970s it was recognised that new skills were needed, but it was only

in the 1980s that these skills and requirements were clearly identified:

• new information technologies have to be taken into consideration with regard to

the manner in which they can assist information handling, and the skills which

are required for their use

• particular attitudes, such as the awareness of a need for information, a willingness

to locate and use information, the appreciation of the value of information, and

the accurate application of the information, are required

• higher order critical thinking skills such as understanding and evaluating

information are necessary; mere location of information is insufficient

• although libraries are regarded as major repositories of information sources, they

should not be seen as the only sources

• information literacy is a prerequisite for active, responsible citizenship

• the goal of information literacy is the attainment of lifelong skills which enable

the person to be an independent learner in all spheres of life

(Behrens, 1994: 316).
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From the requirements identified above, the following specific skills have been

emphasised, as they are used throughout this study as those required ofan information

literate person:

,f knowing when there is a need for information

,f identifying the information needed in order to address a problem

,f evaluating the located information

,f organizing the information

,f using the information effectively to address the problem.

1990s

The focus in the early 1990s had been on the universalliteracy/illiteracy problem. To

mark the start of a decade of illiteracy awareness, 1990 had been declared the

"International Literacy Year" by the United Nations General Assembly. .. With the

increasing focus on information literacy, however, the question whether the term

'literacy' - the ability to read and write - was still applicable in today's information

society, a point which had already been touched upon in the 1980s, came to a head.

Behrens (1994: 318) illustrates literacy as "an evolving concept, its meaning dependent

on the social and individual requirements of a specific society.... [Literacy] has to be

considered in its cultural, social, economic, and political contexts, its definition should

take into consideration the expanding needs ofsociety."

This awareness of a new type of literacy resulted in the formation of the National Forum

on Information Literacy whose purpose it is to keep information literacy as an active

issue. Strategic plans were implemented for the development of ,kills required for

information literacy.

Thus in the 1990s, the focus had shifted from the conceptualisation of information

literacy, to education for specific and measurable information literacy skills. The

response of the higher educational sector to information literacy is dealt with in detail in
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the following two sections of the study. The summary is restricted to the response of

Higher Education, in line with the focus of this study.

2.3 Higher Education's Response to the Information Age

In order to secure an information-literate society, the responsibility of teaching the

required skills has become that of the Higher Education. In an attempt to prepare

learners successfully for their prospective careers, facilitators in Higher Education now

find themselves at the forefront of information literacy education.

"Ultimately information-literate people are those who have learned how to learn. They know

how to learn because they know how knowledge is organised, how to find information, and

how to use information in such a way that others can learn fom them" (Bruce, 1999).

Thus, information literacy had emerged as the literacy required in order to survive in the

"information age". To keep updated with the latest developments is crucial not only in

business, but is mirrored in all aspects of life - social, political and economic. Without

information literacy, the oppottunity to meet and enhance personal or business needs is

greatly reduced. In the final report of the American Libraty Association (ALA)

Presidential Committee on Information Literacy, it is stated that information literacy

may even impact on the democratic way of life and the nation's ability to compete

internationally. To illustrate the negative effect that a lack of information literacy may

have on a society the report cites a survey of the libraty use in China, which was

performed in 1990. The survey indicated that "83% of current users felt it was difficult

to obtain key information". The same survey stated that 40% of tesearch projects in

modern physics in China are replicated projects already completed by others

abroad"{Fang & Callison, 1990: 95).
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2.3.1 The traditional role ofHigher Education

(i) Library Literacy:

The traditional role of higher education was to teach learners library literacy, in the

format of library tours or bibliographic instruction courses during orientation. This

method focused on effective use of the library, not of the infirmation to which the library

provides access (Behrens, 1993: 124).

During a traditional library orientation session, learners are physically led through the

library and shown where each of the various resources may be found: for example, the

reference section, the open shelves, shortloan section, periodicals section, audio-visual

department, and photocopying and studying and facilities. Video presentations or

demonstrations may be used to show learners how to physically find an information

source within the library. Learners may even be required to perform an exercise or

answer a series of questions to encourage them to use the library.

(ii) Computer Literacy

Information technology has been a major contributing factor to the increase in

information available and has permanendy changed the information searching process in

several ways:

• increased volume of information available to individuals

• alrered cost-benefit trade offs in rime and effort required to solve information

ptoblems

• increased variability of formats and management techniques for information

resources

• changed the physical acrions that users take during information seeking

• influenced how resources are allocated and distributed

• broadened the ways information is organised and represented

• stimulated the creation ofnew information processing tools
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• increased the level and type ofinteraccivity

• changed how we view information seeking and our expectations about tesults and,

• augmented the strategies and tactics used

(Marchionini, 1995: 163-174).

Information technology has been used in the library setting ro store vast amounts of

infotmation in the form of computerised catalogue systems and CD-ROMs. An

increasing amount of information in journals, for example, is not available in traditional

print form but is only available electronically. Whereas learners did not need computer

skills to access information in the past, they now have to learn how to use the new

technology - they have to acquire computer literacy skills to be able to access information

(Sonntag & Ohr, 1996: 332; Sayed & De Jager, 1997: 61; ACRL,2000). The ability

to use information technology to access information in the library and beyond is thus a

fundamental of information literacy.

However, teaching learners the skills to access information in an information society is

necessary, but not sufficient. Higher order cognitive skills, such as critical thinking, were

recognised as essential to information literacy (Breivik & Gee, 1989: 28; Lenox &

Walker, 1993: 314; Behrens, 1994: 316; Sonntag & Ohr, 1996: 331; Sayed & De

Jager, 1997: 6). This aspect of information literacy is particularly important when

considering the overload of information available. As the amount of information

available increases, so the ability to select and evaluate what is relevant becomes more

significant.

(Ui) Academic Lireracy

At this point another form of literacy, "academic literacy" must be considered as an

integral part of "information literacy", contributing towards the teaching of critical

thinking skills. Academic literacy is defined as the abiliry to read and write within an

academic context in order to function efficiently and effectively. Aspects included are

critical thinking skills such as the ability to critique and argue; the ability to manipulate

the conventions of academic writing and language; and, an understanding of the course

content (Leibowitz, 1995: 34; Coetzee, 1997). Academic writing skills include
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understanding the proper conventions of referencing and the importance of

acknowledging sources and ideas. Academic literacy is encouraged through the use of

assignments and projects which "are exercises in critical thinking aimed at allowing [the

student] to develop the skills of analysis and synthesis" (University ofCape Town, School

of Librarianship, 1997). Academic literacy, although a valuable contribution rowards

encouraging critical thinking, is only a stepping stone towards achieving information

literacy. Academic literacy is limited to the academic environment whereas information

literacy calls for a move beyond any of the traditional forms of literacy, namely libraty-,

computer-, and academic literacy.

With all these challenges, it appears highly desirable that Higher Education co-ordinate

its teaching efforts to encourage learners to become information-literate rather than

treating library-, computer-, and academic literacy as separate entities as was done in the

past. The trend of the 1990s has been towards the inculcation of information literacy

and this proposes a restructuring of the learning process to encourage the creation of life

long information consumers. Information literacy needs to be taught as a life skill, thus

encouraging learners to become independent, self-directed, life-long learners. This

implies that a paradigm shift in educational programmes is probably desirable to fulfil the

requirements of information literacy (Lenox & Walker, 1993: 316; Behrens, 1994: 316;

Sayed & De Jager, 1997: 7, ACRL, 2000).

2.3.2 Higher Education's New Role in the 1nfonnationAge'

So far, the importance of being able to access information through the use of libraty

lireracy and computer literacy has been discussed. The need for critical thinking skills

encouraged in higher education through academic literacy and needed for the evaluation

and selection ofrelevant information has been touched upon. The que<tion that remains

is how the information, once accessed and selected, is used. The requirements of

information literacy quoted in the previous section refer to the ability of an information

literate person to use information to solve a problem or make a decision. This requires

the application of critical thinking skills but takes these skills one step further - the idea

of using information to create knowledge.
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The difference between information and knowledge is well iIIusttated by a comment

made in 1982 by Hade:

"Knowledge is orderly and cumulative ... information tends to drive out knowledge. Being

passive, information is 'easier' than knowledge. Yet being merely 'informed' is to be at the

mercy ofthe senders ofmessages. One may be informed, but the thinking was done by others

... in an information society, information is slavery to the thoughts ofothers; knowledge is

power andfreedom to do ones own thinking" (Lenox & Walker, 1993: 8).

Thus, the ultimate skill of an information-literate person is to be able to use information

to create knowledge.

2.4 Restructuring the Leaming Process

The response ofhigher education in general has been to accept that a restructuring of the

learning process to include information literacy is crucial (Lenox & Walker, 1993: 316;

Behrens, 1994: 318; Sonntag & Ohr, 1996: 332, Rafferry, 1999: 24).

The challenge facing higher education at present is to create a learning environment

which encourages a culture of knowledge and learning as opposed to a culture which

requires no more than a transfer of information from one source to another (active

participation as opposed to rote learning). The new educational paradigm which is called

for is one which encourages active participation on behalf of the learners and which

activates critical thinking, continuous use of information resources, and the creation of

knowledge (Breivik & Gee, 1989: 28; Sonntag & Ohr, 1996: 332; Sayed & De Jager,

1997: 7). Teaching and encouraging these skills in Higher Education will lay the

foundations for information-literate-citizens who will be able to n2vigate their way

through the information age and in all aspects of/ife.

This paradigm shift required in education is well illustrated in Table 2.1, which presents

a comparison of the "old" and "new" approach to education (South Africa. Department

of Education, 1997a: 6-7):
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Table 2.1: A Comparison ofthe "Old" and "New" Approach to Education

Old New

"Passive learners Active learners
Exam driven Learners are assessed on an ongoing basis

Rote-learnine Critical thi~. reasoning, reflection and action
Syllabus is content-based and broken An integration of knowledge; leaming relevant and connected to
down into subjects ceallife situations
T extbooklworksheet-bound and Leamer-centered, teacher acts as facilitato!, teacher constantly
teacher centered uses group-work and teamwork to consolidate the new aoproach

Sees syllabus as rigid and non- Learning programs seen as guides that allow teachers to be
ne£otiable innovative and creative in designing; programs

Teachers responsible for learning; Learners rake responsibility for their learning; pupils motivated
motivation dependent on the by constant feedback and affirmation of their worth
pe~onaliryofteacher

Emphasis on what teacher hopes to Emphasis on outcomes - what the learner becomes and
achieve understands

Content placed into ri};id time frames Flexible time-frames allow learners to work at their own oace

Curriculum development process not Comment and input from industry is encouraged"
open to Dublic comment

Young and Harmony (I999: 45) have described three main approaches to information

literacy instruction:

Non-integrated instruction: these are stand-alone or one-off classes provided for learners.

In this approach the facilitator does not panicipate in the design of the content, nor does

the libtarian have any involvement in the course design or assessment.

Course-integrated instruction: should have at least three of the following four

characteristics:

• the teaching faculty actively panicipates In the content design, instruction and

assessment

• the instruction is curriculum based

• learners are required to participate

• learners receive credit or grades for participation.

Full-credit information literacy subject: this is a separate subject in which the syllabus is

designed around the teaching of information literacy.
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The initial response to proposals such as these was to offer courses specifically aimed at

teaching learners information literacy (non-integrated instruction), but increasingly

recommendations are being made to integrate these efforts into the course content rather

than offering separate generic courses. The reason stated (see, for example, Behrens,

1993: 127; Sonntag & Ohr, 1996: 333; Fisch, 1999) is that when information literacy

is integrated into a specific subject content, learners can relate to it so much better as it

falls direcdy into their field of interest and it becomes a more realistic experience, directly

related ro a true information need.

Course-integrated instruction still requires the use of traditional library instruction, but

moves beyond library literacy towards information literacy. The importance of the

academic library in the teaching of information literacy should not be underestimated in

the light of the more complex needs required for information literacy. The library is still

an essential component of teaching information literacy, as are computer and academic

literacy. The teaching of information literacy is thus an amalgamation of various skills,

which cannot be taught in a once-off approach.

By allowing learners to participate actively in the learning process through, for example,

assignments, critical thinking skills are encouraged rather than rote learning. Learnets

become more interested and are intrinsically motivated to find answers to questions, thus

becoming increasingly information-literate.
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2.5 International Responses to promote Information Literacy:

The international response of higher educarion has varied from recognising that a

paradigm shift in the approach to learning is required to the development and use of

course integrated instruction in the form of entire study-skill packages which aim to

teach learners the necessary skills required of successfulleamers.

Features ofsome specific programs illustrate these various approaches:

2.5.1 An Initiative in the United Kingdom

(i) "Getting Ready to Stndy":

This pilot project by the University of Huddersfield has identified various study skills

including information retrieval. An important aspect of this project is the co-ordinated

efforts amongst the various deparrments, including the Schools, Libraty Services, and

Computing Services (Hart, 1996/7).

2.5.2 Initiatives in the United States

(i) Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education

The Association of College & Research Libraries (hereafter referred to as ACRL) in the

United States has set up a task force to ensure the promotion of information literacy

according to set standards amongst learners in higher education. The aim of these

standards is to provide a framework for measuring and assessing learners' levels of

information literacy. Five standards have been identified. The st'lndards include

performance indicators and expected outcomes, allowing both the facilitator and learner

to be able ro select and assess the level of competency required, and reached for

information literacy.
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To illustrate the value of these, the first standard has been included in its complete fotm,

including all performance indicators and outcomes. Please refer to Appendix A for the

complete list of Performance Indicators, and Outcomes.

Standard One:

The infotmation-literate student determines the nature and extent of the

information needed.

Performance indicators:

1. the information-literate student defines and articulates the need for

information.

Outcomes include:

1. Confers with instructors and participates III class discussions, peer

workgroups, and electronic discussions to identifY a research topic, or

other information need

2. Develops a thesis statemenr and formulates questions based on the

information need

3. Explores general information sources to increases familiarity with the

topic

4. Defines or modifies the information need to achieve a manageable focus

5. Identifies key concepts and terms that describe the information need

6. Recognises that existing information can be combined with original

thought, experimentation, andlor analysis to produce new information.

Standard Two:

The information-literate student accesses needed information effectively and

efliciendy.

Standard Three:

The information-literate student evaluates information and its sources critically

and incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value

system.
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Standard Four:

The information-literate student, individually or as a member of a group, uses

information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.

Standard Five:

The information-literate student understands many of the economic, legal, and

social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses

information ethically and legally. n (ACRL, 2000)

The progression of skills being acquired align directly with those identified earlier as

those required of an information-literate person: the need for information, the ability to

access information, the ability to evaluate information for relevance, use information for

a specific purpose, and finally apply and use information in a social, economic and legal

context.

These standards give the learners greater control over the learning experience, as they are

made aware of what is expected of them and at what levels of competency they are

expected to be able to perform.

Facilitators, too, may benefit from this approach, as different disciplines may require

different levels of information literacy. Alternatively, different areas of the information

literacy competencies required may be of more importance to some disciplines than to

others. By using the standards set up by the ACRL, the facilitator may tailor the

information literacy needs according to both their needs and the needs of their learners,

without compromising the universal standard set by the ACRL.

(ii) "Information Competency Plan"

The Californian Community College Board has identified that information literacy

education should be a prerequisite for the completion of any Higher Education

certificate/degree. The Board recommends that information literacy become recognised

as an accredited outcome across all disciplines in Higher Education (Breivik, 1998: 9-11).
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2.5.3 Initiatives In Australia:

(i) "Guidelines to Learning":

The University of Australia has responded by endorsing guidelines, which although it

"makers] no arrempt to define the exact nature and range of these skills" aims to teach

learners how "to acquire the skills required to learn, and to continue through life to learn,

from a variety ofsources and experiences" (Cooper, 1997: 1).

(ii) The "Information Sources Unit":

This is one dimension of the Learning Skills Unir ar the University of Tasmania. Their

aim is to move away from the rraditional 'add-on' approach of reaching information skills

(how to use the library and information technology required to access information). A

systematic approach which incorporates the more complex nature of information literacy

is proposed by integrating information literacy across the academic curriculum. This

approach is based on the view that higher education consists of a "series of information

problems which the learners has to solve ... whether making notes; preparing

assignments; participating in or presenting tutorials ... they constantly have to define

problems; seek, locate and select relevant information; analyse, evaluate and organise

information; and endeavour to present it in appropriate ways" (Waters, 1997: 2).

According to this systematic approach there are six areas of skills which can help in the

information problem-solving process, summarised in figure 2.2:
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Figure 2.2: The Six Steps Involved in the Iofonnation Problem Solving Process

Step 1:
"Task Definition"
(understanding what is being asked)

Step 2:
"Information Seeking Strategies"
(deciding on the most appropriate information sources to be used)
"Location and access"
(locating and extracting rdevant information)
This step involves various information retrieval skills:

Step 3: -"library skills (use of catalogues, bibliographies, reference sources)
-book skills (use ofindexes. contents pages)
-Internet skills (use of appropriate directories, search engines)
-darabase searching skills"

Step 4:
"Useofhdonnation"
(seleering, priori rising and understanding rhe infonnarion)

Step 5:
"Synthesis"
(involves critical analysis. sorcin!!: information to form a lo£ical strucrure)
"Evaluation"

Step 6: (reflection on whether the question has been answered. whether
rhe problem has been solved).

(Waters, 1997: 3)

Skills ate assessed using an information retrieval task and learners may select any given

assignment on which to repon their information problem-solving process. According to

Waters (1997: 4) this approach allows learners to break the information problem-solving

task into "smaller, more manageable tasks" and allows them to move forwards and

backwards within the steps according to their needs and abilities.

(iii) Curriculum Based Information Literacy Skills for First Year Undergraduate

Learners:

At the University ofWoliongong a curriculum-based information literacy skills program

is being implemenred to provide learners with the opportunity to learn the skills

necessary for information literacy. The programme is multi-faceted, consisting of the

following aspects (Wtight & McGurk, 1999: 136-137):
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Library survival skills

This aspect of the programme is presented in the format of a PowerPoint presentation,

and it outlines the library services and facilities provided by the university. Learners are

required to answer questions based on the presentation, which they may complete at their

own pace.

Self-paced workbook

This workbook covers the same information included in the library survival presentation.

Learners are required to complete the workbook at their own pace.

Lunchtime and Saturday Workshops

These are generic classes, which may cover basic infotmation searching procedures to

more complex procedures depending on the level required by learners.

"One off' tutorial or lecture slots

These sessions are negotiated with facilitarors on request and usually cover prescribed

topics.

Subject Integrated Lecture or Tutorial

These sessions are integrated into a specific subject content area, and are arranged with

the facilitator. The success rate for this approach depends on how closely the subject

librarian and subject facilitator co-ordinate their efforts to ensure that the specified

objectives are reached.

(iv) Griffith University Information Literacy Blueprint

This blueprint was developed by Christine Bruce (1994: 10) who identified the following

straregies for information literacy education:

•

•

integrating an information literacy component into curriculum, articulated

through a course or groups ofcourses,

integrating an information literacy component into one or more selected subjects

only,
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• introducing special subjects at one or more levels of a course dedicated to aspects

of information literacy,

• special ctOSS- or intra-faculty workshops for research and teaching staff providing

updates on information literacy, tools, systems and technologies and information

through litetacy education.

• Extracurricular opportunities for learners provided by facilities, learning support

counsellors or the division of information services,

• Continuing education subjects or workshops for graduates and/or members of

the wider community.

The programmes reviewed above indicate a progressIOn In the approach of higher

education to include information literacy:

• from simply recognising that a change in educational approach is required

• to the identification ofskills required

• to the presentation of a complete subject integrated educational programme geared

towards information literacy,

• to a nation-wide framework of competency standards, equipped with measurable

outcomes and performance indicators, which are in line with the latest paradigm in

Higher Education.

Of the approaches reviewed above, it would seem that the latter two approaches appear

to be the most representative of what education of information lireracy skills should

encompass. Of interest is, in particular, the apptoach used by the Griffith University, the

Griffith University Information Literacy Blueprint. Their unique use of cross-faculty

workshops for research and teaching staff, and a focus on "continuing education" offers a

fresh perspective. The aspect of providing and maintaining a support infrastructure for

information literacy appears to provide a particularly strong argument fer the success of

any such intervention. Beyond providing ongoing support for all of those involved with

the intervention, the ultimate outcome of information literacy is its application as a

lifelong skill, which should be encouraged on a continuous basis.
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2.6 A South African Information Literacy Initiative

The programmes discussed above all share a common goal: to create independent life

long learners equipped with the skills to function in an information age. Their

programmes are tailored to accommodate the specific needs of their learners using the

resources and materials available to them.

The context in which information literacy is taught is an important consideration and

the needs of learners in South Africa need to be taken into consideration as well as the

available resources (Sayed & De Jager, 1997: 8). For this reason it is probably not

feasible to adopt a programme aimed at developing information literacy designed in

another country. To develop an information literacy programme in South Africa

requires that unique faerors, which may influence the teaching of information literacy in

this context be taken into consideration.

In the Western Cape, South Aftica, information literacy is an aspect of a five-year

research projeer, CALICO (Cape Libraries Co-operative), currently being undertaken

which aims at creating a single library system amongst the three universities and the two

Technikons in the Western Cape. The participating tertiary institutions include the

Cape Technikon, Peninsula Technikon, University of Cape Town, University of

Stellenbosch, and the University of the Western Cape.

"CAllCO is part ofa larger Adamasror Trust initiative ofthe five tertiary institutions in the

Western Cape. intmded to mhance the capacity ofthe Western Cape tertiary institutions to

achieve their educational objectives. CAllCO WtlS established in 1992 with the objective to

stimulate economic development and the promotion ofinformation literacy through services

that would enhance the provision ofinformation to al! who need it... » (Cape Technikon:

Library Services, 2001).

Within the fi-amework ofCALICO, Infolit was developed as an independent projeer with

the aim offocusing on the education of information literacy in the \Vestern Cape, taking

into consideration the specific needs oflearners in this area.
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Infolit was launched in 1995 based on a strategic plan, which is detailed below:

1. initially targeting tertiary institutions to transform approaches to teaching and

learning with an extension into secondary and primary schools and the

broader community

2. investigating the level of information literacy in the regIOn through

undertaking an audit and needs analysis so that intelligent interventions are

made in programme development and so that best practice is identified and

spread across the entire region

3. the generation of competitive pilot projects which promote information

literacy and demonstrate success in deepening learning

4. identifying ways of measuring outcomes of these programmes so that

investment is made in techniques that best promote information literacy

5. finding ways of integrating these pilots into full courses and curricula so that

the improved approaches to learning become streamlined

6. raising levels of awareness of information literacy in the region through

demonstrating successes of local and international models

7. growing greater collaboration between academics and information workers

(including information technologists) so that they may complement each other

in the design of programmes which teach learners about a knowledge base at

the same time as imparting to them generic life skills which they could use in

other courses and in civic life

8. developing human resource capacity most especially of information workers to

ensure that they are able to assume a dynamic role in the development of an

information literacy framework

(Karelse, 1996).

The project identified a number of faerors that needed to be considerec in the South

African context (Sayed & Karelse, 1997: 12-13). These were:
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"Prior learning experience"

Learners entering higher education are nor a homogenous group. In South Africa there

are deficiencies in rhe educational system as a result of rhe past apartheid system. The

National Commission on Higher Education (Sourh Africa, 1996a: 1) states:

"The present system perpetuates an inequitable distribution ofaccess and opportunity fir

learners andstaffalong axes ofrace, gender, class andgeographic discrimination ... there are

also vast disparities between historically black and historically white institutiom in terms of

facilities. "

The result has been that learners from historically disadvantaged educational institutions

have not had sufficient access to information facilities and information technologies

compared to historically white educational institutions where the information resources

and technology available are comparable to First World countries (Hodge & Miller,

1996: 41).

"Contextually specific teaching and learning"

The uneven distribution of funds for educational resources and the effect that this has

had on teaching and learning must be considered. For many learners the language of

instruction in higher education is not in their mother tongue and as a result of their prior

schooling, they possess only rudimentary English skills. For learners in South Africa to

become information-literate they must have sufficient command of the English language

to be able to understand and interpret the information available as most of the

information, particularly rhat which is available e1ecrronically (the Internet, databases), is

in English.

The effecr rhat rhe under-resourcing of historically black educational institutions has had

on rhe quality of teaching should also be considered. Before teaching information

literacy, the teaching faculty must be taught the necessary skills before they can be

expecred to convey these skills to rheir learners (Curzon, 1995: 13).
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"Affective issues"

One of the skills of an infotmation-litetate person (first identified in the 1980s

definition) is the awareness of an information need. In South Mrica the effect of the

apartheid system on learners' prior learning experience has resulted in learners,

particularly from historically disadvantaged institutions, often not being aware of how

important and useful information can be, and consequendy, being unaware of what an

information source is: for example, newspapers, films, videos, telephone, and even

experiences from othet people. To become information-literate requires learners to

understand how information is useful and ultimately essential to them in the information

age and to be "confident and motivated to explore the world of information" (Sayed &

KareIse, 1997: 13). Affective dimensions are an essential aspect of acquiring information

handling skills. With such an overload of information available it is critical not to

become overwhelmed and despondent. Understanding that there is an excess of

information available and to go ahead strategically with a search is an important

component of information literacy.

"Access skills"

With the widespread use of information technology in today's society, learners need to be

computer literate to be able to access information sources both in the libraty and outside.

The role ofinformation technology in the South Mrican context is particularly important

as it may be used to bridge the gap not just between historically advantaged and

disadvantaged educational institutions, but also between literacy and illiteracy in the

broader community. As mentioned previously, basic literacy - the ability to read and

write - is necessary but no longer sufficient in today's information age. To focus purely

on basic literacy is simply not a functional option in the 1990s. Informaci m technology

(hereafter referred to as IT) is a vital tool that is available to help bridge the gap between

being completely illiterate (lacking basic literacy) ana gaining some form of information

literacy, instead of just being taught reading and writing skills. (South Mrica.

Department of Education, 1996b: 74; Hodge & Miller, 1996: 54). This method

proposes the use of information technology to teach basic literacy, incorporating

computer and information accessing skills at the same time. This approach takes
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cognisance of the fact that computer literacy is a means of accessing information without

which one is excluded from the information age.

« [Well] resourced libraries and state ofthe art information technology is pivotal for the

effectivefUnctioning ofthe South African education system in the information age and as part

ofthe global community" (South Africa. Department ofEducation, 199Gb: 73).

This is the recommendation by the government in order to restructure under-resourced

libraries (via information technology) in general throughout South Africa, but

particularly in historically disadvantaged educational institutions. Further

recommendations towards the integration of an information technology inftastructute

into South African academic libraries include:

• promotion ofa co-operative approach to the sharing ofresources and expertise

• identification and provision ofminimal tesource levels

• redress for the development ofIT and library capacity

(South Africa. Department of Education, 1996b: 74).

"Use and Evaluation"

Learners need to be able to evaluate and select relevant information from the vast amount

of information available and use it to solve an immediate and specific information need.

In a tertiary education environment this would manifest itself in the form of an

assignment, project and/or class discussion! debate.

However, now that access to infotmation has been made easier through information

technology, vast amounts of information await the unprepared information user. As

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, it is this exponential growth rate of accessible

information that gave rise to the term "information explosion". Seare:l results from

electronic media may yield hundreds, even thousands, ofpossible choices. It is here, that

the learners are required to evaluate which information is relevant to their specific task,

and make choices in order to narrow down their search for particular information. Once

learners have evaluated which information is most relevant, the next challenge facing

them is to "use" or apply this material in order to successfully complete theit required

task.
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In order for the learner to be able to evaluate and use the information that they have

accessed, presumes that the imbalances of prior learning, contextually specific teaching

and learning, affective issues, and access skiIIs, have been addressed.

"Higher order cognitive skills"

In order to complete the previous rasks of accessing information, evaluating information

for relevance, and finally using or applying the information to a specific task, complex

cognitive skills are required. In Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1973), perhaps the best

known basis fot ordering cognitive skills, "application" and "evaluation", although on

different levels of the taxonomy, are classified as higher order cognitive skills.

In terms of information litetacy, the application of critical thinking skills is used to create

new knowledge. However, in order for learners in South Mrica to be given a realistic

opportunity to attain such levels of information literacy, requires that those factors

discussed previously be addressed adequately.

"Student centered learning"

The transformation of the educational system in South Mrica includes the paradigm shift

which is evidenced in the international move towards creating self-directed lifelong

learners who have the necessary information literacy skills to navigate their way through

an information age in all aspects oflife - social, political and economic.

In South Africa, a National QuaIification Framework was established in 1995 to facilitate

the democratic transformation of the national educarion and training system (SAQA,

1997: 6). The task of implementing the transformation process was trar>;ferred to the

South Mrican Qualification Authority. The latter oversees the generation of standards of

which critical outcomes form a fundamental part.

"Furthermor~ it ensures the enhancement ofth~ quality of education and training, the

acceleration of r~dr~ss ofpast unfair discrimination in education training ... , thereby

contributing to theftll personal development ofeach learner ... « (SAQA, 1997: 6).
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Seven critical cross-field outcomes have been identified for learners in Higher Education

by SAQA. The fourth critical outcome, here listed, describes the contemporary concept

of information literacy; learners are required to be able to "collect, analyse, organize and

critically evaluate information" (SAQA, 1997: 7).

Thus it appears evident that South Africa as a nation is proactively responding to the

needs of its learners in order to become comparable in its education and training, to the

rest of the world.

2.7 Addressing Information Literacy at the Cape Technikon - A Historical

Intervention

In an effort to increase the level of information literacy amongst learners, many

intervention programmes have been initiated in higher education.

It is against this international and local background that the next section focuses on an

information literacy intervention developed by the Cape Technikon for their first-year

learners.

(i) The Philosophy behind the Integrated First Year Experience Programme

Learners entering tertiary education often lack the necessary study skills to cope with the

demands of higher education. The reasons identified by the Cape Technikon Tcaching

and Learning Centre (199617) are:

•

•

•

learners in higher education are expected to take responsibility for their 'earning

many learners have to adjust to the new environment and freedom experienced when

moving away ftom home

more recently, the democratisation of tertiary education has resulted in increased

numbers of learners. Many learners represent the first generation within their

families who have been given the opportunity of tertiary education.
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In 1997, the Cape Technikon responded to this need by designing a study skills

programme for first-year learners called the "Integrated First Year Experience" (hereafter

referred to as IFYE). IFYE aligns with the paradigm shift in higher education towards

student-centred learning and outcomes-based education, resulting in independent,

lifelong learners.

The aim of the IFYE programme is to integrate the teaching of study skills into the first

year subject content. FaciIitators are encouraged to integrate the content of each Module

into their specific subject content on the basis that learners can relate berter to a topic

when it is relevant to their specific interests and immediate needs.

It is course-integrated, as the teaching of the study skills becomes the responsibility of the

teacher who has the subject-specific knowledge to adapt the resources-based activities to

relevant subject content.

The programme includes the following study skills: Academic writing, Information

Literacy/Retrieval, Approaches to learning in higher education, Time Management,

Expected Work Load Requirements, and Nore-Taking.

Although each Module was developed as a separate unit within the IFYE programme, the

writer drew parallels connecting each of these Modules to the Information Litetacy

Module. Ultimately, by using rhe IFYE programme in its entirety, each Module

contributes towards the facilitation of information literacy. The interpreration is

presented below:

Academic W tiring

Information Literacyl Retrieval

Approaches to learning in higher education

Time Management
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Expected Work Load Requirements

Note-Taking

(ii) The Information Literacy Module

- information handling skills

- encourages critical thinking skills

such as being able to evaluate and

select relevant information.

The information literacy Module needs to be understood against the background of the

Infolit project described earlier. In order to promote levels of information literacy

throughout the Western Cape, it was necessary that Infolit first investigate and determine

the state of information literacy amongst learners. A Needs Assessment Study, which

encompassed all five tertiary institutions in the Western Cape was initiated in 1996.

Furthermore, Infolit identified that the development ofpilot information literacy projects

across the five tertiary institutions should be encouraged in order to develop successful

models which could then be adopted by all (Sayed, 1998: xiv).

The Cape Technikon's pilot initiative offered to Infolit was the information literacy

Module of the Integrated First Year Experience Programme. And although the IFYE

programme is a completely separate initiative from Infolit, these two initiatives intersect

at the information literacy Module. The philosophy of Infolit and the IFYE information

literacy Module appear the same, namely to create independent, life-long, and socially

responsible, information users. Through the development of an evaluative framework

and the subsequent application of its methodology to the IFYE information literacy

Module in an attempt to validate the evaluative framework, it will be determined

whether the aims of these two initiatives do in face coincide.

Although only the information literacy Module (hereafter referred to as the Module) of

the programme has been evaluared, it is worth noting that the other skills, although

considered as separate in the IFYE programme, all contribute towards the acquisition of

information literacy. A copy of the Module is provided in Appendix B.
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The Module aims to contribute to the development of information-literate learners by

providing a library based information retrieval task. An integrated approach is used in

that the subject-specific facilitators discuss the Module with rheir learners. Learners can

relate better to the topic of the assignment as it is more relevant to their interests and

needs. The choice of topic is left up to the faciIitator, thereby integrating the teaching of

information literacy into the subjea-specific content.

The assignment format encourages the learners to participate actively in the learning

process. The Module is structured in such a way that faciIitators have the freedom to

adapt the Module to their subject content and context.

The specific aims of the Module are:

1. To expose learners to the basic ways in which information can be useful to them

now, and to indicate how important it is in their ultimate careers

2. To overcome the initial fear and bewilderment that learners experience in having to

use information and the library, and help them form a positive attitude to

information use

3. To bring all first-year learners to a functionally sufficient level of information

literacy, particularly those learners from a disadvantaged educational background

where they were not adequately exposed to basic information/library use and

retrieval techniques

4. To create a realistic opportuniry for learners to experience first-hand the essential

information problems and solutions in the academic context

5. To convey to learners an understanding of the facilities ofa modern tertiary

academic library.

The Module provides a framework, which includes various aids to help the facilitator

achieve these aims. To achieve the first aim of the Module, a set ofeleven transparencies

is provided to help the facilitator sketch a background of information trends. The

transparencies are an aid to the facilitator to help learners realise and understand the

importance of becoming information-literate.
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Transparencies 2 to 6 give a graphic representation of informarion trends over the past

years. Transparency 7 illustrates the paradigm shift in education. Transparencies 8-10

give the learner an indication of the role of information in the workplace; learners realise

how they are daily information consumers. Transparency 10 is illustrated below in figure

2.3, which shows examples of how learners will be confronted with information in the

workplace.

Figure 2.3: IFYE Module Transparencies lOa and b

Transparency 10a
EXAIIPLES OF N"ORIlATlON INnE WORKPLACE

Transparency 10b
EXAIIPLES OF INFORMATION It THE WORKPLACE

• CClnII*lY • robota
COi.........MIe1K:e

• ongInMring-1ngo ......_-

• medical recorda • computer akIed cs.Ign

• supplerdatabasH • computer assisted
In*'1ur.ctu,.

• vlct.o production • IKOf'da of .ccldents

• COCI'IJ*ly financial
"enls.-

a government gazfiIIM

.Iegai .....~._-
• marketing

pubDcaUona.-
• t8Iephone c1r-etDries

• computer networks

• Ille_

• evaluation of
Infonnatfon IOUI'CH

._- • compeny public r.IationI • hotel booking syatIImS

• business form des9t • aonw.w configuration

• lists~ class m:arb

• filing systems

• minutes of meetings

'-ng

• cost.....,..,.

• client mailing lists..-_.-._01-'-• environmental_....-
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The next section of the Module addresses the remaining four aims of the information

literacy Module. An assignment plan, in the form of a handout, is provided for learnets

which guides them through the various stages of using the information resources in the

library. Features of this format:

• illustrate to learners the limitations of using only prescribed notes and! or

textbooks

• confront learners with having to use multiple resource types relevant to first-year

study (lending books, reference books, video, resources on shonloan)

• force them to think about the processes of:

using an academic library's basic services

searching for potentially useful resources and

choosing the most appropriate information

• allows them to convert the information into own knowledge

• inculcates the essential methodology in information retrieval and use

(Cape Technikon. Teaching and Learning Centre: IFYE Information Literacy Module,

1996: 2-3).

A summary of the various search steps is provided in the form ofTransparency I and it is

suggested that the learners receive a copy as a handout. A library map, which should be

handed out to the learners, is included in the Module. In addition, the facilitator is

encouraged to discuss an example of a subject-relared topic with the learners and the

various search steps involved. It is suggested that the assignment be in the form of a

short essay or a set of questions.

The IFYE information literacy Module was wrirten by Adriaan Coetzee, the director of

library services at the Cape Technikon. The initiative was developed during the course of

1996 and staff training was undertaken in the format of workshops;;} November of

1996. The workshops were presented by the author of the Module.

The full implementation of the intervention was initiated in January 1997. It was the

fact that the IFYE information literacy Module was being put forward as a part ofInfolit,

that required a thorough evaluation before it could be considered for implementation at

other institutions.
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2.8 Towards a Definition of "Information Literacy"

T airing the above factors thar influence information literacy in the South AFrican context

into consideration, a definition of information literacy for use in South Africa was

devdoped by Infolit, which has been adopted for the purpose of this study:

"InfOrmation literacy refers to the ability oflearners to access, use and evaluate infOrmation

from different sources, in order to enhance learning, solve problems and generate new

knowledge"

(Sayed & Karelse, 1997: 13).

While in agreement with the above operational definition, the writer feds that a short

summary of how the definition should be interpreted for this specific study needs to be

added:

• Before learners can access information, they need to be aware of a need for

infOrmation, thus an understanding of the importance of information in today's

information society should be the first step towards becoming information-literate.

Only once learners are aware of their information need can they start planning a

research strategy for accessing information (making time to go to the libtary;

understanding the library system; and deciding which infotmation resources to use)

• The next skill that is required is how to operate information technology (computers,

on-line catalogue systems, the Internee) in order to access information

• Once the information has been accessed, critical thinking skills (such as analysis and

evaluation of rdevant material) are essential higher order cognitive skills that are

required before learners can start to use the information

• Use of information is understood by the writer as the application of information to

generate new knowledge; rhus learners use the information only once they have

analysed and evaluated it for its rdevance. The writer's interpretation of the

definition, as it stands above, therefore differs slightly with regard to the order of the

skills required fOt becoming information-literate.

By way of clarification, the writer offers a diagrammatic reptesentation of the concept of

"information literacy", illustrated in figure 2.4:
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Figure 2.4: The Concept ofInfurmation Literacy: A Diagrammatic Representation

Academic Literacy
(Communication Skills)

Li brary Li teracy
(SearchinglRetrieval Skills)

Computer Literacy
(Information Technology)

= Information Literacy (Life Skills)

The figure above is characterised by the following fearures:

• when learnets enter higher education, basic literacy skills (the abiliry ro read and

write) are assumed

• in higher education these basic skills are developed further ro encourage academic

literacy ( skills necessary to become functional in an academic environment)

• these skills include:

the abiliry ro use the library (library literacy)

the abiliry ro access information through use of information technology

(computer literacy)

higher order cognitive skills such as critical thinking (analysis and evaluation) and

ultimately th.e application (use) of information ro create own knowledge, ro solve

a problem or make a decision

• the development of these skills is encouraged through a student-centred, resource

based teaching approach which presumes the co-operation of the library staff,

teaching faculry, and administration ro ensure continuous suPPOrt across the

academic curriculum
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• learners are thus equipped with skills that will be useful to them not only in their

academic careers (study skills), but which extend beyond the boundaries of higher

education and into their professional civic lives (life skills).

Although the above model was developed independently, the writer is aware that a

similar conceptual model exists, "McClure's Information Literacy Typology". This

model, too, shows a relationship between various interpretations ofliteracy and the new

form ofliteracy - information lireracy (Loertscher & Woolls, 1999: 89).

Figure 2.5: McClure's Information Literacy Typology

Information
Problem-So.~h~'in~g~r- _
Skills __~

Media Literacy

In the typology above, the focus lies on using information literacy in order to solve a

problem. It appears then, that becoming information-literate involves essentially

acquiring a set ofproblem-solving skills that may be applied to any information need.

To conclude this chaptet, it should be said that the similarity of models between local

and international concepts of information literacy and the ideas on information literacy,

be it the concept, or the definition, underlines the fact that Higher Education in South

Africa is moving in line with international trends.

The next chapter investigates various methods of evaluating information literacy

interventions and conrexrualises the evaluative method used for this study.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTEXTUALISING THE INFORMATION liTERACY EVALUATION

3.1 Introduction

The motivating factor behind the evaluation of the IFYE information literacy Module

was that the Integrated First Year Experience had been launched in January 1997 and

with Infolit's promotion of information literacy across the Western Cape, the

information literacy Module required an evaluation to determine whether it would be

suitable as an implementable intervention at the other institutions in the Western Cape.

Thus, the aim was to not only evaluate the learners, bur also the programme.

A review of the literature indicated that the majoriry of information literacy intervention

programmes have a tendency to evaluate the ability of their learners in terms of the

success of the information literacy programme, generally by means of an information

retrieval task (Saracevic & Kantor, 1988: 61-176; Su, 1992: 503-516; Smithson, 1994:

205-221; Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovits, 1990: 448-462). These studies focused on the

evaluarion of the learners, a vety important aspect of any educational intervention.

However, the focus of this study is on developing an evaluarive framework in order to

also determine the theoretical adequacy of the information literacy programme from an

educational perspective. The evaluation of learners should be incorporated automatically

in any educationally comprehensive intervention. Thus, this study encompasses a two

fold evaluative framework:

•

•
the first is concerned with the evaluation oflearners, yet

the main focus of the study is the evaluation of the programme.
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3.2 Approaches to Evaluating Information Literacy

Of the information literacy programmes utilised in higher education, the use of an

information retrieval task - using information sources available in the academic library 

appeared to be the popular method of evaluation. A review of the literature on

evaluation methods of library use/information retrieval revealed a focus on the use of

electronic information technologies, databases such as, for example DIALOG, to measure

search behaviour and competence. The information retrieved by the searchers was then

compared to the amount of relevant information available (Saracevic & Kantor, 1988:

161-176; Su, 1992: 503-516; Smithson, 1994: 205-221; Nahl-]akobovits &

]akobovits, 1990: 448-462).

An example of an evaluation of an information literacy programme for first-year learners,

using an information retrieval task is reviewed below:

At the Ohio State University, the "impact of libraty instruction on [freshman] student

learning and attitudes has been regularly evaluated" (Tiefel, 1989: 249). The

programme uses a 'one hour credited course', which incorporates an 'in class',

presentation by a librarian for all first-year learners followed by a library assignment.

Learners' skills and attitudes are measured using a pre/post test evaluation. The old

assignment used was in the form of a short answer format, the newer format requires

learners to function on a higher cognitive level in that they are required to "select ... , ...

research ... and write a brief analysis on a topic" (Tiefel, 1989: 252). The evaluation was

used to help improve the programme so that the aims of the programme "to teach borh

skills and concepts to ensure applicability and transferability of those concepts and skills

to other information needs, i.e., to prepare learners for lifelong learning" (Tiefel, 1989:

250) would be mer. A further aim of the evaluation was to show that the use of a

credited library assignment can have a significant effect on first-year learr,ers' knowledge

about the library, their basic library skills, and their attitude towards the library. The

limitation on the level of library skills acquired due to the time limit of the one-hour

presentation is mentioned as well as the fact that the programme thus only provides

learners with basic skills, which need to be developed further. These recommendations

underline the fact that library skills, when encouraged and developed throughout

learners' academic careers, may be transferred beyond the boundaries of highet education
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to their professional and civic lives as well, rhus contributing ultimately towards

information literacy.

The possibility of using a similar evaluation model to evaluate the learners was

considered. There were certain similarities between the two interventions:

• The focus of the Module is on encouraging learners to use the academic library,

thereby contributing to the acquisition and practice of skills required for information

literacy.

• The Module used an information retrieval task, which actively encourages learners to

make use of the various different information resources available in the library.

However, at the time that the IFYE Module was implemented for the first time in 1997,

and an evaluation was consequently necessitated by Infolit, access to electronic media at

the Cape Technikon was not comparable to that of first world countries. At the same

time access to a CD-ROM database was limited to one access terminal and to post

graduate learners only, and was thus not included in the assignment plan of the IFYE

Module. Consequently, this evaluation method was nor deemed a suitable option for

this study.

3.3 A Taxonomic Approach To Library User Education

The evaluation was finally set against the background of the work completed by NahI

Jakobovits and Jakobovits. They developed a system for library user education based on

a behavioural taxonomic approach, which is best summed up by NahI and James (1997:

8) in their description:

"The act ofsearching as an externalpsychomotor activity is directed by hs cognitive aspect, and

driven by its affective, ... remove the affective process in searching and there is left no need or

purpose, ... remove the cognitive aspect and there is left no strategy or plan, ... remove the

psychomotor and there is left no perfOrmance or execution. ~
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This approach was derived from Bloom's "Taxonomy of Educational Objectives"

(1973). The taxonomy classifies human behaviour into three domains, adapted from the

ancient Hebrew and Greek civilisations according to which the human body is made up

of three parts, the soul (affective), the mind (cognitive), and body (psychomotor):

•

•

•

the affective domain (will), which describes changes in interest, motivation, attitude

and feelings

the cognitive domain (undetstanding), deals with intellectual abilities and skills

the psychomotor domain (actions), which includes physical behaviour such as

movements, sensations, perceptions and speech.

(NahI-Jakobovits & Jakobovits, 1987: 204-213)

In Bloom's taxonomy these three domains are often ordered with rhe cognitive domain

placed first, followed by the affective and psychomotor domains. There are various levels

in each of the domains. The cognitive domain, for example, consisrs of six levels, which

are hierarchically structured from simple to compl=

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

: requires me recollection of information, dates, events, places and

major ideas

requires understanding information, and grasping its meaning

requires the use of information, methods, concepts, and theories in

new situations, and solving problems using required skills or

knowledge

requires seeing patterns and the organisation of parts

requires me ability to predict and draw conclusions

requires me ability to compare and discriminate berween ideas,

verify value of evidence, make choices based on reasoned argument,

and assess value of meories and presentations. (Bloom, 1956)

For learners to be successful in me highest cognitive level- evaluarion - they are required

to have successfiilly acquired the cognitive skills of the previous levels in order to reach

me final stage.
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The use of educational objectives in the context of an evaluation is referred to as the

"Behavioural Objectives (or Goal- Based) Approach" (House 1980: 26-7). By writing

the goals of the educational programme in terms of learners' behaviours prior to the

implementation of the programme, the task of the evaluator is to determine whether

those learners who have been exposed to the programme are exhibiting these identified

behavioural objectives. The methodology used to measure learners' behaviour was by

quantifYing the Outcome variables: for example, using test achievements. According to

House (1980: 27), Bloom applied this approach in his evaluation of different subject

matters.

3.4 The Taxonomy ofLibrary Skills and Errors

NahI-Jakobovits and Jakobovits who consequently developed the "Taxonomy of Library

Skills and Errors" applied a taxonomic approach to library use, which, although based on

Bloom's "Taxonomy of Educational Objectives", is markedly distinct in various ways:

1. Within the taxonomy there ate only three levels of progression of library skills

arranged from basic to complex. These were adapted from the work by Nigel Ford

(1979: 247 - 60) who proposed three sryles oflearning oflibrary users: "dependence

(level I), independence (level 2), and interdependence (level 3)". From this the

following three levels were developed: otientation (level 1), interaction (level 2), and

internalisation (level 3). Thus, for each of the three domains there are three levels of

library skills to be mastered.

2. Bloom's taxonomy emphasises the cognitive domain with the justification that, in

order to achieve higher order skills in any domain, cognitive abiliry across all three

domains is required. In the "Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errr-rs" the three

domains are ordered differently with the affective domain placed first in the

taxonomy, followed by the cognitive and psychomotor domains. The justification for

this is that the affective domain is the primary motivator and therefore affective skills

are an essential step towards the acquisition of library literacy skills and ultimately

information literacy skills (NahI, 1997). As library literacy skills become increasingly

more complex due to the rapid development of information accessing technology, so
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the cognitive and psychomotor skills required become increasingly complex. Without

adequate affective skills (will and motivation), cognitive and psychomotor skills

cannot be acquired due to "frustration, technophobia, and a learned aversion to

libraries" (Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovits, 1990: 460).

3. Previously the focus had been on teaching library users those cognitive skills required

to become library- (and ultimately information-) literate. However, it was lefr up to

the potential information user to practice the newly acquired skills and it was observed

that even though learners were being taught cognitive library skills, they were not

becoming library literate. The reasons for this were identified as affective factors:

• technophobia (avoidance and fear of information systems)

• information-seeking resistance (people avoid or procrastinate searching, or

else quit too soon)

• library anxiery and confusion (inabiliry to adjust or cope)

• low self-confidence as a searcher ("1 can't learn this")

(Nahl & James, 1997: 7).

4. Similar to Bloom's taxonomy the three domains of behaviour are recognised as

distinct from one another. However, they are considered to be integrated horizontally

across all levels (indicated in the table below by each level having only one tide). Thus

the taxonomy ofLibrary Skills and Errors should be interpreted both vertically (more

complex skills are dependent on the acquisition of simpler skills) and horizontally

(stressing the interdependence of the three domains).
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The vertical progression of library skills from simple to complex and the simultaneous

intetdependence of the three domains across the three levels of progression are

represented in Table 3.1 below:

Table 3.1: Taxonomy ofLibrary Skills and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

A3 C3
P3

Affictive Internalization Cognitiv~ Internalization
Psychomotor Inumalization

Level 3
Internalizing Demonstrating suppon for Acquiring personal and

Performing cumulative
the library the library perspective on subjective intuition of a

searches in onc's field and

society and sel£ scholarly discipline.
promoting the library in

one's life.

A2 Cl P2

Level 2
Affietiv~ Intaaction Cognitiv~Inuraction Psychomotor Intaaction

Intencting
Demonstrating continuous Acquiring obj~etive Negotiating search queries

with the
library

striving and value knowledge of search and performing a single.
preferences favourable to the sequences, their anJ.ysis one-time search that meets

library and its system. and SYnthesis. a current information need.
Al Cl PI

Affietive Orimtation Cognitive Orimtation Psychomotor Orimtation
Level I

Orienting to Demonsuating willingness Acquiring representative Performing physical
the library ro practice libraty tasks and knowledge and operations (hands-on

maintaining sdeetive comprehending library- experiences. browsing and
attention. relevanc discinceions. walkin. around).

(Nahl-Jacobovits & Jacobovits, 1990: 449).

The value of such a taXonomy is that it allows for the development of library instruction

programmes around the nine categories using instructional objectives that can then be

evaluated against the skills determined for each category. Specific user skills are identified

and errors pin-pointed that can then be addressed accordingly, be it in the affective-,

cognitive- or psychomotor domain.

Used to evaluate the programme the taxonomy is useful in that all nine categories should

be addressed by the programme aims and activities. An analysis of these into the

taxonomy should reveal any potential shortcomings in the intervention, and more

specifically, at which level and in which domain of the taxonomy. These shortcomings

can consequendy be corrected for future implementations.
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When the taxonomy is applied to evaluate the learners to detetmine how much they have

learnt !Tom the programme, it may also be seen to be ofvalue. Once the learnet activity

has been determined with which learnets' progress will be measured, the extent to which

this progress is evaluated within the programme, will be determined with help from the

taxonomy. The taxonomy provides dear guidelines for each level and domain identified

within the taxonomy, which allows for easy identification of whether these skills have

been teached or not.

To illustrate the value of the taxonomic approach as an evaluative framework, an analysis

of the aims of the IFYE Module into the Taxonomy of Libraty Skills and Errors and an

extensive discussion of the results, is presented in the following chapter. This follows

mer a detailed explanation ofeach individual domain of the taxonomy, presented below.

Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits (1987: 205-212) identified library-user skills and errors

for each of the nine categories. The comprehensive nature of this taxonomic approach is

illustrated by elaborating on the skills and errors that Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits

proposed:

Level One: Orientation

At this first level the library user must familiarise him/herself with the libtary

enVlfonment. The potential user needs to have the right frame of mind before showing a

willingness to spend time and effort on library orientation. During this initial stage they

lack any knowledge of how to access information and although they begin to learn

relevant terminology, they are not library users yet.
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Table 3.2: Level One - Orientation

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Levd3
Internalizing

the librarv
Levd2

Interaccing
with the
librarv

Al Cl PI
Affietive Orimtation Cognitive Orientation PsychomotrJr Orirotation

Levd 1
Orienting to Demonsrraring willingness [0 Acquiring represemanve Performing ph)"ical
the library practice library rasks and knowledge and operations (hands-on

maintaining sdecrive comprehending library- experienca. browsing and
3nentioo. relevanr distinctions. walkinl!: around).

Al- Affective Orientation:

Ir is during this stage that learners muSt overcome their inirial fear of using the library;

they need to be prepared to adjust to the rules and ways along which the library is run,

termed "Library adjustment" by NahI-]akobovirs and ]akobovirs (1987: 208). The failure

by learners to respond to this need is called "Library maladjustment."

Library Adjustment:

•

•

the library user is prepared to spend time learning the library orientation map

acceprs a librarians suggestion or instruction

vs.

Library Maladjustment:

• user feels ashamed to be seen re-using the library

• would rather be elsewhere."
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Cl- Cognitive Orientation:

In the cognitive domain learners need to learn the relevant terminology to be able to

distinguish between various aspects of the library that they will need when they want to

perform a search. Their knowledge at this stage is termed "representative knowledge", as

learners are not expected to perform a search yet. Skills and errors identified at this level

are:

Library Map and Glossary:

• [learners] can distinguish between books and magazines, current and bound

periodicals, regular shelved books and reference books

vs.

Library Ignorance:

• [learners] remember little ofwhat is being shown

• cannot distinguish between various sources

• ultimately do not understand the library set-up.

Pl- Psychomotor Orientation:

This category is characterised by learners' physical and visual movements such as

browsing around in the library, familiarising themselves with the location of various

sources and the functioning of these. Skills and errors identified for this level are:

Library Exploitation and Efficiency:

• [student] walks around the library

•

•

asks the librarian a question

pushes buttons, takes books from the shelf, follows instructions f,r using the on

line catalogue

vs.

Library Avoidance and Inefficiency":

• [student] does not plan in time for using the library

• records incorrect information
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• looks up the writer under the first name instead of the last name.

Level Two: Interaction

I'or learners ro become functional at this level they must aCCept and understand the way

in which information in the library is organised and he able tl) 'Itilise various information

rools to fulfil an information need, thus inreracring with the librn-y.

Table 3.3: Lcvd Two - Interaction

Affective Domain Cognitive DOD1cuo Psychomotor Domain

Lcvd3
Internalizing

the library
A2 C2 P2

Levd2 Affective Iareraction COf.7lititJ~ Int"artiotf Pryd'Ol11JJwr Inuraction

Intuaeting
Demonstrating continuous Acquiring obje«ivc Negotiating search querieswith the

library
Striving and value preferences knowledge ofs<'l<ch and performing a single, One-
&vowable re chelibrary and sequences. their anal~is.U>.d tir:ne 5t4rch that mcttS a

its sysrem. synchesis. eurtenC in{ormarion need.
Levd 1

Orienting to
the library

A2- Affective Interaction:

This level requires learners [Q be motiv3[ed enough ro perfotn1 a sea rch in [he library [0

satisfy an information need. It differs from level A I in [!)at '"-'hile a student may be

prepared ro attend a library orientation session. greater intrinsic rrtotivation is required to

interact ,,~th the library whilst performjng an actual search.

Skills and errors identified for this level are:
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Library Proficiency

• sdecrs correcr subject headings

• wrires down synonyms for a subject

• expresses appreciation to librarian for help received

vs.

Library Inepritude

• underestimates (he tilne a search requires

• gives up a search premarurely and leaves the library wirhour any references

• comes ro che library wirhour clothes warm enough for an air condirioned library.

Level Three: Internalisation

This levd of the taxonomy most closely matches the characteristics of information

literacy. Users at this level use the library on a continuous basis to fulfil information

needs in all aspecrs of their life, thus becoming daily, life-long information consumers.

Table 3.4: Level Three - Internalisation

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

A3 C3 P3

Affreriv<lnurmzlizmion CogniJir;~ lnre:moliurion PrydlO11WUJT lnturutlization
Levd3

Intcraaliz.ing
Demonstrating suppon for Acquiring pcrsooll1 and

Performing cumulative
the h1>rary

me libr.uy perspective on subjecrive inruirion ofa searches in oo<s field and

society and sel[ scholarly discipline. promoting the library in
onc:'s Life.

Level 2
Interacting

with the
library
Levell

Orienting to
the library
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A3: Affective Internalisation:

Research by Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits (1987: 206) indicates that many library

users (including learners, faculry and the public) do not progress to this last and highest

level. The reason stated is a "lack of affective commitment to the idea of the library".

Skills and errors identified for this level are:

Library Conscience and Motality

• accepts the idea that a library book is publicly owned

• feels awe at all that books symbolise in the history of civilisation

• feels confidant that library resources can improve the quality oflife

vs.

Library Negligence

• hostility towards libraries, books and users themselves as searchers

• user dissociates themself from libraries

• does not care about the other patrons and does not mind making a noise.

C3: Cognitive Internalisation

Here the "objective knowledge" experienced in C2 is developed further to "personal

knowledge". This form of knowledge develops from a personal interest in a particular

subject or field. Skills and errors are identified as follows:

Disciplinary Connection

• user understands how search tools facilitate fmding information

• senses that some of the titles retrieved might be 'false drops'

• can see the how a new tool can aid in keeping abreast of new devehpments

vs.

Lacking in Disciplinary Connection:

• holds incorrect assumptions about particular subject heading content

• fails to see the importance ofaccurate referencing

• user does not understand how citation works.
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P3- Psychomotor Internalisation:

According co the taxonomy this domain is the ultimare achievement rowards "learning

the library and integrating it into one's life". Skills and errors identified are:

Life-long Library Use

• expresses a desire co read books encountered while searching

• refrains from marking up a book

• serendipitously discovers a reference needed for another purpose

vs.

Library Disuse

• user is upset in the process of using the library

• presses books fiar on the phococopying machine

• marks up books.

During the literature review and the search for an evaluative model for information

literacy interventions, the potential of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors, was

recognised and consequently applied co the evaluation of the IFYE information literacy

Module. However, although not synonymous with the concept of information literacy,

library literacy does form a vital component of the concept of information literacy, and it

was felt that the skills acquired at rhe third level of the taxonomy - "intanalisation~

strongly contributed cowards the concept and skills required of an information-literate

person. The skills "demonstrating supportfor th~ libraryp=p~ctiv~ on socidy and s~lf'(A3)

and "lifelong library US~ v= disus~" (P3) indicate the use of the library in all aspects of

life, thus making it a life skill. For users co acquire the level of skills required for level

three, rhose higher order cognitive skills identified previously as being required for

information literacy (crirical thinking skills, evaluation and application of information ro

create new knowledge) need to be have been practised in a steadily progressive manner.

It is suggested that these higher order cognitive skills, although nor stated explicitly, are

implied and that the application of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors could be

extended for purposes of evaluating an information literacy programme (as distinct from

a library skills programme), to include information literacy skills as reflected by level

three of this taxonomy.
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As a result of utilising the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors (as will be described in

Chapter 4), the writer entered into correspondence with Diane NahI-Jakobovits, author

of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors, who provided a version of a more recent

taxonomy, called the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy,

which had been developed from the first one. From the success of the application of the

Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors to information literacy, the value of the second

taxonomy was immediately recognised. Consequently, this second taxonomy was used

for a subsequent evaluation of the IFYE Module in order to demonstrate its value as an

evaluation framework and to compare this evaluation with the first, undertaken using the

Taxonomy ofLibrary Skills and Errors.

3.5 The Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Information Literacy

In 1993, Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits (1993: 79) developed a "Taxonomy for

Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy" based on the same structure of the

earlier "Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors". This taxonomy was extended beyond

the boundaries of library use re include the current broader concept of information

literacy. What was interesting was the comparison that was made between the two

taxonomies. The original analysis of the aims of the IFYE Module had been undertaken

using the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors. However, with the development of the

updated and contextually more applicable Taxonomy with Behavioural Objectives for

Information Literacy, the analysis was repeated using the new taxonomy.
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Table 3.5: Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Levd 1
(Orientation

) AI Cl 51
Critical Becoming sensitive to the Evaluating the source of the Coping in an information

Thinking need to evaluate information according to society and engaging in
Objective: information appropriate standards learning activities

Information
evaluation

Leve12
(Interaction) A2 52

Using Having the perception ofan C2 Recognizing the
Information

Retrieval
information need and Formulating the questions information provided as

Knowledge
feeling the excitement of and planning a search suitable to the need and

being an independent strategy experiencing a sense ofwell
Objective:

searcher being
Information

we
LevdJ

{Intemalizat 53
ion}

A3
C3 Facilicaring one's life

Leamingto
Attaining the feeling of

Evaluating me information
thtough lifelong

Learn
personal empowerment

content and being information seeking and
Objective: enlightened by it enjoying its rich benefitsInformation

success

The writer IS In agreement with the use of behavioural objectives used for the

measurement of skills and it is for this reason that the evaluation was based on the

taxonomic approach. However, the writer was not successful in finding a conceptual link

explained by NahI-Jakobovirs and Jakobovirs ofhow the two taxonomies are concurrent.

In otder to explore more fully the conceptual basis for the Taxonomy for Behavioural

Objectives for Information Literacy an analysis was undertaken which compated the

raxonomy with the definition of infotmation literacy, accepted in the previous chapter.

This yielded the following findings:

1. The definition of information literacy accepted for this research is • ... the ability of

learners to access, evaluate and use infOrmation from different sources". According to the

taxonomy, level 1 requires'critical thinking skills (information evaluation)", followed

by "information retrieval knowledge (infotmation use)" and finally "learning how to

learn (information success)" (Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovirs, 1993: 79). However,
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according to the accepted definition of information literacy, without the skills

necessary to access and retrieve information, there will be no information available

that could be evaluated. Access and information retrieval skills are required before

higher order cognitive skills (such as critical thinking and evaluation) can be achieved.

2. "Information use" as an instructional objective is associated with information retrieval

(level 2) in the taxonomy, which does not coincide with the definition. "Information

use" (the abiliry to apply the relevant information to create new knowledge), should

be considered to be the most complex cognitive skill required for information literacy

and should thus be placed at level 3 and not on the same level as "information

retrieval".

The skills required for library literacy do not appear to be consistent with the behavioural

objectives required for information literacy as set out in the Taxonomy of Behavioural

Objectives for Information Literacy. Rather than being alarmed at this difference, it

perhaps underlines what has been mentioned previously, namely that library literacy and

information literacy are not synonymous and may and should not be used

interchangeably. Library literacy should rather be viewed as one critical component of

the concept of information literacy.
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3.6 Conclusion:

This chaptet has discussed two possible evaluative frameworks mat appear to be more

suitable man me traditional information retrieval task, for the evaluation of information

literacy interventions, particularly in the context of higher education in South Africa.

What has emerged from the discussion of these two taxonomies is the relative difficulty

of moving from me concept of library literacy to the more comprehensive concept of

information literacy.

As will be shown in the next chapter, me analysis of the aims of the Module into the

Taxonomy for Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy was considerably more

difficult than into the Skills and Errors Taxonomy. This alone may be a valuable

indication to me evaluation process and is dealt wim more extensively in the following

chapter, where the aims of the IFYE Module are analysed into both the Taxonomy of

Libraty Skills and Errors and me Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information

Literacy.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLYING THE EVALUATIVE FRAMEWORK TO THE IFYE INFORMATION

UTERACYMODULE

4.1 Introduction

As part ofInfolit's dtive to promote information literacy throughout the Western Cape,

institutions of Higher Education in the Western Cape were invited to submit

information literacy pilot projects. The Cape Technikon's pilot initiative proposed the

information literacy Module of the Integrated First Year Experience Programme.

However, in order to be put forward under the auspices of Infolit, the information

literacy Module of the IFYE programme needed an evaluation before it could be

considered for implementation at other institutions.

The structure of this evaluation was based on the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors

(Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovits, 1990) - hereafter referred to as the S&E Taxonomy.

The evaluation oflearners' information literacy using the taxonomic approach is holistic

in that the learners' affective, cognitive and sensory-motor skill domains are taken into

consideration.

The theoretical validiry of the evaluation model has already been established in the

previous chapter. The objective of this chapter is to test the above evaluative model for

predictive validiry. Can the success of the information literacy intervention be predicted

on the basis of the taxonomic evaluation? Feedback from learners was gathered by means

of questionnaires and interviews were conducted with facilitators involved with the

Module for purpose of cross validation. Thus the theoretical predictions from the

analysis will be tested against the perceptions of learners and facilitators exposed to the

information literacy Module.

In the taxonomic evaluation, the analysis of the Module aims is restricted to those areas

within the Taxonomy that are addressed by the information literacy Module of the IFYE

programme. This section of the study discusses those areas within the Taxonomy that

are accounted for by the Module aims.
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A further imponant aspect, which needs to be examined, is whether each aim (and the

anendant activity on which it is based) is adequate in achieving the corresponding

identified taxonomic skill. Potential strengths or weaknesses in the Module, which have

been identified by the analysis, will be discussed in the next section, which deals more

extensively with the results. Areas within the taxonomy not covered by the Module will

be noted for possible inclusion in future applications of the Module.

To conclude the chapter, the value of the more recently developed Taxonomy of

Behavioural Objecrives for Information Literacy (hereafter referred ro as the BO

Taxonomy) as an evaluative framework is investigated.
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4.2 Analysis of the IFYE Information Literacy Module Aims into the Taxonomy of

Library Skills and Errors

Aim I. "To expose learners to rhc basic ways in which informarion can be useful to them

now and [0 indicarc how importanr ir is in rheir ultimate carecrs."

Table 4.1: Analysis of Aim 1 of the Module into the Taxonomy of Lbrary Skills and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Levcl3
Internalizing A3 C3 P3

tbe library
A2

Affiaive Into-action:
Level 2

Interacting Demonscrating conrinuous C2 P2
with the Striving and value preferences
library favourable to me librat)' and

iCi system (positive hbr:uy
amrude vs. librarv raiscmce)

Level 1
Orienting [0 Al Cl PI
me library

A2: The raxonomic skills identified by Aim I are a posirive library an;rude vs. library

resisrance (AZ). The Module accommodares rhis skill by presenring learners wirh a

morivarional lecrure as ro why informarion is imporranr to rhem now and Iarer in rheir

careers.
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Aim 2. "To overcome the initial fear and bewilderment that learners expenence In

having [0 use information and rhe library and help rhem form a positive attitude

lO information use."

Table 4.2: Analy>is of Aim 2 into the Taxonomy of Library SkiUs and Error>

AfT<.wvc Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Level 3
lntemali7ing A3 C3 P3

the library
A2

A./fictive Into-action
Levcl2

Interacting DemoDSrraci.ng continuous C2 P2
with me striving and value preferences
library favourable [0 me library and

;cs system (positive library
atucudes vs. library resiscance).

Level I
Orienting to Al Cl PI
the library

A2: The taxonomic skill identified by Aim 2 is a posirive library a((irude vs. library

resisrance (A2). Here rhe focus is on "the inirial fear"; posirive a((irude alrhough

mentioned, is nor highlighred in rhe aim. However, ir has already been implied in rhe

firsr aim (prerequisire for secrions highlighred in Aim I). Nahl-Jakobovirs and Jakobovirs

(1987: 209) describe rhe affecrive taxonomic skill in the inreractive level as:

the users willingness to ftllow self instructions our of a deIire to acqlllre library

proficiency, thcy have the desire to adopt the thought process oflibrarians with rhis new

ftund purpose they are likely co overcome the innerftrm ofdoubt, disbeliif "

As in Aim I, rhe Module accommodates this skill by presennng learners wirh the

motivarional lecture as [0 why informarion is important [0 them and ~ow it can help

them become berrer learners.
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Aim 3. uT0 bring all firsr-ycar learners to a functionally sufficiem level of

information literacy, particularly those learners from a disadvantaged educational

background where they were not adequately exposed to basic informacion/library

use and rerrieval rechniqucs."

Table 4.3: AnalY'is of Aim 3 into the T""onomy of Libr:uy Skills and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Levd3
Internalizing A3 C3 P3

the library

A2
C2 P2

Affmiv< lnrmution
Cogniriv~ InttTtUtion

PSYChOmQlOT IntulUtion

Levd2
Demonstrating: continuous

Acquiring objeaive
'~ociacingsarch queries

Interacting
striving and value

knowledge of search
and performing a single.

with the preferences favourable [0 the sequences. their anaIj,is
one·cime search mat meets

libr:uy
library and i", sys[em

and synthesis (library a current information need
(posicivc: library accitudcs vs.

search pco[ocol vs.
(Ubrary proficiency vs.

library [esiscance). idiosyncratic search
Ubrary inepoNde).

oco[ocol).
Levd I

Orienting to AI Cl PI
thelibr:uy

The [axonomic skills identified by Aim 3 are again a posi[ive library anicude vs. library

resis[ance (Al). library search protocol vs. idiosyncra[ic search protocol (C2), and library

proficiency vs. library inep[irude (P2).

Al: For learners to be informa[;on-li[era[e [hey need co have a pos",ve library

artirude. le has already been idencified tha[ [he skills required to reach a posi[ive library

anicude (Al) are accommoda[ed by means of the classroom presemarion.

C2: The assignmem plan guides learners [hrough rhe various sceps of a one-[ime

library search.

P2: Here again. rhe assignmem [har the learners have to comple[e togerher wi[h [he

accompanying insrrucrions. provides learners with rhe opponuniry to perform a search

according to [he cri[eria memioned in P2.
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Library search proLOcol (vs. idiosyncraric se-arch prorocol) and library proficiency (vs.

library ineptirude) are the raxonomic skills required for C2 and P2 respectively. Both

these skills arc thoroughly accommodated by the 'assignment plan', which accompanies

the assignment. This comprises of a range of questions, which guides learners through

their information searching protocol.

Aim 4. "To create a realistic opporrUnlty for learners to experience first hand the

essential information problems and solutions in the academic context."

Table 4.4: Analy>is of Aim 4 into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

wd3
Intccna.lizjng A3 C3 P3

the library
C2 P2

CoxniljV~ InurtUtion PlJchOnwlOr lnurarrion

wd2
Acquiring objective Negotiating search queriesInteracting

with the
A2 knowledge ofSC:lJ"cb and performing a single. onc-

library sequences. their analysis and rime scarch that meetS a
synthesis (library SC:lJ"ch auTcm information need
protocol vs. idiosyncratic (library proficiency vs. library

SC:lJ"ch p,o<ocol). inepcirude).
AI

Afftctiv~Orimtahon

wdl
Ocmoos=ciog willingocss [0Orienting to Cl PI

the library pr.tccicc library wks and
mainctining selective attentioD
(libr.lIJ' .djUSttDCDt vs. libr.lIJ'

ma1adiustmCDt).

AI: "Af'feaive orientation is a willingness, through compliance or obedience, to carry

our the librarian's direct instructions, affective interaction... , a srudent may be willing to

carry out tasks assigned in an introductory library course, but may have a negative

attitude toward libraries and may be unwilling to conduct a search for some personal

need" (Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovits, 1987: 209).
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C2: The assignment plan guides learners through the various steps of a one-time

library search. This is not on a Cl level as "Cl is representative knowing, cognitive

interaction is an objective knowing that comes only from the experience of carrying out a

hands-on search in response to an actual information need" (Nahl-Jakobovits &

Jakobovits, 1987: 210). As in Aim 3, the information retrieval task together with the

integrated assignment plan, accommodates the taxonomic skills required for C2 (library

search protocol vs. idiosyncratic search protocol), and P2 library proficiency vs. library

ineptitude) identified in the analysis.

P2: Use of the assignment helps to achieve this aim. This aim of the Module is

covered by an attendant activity, which does contain a distinct evaluative aspect, as the

subject-specific facilitator is responsible for marking the "information retrieval task"

based assignment.
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Aim 5. "To convey ro learners an understanding of the facilities of a modern ternary

academic library."

Table 45: Anall"is of Aim 5 into the Taxonomy of Library SkiUs and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Levd3
Internalizing the A3 C3 P3

library
I.evd 2

Interacting with A:1. C2 P2
the libmv

Cl PI
Cognjtiv~Orimtation PIJchomotor Orimtarion

Levd I Acquiring rerresenc.arive Performing physiaJ
Orienting to the Al knowledge and operations (hands-on

library comprehending library- experiences, browsing and
relevanr distinctions vnJking around) - (library

(library map and glossary vs. efficiency vs. library
library ienorance). avoidance}.

Cl: In the cognitive domain of [he orientation level. learners are expected ro be able

ro tell the difference between the various information sources of [he library (for example,

shotrloan, tefetence section, open shelves, and petiodicals). The Module provides

learners with a floor plan of the library. Facilitarors ate encouraged ro include the various

different information sources in their information reuievaI task ro encourage learners ro

find Out about these.

PI: The definition of "library orientation" in this context, is assumed ro include an

orientation in [he psychomoror domain, where learners are given a rour of the library and

irs various resources by a librarian and an orientation session on how to use (he

computerised catalogue system. This definition corresponds with [he one presented by

ahl-]akobO\'its and Jakobovits (I 987: 205): "... locations of the various resources.

procedures, and new vocabulary (P I)".
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4.3 Results of the Taxonomic Evaluation using the T a.xonomy of Library Skills and

Errors

4.3. J Areas within the Taxonomy ofJ.ibrary Skills and Errors accountedfor by the

Module

The results of cite analysis have been summarised imo rhe following rable:

Table 4.6, Summary of the Analysis of the IFYE Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills
and Errors

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

A3 C3
P3

Affictil)~ Inl(nlolization Cognitjv~ IlllcrnaliZiltion
Prychomotor fnurnalizarion

Level 3
Internalizing the

Demonstrating support for Acquiring pers( naJ and Performing cumulative
library me library perspective on subjective intuition of a

searches in one's field and

society and se! f. scholarly discipline.
promoting the library in

one's life.
A2 C2 P2

Affietive Interaction Cognitiv~ lnrotution Psych011UJ10r InuTlUtion
Level 2

Interacting with Dmlonsuaring continuous Acquiring objective Ncgociacing search queries
the library striving and value prefe:ren~ knowledge ofsearch and performing a single,

favorable to the library and sequences, their analysis and one-rime search that meets a
irs SYStem. synthesis. current information need.

AI Cl PI
Affictiv~OrimllHion Cognitive Orinllation PIJ,homotor OrientaJion

Level I
Orienting to the Demonsrr.uing willingness to Acquiring reprcsc.nracive Performin!; physical

library practice library tasks and knowledge and opu:aDons (haods-on
maimaining sdecrivc comprebendin!; Iibrary- experiences, browsin~ and

attention. rdevant distinctions. walkin~ around).

It appears evidenr from rhe rable above. rhat the emphasis of the Module IS on

encouraging orientarion and interacrion with cite library.

(i) Level I - Orientation

According ro the ta.xonomic design learners musr be able ro Funcrion sufficiendy on Level

I before citey are able ro progress ro rhe nexr level. In mher words. l<:>rners first need ro

have some form of orientation ro the library. and rhis should encompass all three

domains. before citey are able to stan inreracring wirh ir successfully.
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AI: According ro rhis raxonomic domain, learners orienting themselves to the

library or "library adjustment" - AI- (vs. library maladjustment) require that

learners are prepared ro "spend rime learning the library orientation map". In the

IFYE Module, however. no attempt is made ro ascertain the exrent to which

learners' orientation has been adequate or thorough. The provision of a map is a

necessary but insufficient attempt ro ensure that this has taken place. The

Module thus fails to ensure that learners have received an adequare library

orientation.

Cl: Library map and glossary (vs. library ignorance)

In the cognirive domain of the orientation level, no attempr is made to ascertain

the extent to which learners have undersrood the difference between the various

information sources of the library (for example. shortloan. reference section. open

shelves, and periodicals). The provision of a library map and mention of these

sources without a sufficient explanation is a necessary bur insufficient attempt to

ensure that this has raken place. This may therefore be considered a weakness of

the Module.

PI: library efficiency (vs. library avoidance and inefficiency)

From the above analysis, learners participating in the Module are expected in all

three domains to interact with the library. Orientation to the library (LeveB),

although implied in the Module aims, is not explicitly stated as a prerequisite.

There does nor seem ro be enough emphasis on the importance of learners

attending a library orientation session ptior to being engaged in the information

retrieval task of the Module. It may thus come across as though the learners are

expected ro interact (Level 2) with the library and its facilities without sufficient

orientation (Level 1). This may therefore be considered a w~akness of the

Module.
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(ii) Level 2 - Interaction

Most of the aims of the Module address the requirements for learners to be competent

library usets on Level 2 (interacting with the library):

Al: The taxonomic skill identified by Aim 1,2 and 3 is a positive library

attitude vs. libtary resistance (Al). The Module accommodates this skill by

presenting learners with the motivational lecture as to why informarion is

important to them and how it can help them become better learners now and

how information may benefit them in their careetS. The effectiveness of the

lecture ptesentation is dependent on the facilitator's knowledge and attitude on

information lireracy. In addition to the subjective nature of the presentation, no

parallel learner activiry is integrated into the Module to evaluate the extent to

which aims 1, 2 and 3 have been achieved. Consequently, this may be identified

as a weakness within the Module.

Cl: Library search protocol (vs. idiosyncraric search protocol) is rhe

taxonomic skill required for cognitive interaction (C2). This skill is thoroughly

accommodated by the 'assignment plan', which accompanies the information

retrieval task. This includes a range of questions, which guide learners through

their information search. Learners ate encouraged to hand in their assignment

plan, together with a brief quesrionnaire abour the ease of the stepS involved in

the library search protocol. However, the success of the cognitive interaction

(C2) relies on learners adhering to the assignment plan, facilitators insisting that

learners handing it in and using the attached questionnaire. Based on the

adherence to the requirements to fulfil C2, this may therefore be considered a

strength of the Module.

P2: Library proficiency (vs. library ineptitude) is the taxonomic skill required

on the psychomotor level of interaction. The Module accommodates rhis

taxonomic domain comprehensively using a subject-specific information retrieval

task. Facilitators evaluate the integrated assignmenr, from which an

improvement in the level of skill of the learner should be observable. Further

derailed discussion on this aspect of the analysis involving direct feedback from
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both learners and facilitators involved with the Module will be discussed later in

this chapter. This may therefore be considered a suength of the Module.

4.3.2 Areas within the Taxonomy ofLibrary Skills and Errors not accounted for by the

Module:

(i) Level 3 - Internalisation

P3: Although P3 was initially identified in the analysis ofAim 1 as a domain

within the taxonomy, the writer was sceptical that such a high order psychomotor

skill (Level 3, "internalising the library") may be promoted by a single lecture

presentation on the importance of lifelong information use. Furthermore, the

process of internalisation - using the library on a continuous basis to fulfil

information needs in all aspects oflife - is an attitude, aptitude and/or behaviour,

that may not be achieved through a single lecture presentation followed by a

single information retrieval task. Consequently, the omission of this level within

the Taxonomy was identified as an area ofweakness during the evaluation..
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4..3.3 Summary ofResults According to Potential Strengths and Weaknesses

In rhe rable below me porenrial strengms and weaknesses of rhe Module in rerms of rhe

Taxonomy arc illustrared. The rabic shows rhar, compared ro rhe original aims of rhe

Module, rhe predicred .'uccess of rhe Module in rerms of learners acquiring mose library

skills imended, will predictably only be in rhe inreracrive level of rhe cognitive and

psychomoror domain (Lcvel2).

Table 4.7: Analysis of the ModuJe intO the Taxonomy according to Potential Suengths and Potential
Weaknesses

Affective Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

A3 C3 P3

AfficrilJ~ Int~rnali.zi1tion Cognitiv~ Inrn naliZtltion
Psychomotor InurnaliZlltion

Level 3
Internalizing

Demonstrating support for Acquiring persOl aI and Performing cumulative
the library- [he library perspcC[ive on subjective intuition of a

searches in onc's field and

sociery and self. scholarly discipline.
promoting {he library in onc's

life.
A2 C2 P2

Level 2
Afftcti1J~ Into-action Cognitive fllteracion PSJchtmWtor bJUTlUrUm

Interacting
Demonsuaring continuous Acquiring objeerive Negotiating search queries

with the suiving-a.nd value prefermces knowledge ofs=ch and perfOrming a single. ooe-library-
favoeable CO the library and its sequences. their analysis and rime search that meets a

SYStem. synthesis. currcnr information ntoo.
Al Cl PI

Affi<tive Orimt4lion Cognitive Orimt4tion Psychomotor Orienlarion
Level I

Orienting to Demonstrating wiIlingoess [0 Acquirin~ rc:prescnwNc Perfonning physical
the library- practice library taSks and knowledge and oper.uioos (hands-on

maintaining selecrive comprehending library- experienus, browsing and
3[[c.nOon. rdevanr distinctions. walkin" around).

Nou: Heauy shading indicaus potential strengths. reguwr shading indicaus domains within

the Taxonomy identifi-d as potential weaknesses. and absence ofshading indicaus areas not

addressed by the Moduu.

However, the ra.xonomic design stipulares rhat me first level of skills identified by me

raxonomy be mer firsr, before learners are able ro successfully progress to rhe second level.

Consequently. ir appears as rhough one fundamental oversight in rhe design of the

Module was me assumption mar learners were already familiar wirh rhe library (Level I 

orientarion). From the analysis ir appears evident rhar no provision was made for basic
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library orienration for learners prior to the commencemenr of the implementation of the

Module. This is borne out by Table 7, which illustrates that the potenrial weaknesses of

the Module in terms of the Taxonomy lie in all three domains of the first level -

orientation.

Furthermore, the analysis of the Module aims inro the taxonomy idenrified that the

affeerive domain in particular appeared to predominate. Library adjustment (AI) and a

positive library attitude (A2) were the skills required to achieve success in the affective

domain idenrified by all five aims of the Module.

4.3.4 Conclusion

What the evaluarion using rhe Taxonomy of Skills and Errors demonstrared was that

such an approach was very illuminating in terms of an evaluative framework. In its

current format the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors may be used to help evaluare

informarion literacy programmes by providing a graphical overview of an inrervention

(rhe physical analysis of the aims and aerivities into the taxonomy). Potential srrengths

and weaknesses may be idenrified and isolated, allowing programme developers to react

and solve specific problems more effecrively before implementarion of the intervenrion.

Furthermore it provides an educationally srrucrured framework which may serve to guide

educators and programme developers through developing information literacy

interventions that maximise the potential learning experience.
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4.4 Cross-Validation of the Evaluative Framework using the Taxonomy of Library

Skills and Errors

The comparative needs analysis of information literacy oflearners in Higher Education in

the Wesrern Cape which was performed by Infolit, was followed by the information

literacy pilot project. Its launch amongst the five institutions of Higher Education in the

Western Cape, initiated the required evaluation process of the IFYE information literacy

Module. The purpose of this evaluation was to determine whether the pilor project put

forward to Infolit by the Cape Technikon would be suitable for wider implementation

amongst other institutions. Consequently, the data collected for the Infolir evaluation,

although a separate initiative in the field of information literacy, provided a parallel

source of infotmation, which could be used to confirm the findings of the theoretical

evaluation used for this study.

In addition, feedback from both the facilitators and learners was used as a further

independent point ofvalidation for the evaluation (House, 1980: 85).

4.4.1 IntmJinus with Facilitators

In February of 1997 a survey was sent to all facilitators who had attended an educational

workshop on the IFYE programme, and to all departments in possession of an IFYE

training manual. Of the surveys sent out, 54 were returned. The survey contained a

table with a list of the different IFYE programme Modules. For each of the six Modules,

facilitators were asked to indicate which of the four starements lisred below was the most

appropriate to them by filling in the corresponding number:

1. I have used the Module.

2. I will be using the Module before June.

3. I will be using the Module after June.

4. I will not be using the Module.
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Being able to predict when a facilitator was planning to implement the Module allowed

for more effective planning of interviews with facilitators and distribution of

questionnaires to learners. Ofthe 54 returned surveys, 50 facilitators recorded a response

to the information literacy Module. The results from the survey are recorded in table.

Table 4.8: Results from IFYE Survey

Frequency

I have used the module 4

I will be using the module before June. 13

I will be using the module afrer June. 4

I will nor be using the module. 16

"0' 7

"9" 6

• 9

Not~ 1: "0"shows that nothing was indicated

Not~ 2: "9" indicates that although th~ IFYE information litn-acy was not bnng us~d. som~

form oflibrary literacy/orientation was bnng implemented

Nou 3: * indicat~s th~ numbn- offacilitators who had attentkd th~ training msion for th~

information literacy Modu~.

The data revealed that 21 facilitators would be suitable for the study. These included all

facilitators who had or were planning to implement the Module before June 1997.

Those facilitators who participated in the information literacy programme were

interviewed to collect information on their opinion on the value of the interventions.

Special attention was given to the following areas:

•
•
•
•

the idea of teaching information literacy as an academic vs. librarian

method of implementation of the intervention

ease of implementation

facilitators' perception oflearners' benefit
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The interview was piloted in March 1997 using the protocol included in Appendix C.

No changes to the interview ptotocol were suggested. Facilitators were asked to share

their views on and experiences with the concept of information literacy and the IFYE

information literacy Module.

Four facilitators who had used the Module and who were willing to be interviewed were

interviewed during the month of April 1997. In an attempt to reduce the threat to

credibility by personal bias and thus maintain validity, the interviews were tape-recorded

and direct quotations are used when necessary.

4.4.2 Learner Questionnaire

Information from learners was gathered by means of a questionnaire. Learners' feedback

regarding their attitude towards the libraty, their use of libraty services and the

contribution that the information literacy intervention had added towards the

enhancement of their learning experience was gathered.

Those learners exposed to the information literacy Module of the Integrated First Year

Experience Programme across all disciplines at the Cape Technikon were asked to

complete the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was developed for the independent evaluation of the IFYE Module

under the auspices of Infolit to serve their needs analysis for information literacy levels

amongst learners at the five different institutions of Higher Education in the Western

Cape. However, it was evident that some of the data obtained could be used for the

purpose of ctOss-validation. Consequently, questions based on the theoretical framework

provided by the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors for the affectiv., domain, were

included in the questionnaire. The questions were restricted to the affective domain as

any feedback involving the cognitive and physical domain would have involved

observation and evaluation of learners performing an information tetrieval task by

specially trained personnel. This exceeded the scope of the study. Validity was

maintained by using accepted data collection procedures (House, 1980: 90). For the full

range of questions please refer to Appendix D.
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Section one of the questionnaire waS modelled on the Infolit needs analysis survey

(Infolit, 1997) with the aim of comparing information literacy levels between the two

samples. Infotmation about the learner gathered in this section of the questionnaire

included: gendet, tace, academic perfotmance, first language, =d whethet learners had

attended a library orientation session before. Howevet, because of the disappointing

number of facilitators who used the Module and the subsequent small sample, it was not

possible to make any statistically meaningful compatisons (Parsons & Haberle, 1997:

31).

Section two of the questionnaire explored how often learnets use the libtary. Frequency

scales were used to measure how often learners used each of the library's various services,

for example:

Place a tick [,(] in the most appropriate box.

1 ~ once per week or more often

2 ~ once per month or mote often

3 ~ once per semester or more often

4 ~ never or hardly ever

Your rating

"Us~dth~ shortloanlreserve collection in th~ library to find r~quiredr~adings."~

Section three was used to measure learners' attitudes towards the academic library. In

the questionnaite learners were presented with statements about the library gathered from

previous library attitude surveys (NahJ &Jakobovits, 1989). Leamers were be asked ro

agree!disagree with these staremenrs, for example:

Please underline the statement that most closely represents your opinion.

"I need to improve my library rcuarch skills" AfTul Disagree.

The original attitude survey was based on the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors and

included 39 attitude statements about the academic library and its use. Learnets'

attitudes on all three levels of affective domain of the taxonomy were addressed in this

survey developed by Nahl and Jakobovirs (NahJ & Jakobovirs, 1989). However, aftet
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analysing the Module aims into the taxonomy, it was found that the Module's focus was

on the first two levels of the taxonomy - AI, orientation (Level 1) and A2, interaction

(Level2). In an effon to reduce the length of the questionnaire, it was decided to reduce

the number of artitllde statements from 39 to 27. Level 3 (A3) questions were reduced

from 13 to 9, Level 2 (A2) questions from 13 to 9 and Level 1 (AI) questions from 11 to

9. The original attitude statements were developed overseas (Hawaii), and in order to

make them more accessible to our learners in South Africa, some of the wording was

changed to make the statements more applicable to the South African context.

In section four, Liken scales were utilised to help measure learners rating of the

informarion literacy intervention. Learners were asked to rate how much they had learnt

from each of the sections of the Module, the introductory lecture on the imponance of

being informarion-literate in today's sociery, the usefulness of the transparencies, and

how useful each of the steps of the assignment plan had been in helping the learner

complete the assignment. For example:

Please place a tick [,f 1in the box that most closely represents your opinion.

How much did you .' l=rnt .nremdY .
'.' .; .learn Irom: .. . little

The lecture on
information literacy

Learnta little Learnt a bit Learnt a lot

Learners were then asked to rate the level of easeldifficulry of the assignment using a

Liken scale.

Please place a tick [,f 1in the box that most closely represents your opinion.

" How easy!difficult was it to: . .
YelYeasy .• Easy Ma=geable Very difficult·'.. . .. ' ..

... follow and understand the
instrucrions in the assignment plan

At the end of the questionnaire, open-ended questions inviting learners to add their own

comments encouraged any important aspects that may not have been covered in the

previous sections, to Se addressed.
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Once the questionnaire had been piloted and the recommended changes had been made,

they were distributed and the data recorded on a spreadsheet.

4.4.3 Discussion ofthe Results obtainedfrom the Learner Questionnaire

Section one: Characteristics of the Sample

Table 4.9: Breakdown ofthe sample by school and subject

School Subject Number

Mechanical and Process Optical Dispensing 1 24'
Ernrineerine
Education Library and Infonnation Science 1 17

Life Science English Communication 1 25

Management English Communication 1 20

Management Public Management 1 42

Management Tourism and Development 1 19'

Mechanical and Process Organic Chemistry 1 17
Eneineerine
Mechanical and Process VISual Optics 1 19'

Engineering

Mechanical and Process Organic Chemistry 1 29'
Engineering
TOTAL 212

Yndicates this group were exposed to the information literacy Module in someform.
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The final sample of first-year learnets consisted of only 212 learners.

Table 4.10, Breakdown by gender and race

Race C-render Total

Female Male
Black 41 29 70
Whirc 57 29 86
Coloun.."Ci 33 18 51
Tora! 131 76 207

Note 1: The total of207 excluded 5 learners who did not tomplete question 3.2.

Note 2: There were no Indian learners in the sample.

Note 3: The racial designation Black, White, Coloured, 1ndian was used in the

questionnaire for ease of interpretation, and this terminology has been transftrred for the

purpose of analysis. While the term African is preferred, it was not introduced to avoid

confUsion (Parsom & !liiberle, 1997: 36).

Because of South Africa's long histOry of racial discrimination, it is necessary to establish

to which racial group a respondent belongs in order to determine their degree of

disadvantage, which in turn would affect particular aspects, such as library familiarity,

library use and library confidence. In addition, learners from disadvantaged racial groups

are generally disproportionately represented in cohorts of failing learners, so specific

programmes aimed at reversing rhe effectS of discriminatory practices may need to be

implemented. The identification of such learners is thus an important part of any

research into general levels of learner performance or learner confidence in the South

African COntCXt.

Figure 4. I, Breakdown by Race aod Gender
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The racial breakdown of the sample shows that relative to the national demographic

representation, black learners are under represented in the sample, while white learners

are over represented. Furthermore, when considering the analysis of self-reported

academic performance (question 1.3), a greater number of white learners indicated that

they anticipate an "above average" performance, compared to the black learners (Parsons

& Haberle, 1997: 37). White learners appear to be more confident in their academic

skills than black learners upon entering Higher Education. These results are supported

by the earlier findings of chapter two, where "prior learning experience" in South Africa

is a factor and learners are not a homogenous group due to deficiencies in the past

educational apartheid system, according to the National Commission on Higher

Education (South Africa, 1996a: I).

Using the learner questionnaires as a method of cross-validation revealed interesting

information in that considerably fewer black learners attended the library orientation

session than did white learners. The theoretical analysis using the taxonomic evaluation

had predicted that Aim 4 of the Module aimed at "[creating] a realistic opportuniry for

learners to experience first hand the essential information problems and solutions in the

academic context", failed to ensure that learners actually received an adequate library

orientation. This prediction is confirmed by the data obrained by the questionnaire.

What the taxonomic evaluation could not predict was that considerably fewer black

learners had attended the orientarion sessions. The failure of black learners to participate

in orientation sessions could partly be contributed ro by factors including late registration

and their subsequent absence at orientation week, which takes place concurrent to

registration.

Section two: Comparison with Infolit Needs Assessment Survey

Section two of the questionnaire contained a selection of questions de:ived from the

Infolit needs analysis survey (Infolit, 1997) asking learners about how often they use the

various information sources available to them in the library. The objective was to

compare the levels of information literacy reached by learners using the Module with

those represented in the Needs Survey of 1997, forming an additional external control

group.
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However, due to the small sample size caused by the small number of facilitators

implementing the Module, and the disciplines not matching with those of the original

survey, comparisons with the Infolit survey were not possible. This was a disappointing

aspect of the evaluarion because the questions selecred had the potential to explore

differences in information usage, which might have reflected benefirs directly from

exposure to the Information Lireracy Module.

Section Three: The results obtained from section three were used for the purposes of

establishing learners' prior attitudes towards library use and are not relevant to the

present smdy. Readers who wish ro obtain the resulrs of this section are referred to

Parsons and Habetle (I997).

Section Four: Learners' rating of the information literacy programme

Of the 207 learners who completed the questionnaire only 80 indicated that they had

been exposed to the Information Litetacy Module and only 47 of these indicated that

they had completed the assignment. Using a four-point Likert scale these learners were

asked to rate each aspect of the Module. The results are indicated in Tables 4.11 to 4.13.

(i) Learners' Evaluation of the Information Literacy Lecture and Transparencies

Table 4.11 : Students' evaluation oftbelnformation Literacy lectnre and transparencies

How mnch did you learn:
Leant extremely Learnt a little Lcarnta bit Lcarnta lotlittle

from the lecture on information
7 17 41 13literacY

... from the tr.lIlSparencies used in
9 16 43 12the lecrure on information literacy

Not~ I: FiguT~S TepT~smtft~quencycounts.

Nou 2: Row totals (80) vary du~ to missing data.
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Using the Taxonomy of Library of Skills and Errors as an evaluarive framework revealed

thar the lecrure presenration contributed towards encouraging the interactive affective

domain - Level 2 (AZ). Module aims 1-3 ([how] information can be usefUl to them now

... form a positive attitude .... [bring learners to a] fUnctionally sufficient level of

information literacy) were found to contribute towards achieving the library skills required

for AZ, which is a positive library attitude.

In the analysis, AZ was identified as a weakness of the Module because no parallel learner

activity evaluating whether the affecrive aspects of aims 1-3 had been achieved had been

integrated into rhe Module. The interviews with facilitators revealed that their own

understanding of the concept of information literacy ranged from simply being able to

"use information", to "knowing what information is, how to find it and use it". This

response confirms comments made during the analysis that the leerure presentation used

in the Module is subjective in narure, thus making an objective analysis of data difficult.

The interviews fimher confirm the subjective nature of the implementation, an aspect

identified during the theoretical analysis.

The recommended selected use of the 10 transparencies for the lecture presentation

varied from the use of no transparencies, using one transparency, to using all of 10

transparencies. The data in table 4.11 reflects that the implementation of the lecture

presentation varied in nature making any comparison difficult.

The majority of learners did nor indicate that they learned a lot, while an almost equal

number indicated that they felt they had learnt a little (with the majority selecting the

"safest" option - "learnt a bit"). This supporrs the prediction made in the theoretical

evaluation using the taxonomies that the lecture presented a significant weakness in the

design of the inrervention. The reason for this was thar there was no evaluation of the

degree to which learners had benefited from the lecture and the transparencies. In the

interviews with leerurers this weakness was further confirmed by the subjective nature of

the presentation which depended on the lecturer's undersranding of information literacy

and the manner in which they used the transparencies. This thu.. explains why the

confidence in learners' achieving ourcomes relating to AZ was low and why the lecture

presentation was identified as a weakness ofthe Module.
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(0) Learners' Evaluation of their Learning during the Assignment

Table 4.12: Students' evalnation oftheir learning dnring the assignment

.
How much did yon learn: Learnt extremdy Learnt a little Learnt a bit Learnt a lot. . little

... abour identifYing keywords 3 11 22 11
during the assirnment
... about using the prescribed
textbook! course notes as 3 10 19 15
information resources during the
assi~nment.
... abour refining and finding 8 14 17 8
further keywords
... about using computerised 6 12 18 11
catalOlme SYStem (OPAC)
... about identifying resources 3 11 19 12
(books, journals, videos)
... about finding and selecting the 3 8 26 10
information sources

... about following new leads 5 13 20 9

... abour doing your bibliography 3 - 15 23;

Note 1: Figures representfrequency counts.

Note 2: Row totals (47) vary due to missing data.

In the analysis of the Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors, aims

3 and 4 of the Module contributed towards achieving the library skills required for

interactive psychomotor domain - Level 2-libraryproficiency (P2). P2 was identified as

a strength of the Module. An infotmation tetrieval task in the form of an assignment was

integrated into the Module to ensure that the aspects identified by aims 3 (achieve a

fUnetionallevel ofinfirmation literacy) and 4 (experience first-hand the infirmation problems

andsolutions in the academic context) were being achieved.

Feedback from interviews revealed that of the four facilitators interviewed, three

integrated a subject-specific information retrieval task. Only "ne facilitatot

recommended that the learners should utilise the skills learnt from the Module in

assignments in other subjects.

Although the number of respondents to the questionnaire was very small, and the

conclusions teached may not be viewed with any statistical confidence, the results

presented in the table 4.12 suggest that of the learners exposed to an infotmation retrieval
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task, most felt that it was beneficial in terms of identifYing resources, learning how to

fmd and seleer information sources, and how to write a bibliography. These findings

substantiate the results of the taxonomic evaluation in that the assignment was identified

as a strength.

(ill) Learners' Evaluation of the Assignment Plan

Table 4.13 : Students' evaluation ofthe Assignment Plan

. How easyl difficnlt was it to: Vetyeasy Easy Manageable Vety difficnlt

...follow and understand the instructions in
9 15 20 3the assi!'llII1ent plan.

...identifY the keywords. 11 15 18 3

...use the prescribed textbook!course notes as 8 13 24 2
information resources.
...refine and find further keywords. 3 8 32 4
...use the computerised catalogue system 6 8 22 11(OPAe).
...identify resources and select the best

7 9 28 3information.

...follow new leads. 5 12 30

...do your bibliography. 13 13 18 3

Note 1: Figures representftequency counts.

Note 2: Row totals (47) vary due to missing data.

The analysis of the Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors revealed

that the use of the assignment plan contributed towards achieving the library skill

required for C2 - the cognitive interaerive domain - library search protocol. Aims 3 and 4

of the Module contribute towards achieving C2 (to bring all first-year learners to a

fUnctionally sufficient level ofinformation literacy... to experience first hand the essential

information problems andsolutions in the academic context). As mentioned previously, the

success of the cognitive interaction relies on faciIitators adhering to the recommended

implementation of the assignment plan in conjunction with the information retrieval task

and insisting that learners hand it in upon completion of their assignment. Based on the

adherence to these requirements, the assignment plan (C2) was identified as a strength of

the Module.
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Despite the very small number of respondents, table 4.13 appears to support the analysis

findings that the assignment plan should be considered a strength of the Module. In

terms of learners' responses, most aspects covered by the assignment plan appeared to be

manageable to easy, with the exception of the OPAe system.

Interviews with facilitators appear to further support the subjective nature of the method

of implementation in that the strength of the assignment plan is based on the adherence

to the requirements stated above. Staff member F3 did not use the assignment plan

directly as recommended in the Module, as she felt that the language was too

complicated for first-year learners. Her comment was that the assignment plan was,

however, very useful as a guide to the facilitator to help explain transparency I (summary

of the assignment plan) to learners. Her learners completed an information retrieval task,

following the shortened version of the assignment plan offered on transparency I, which

she provided as a handout to learners. Staff member FI encouraged learners to use the

assignment plan, but did not insist they hand it in upon completion of the assignment.

4.4.4 Conclusion

This feedback from both learners and facilitators confirms earlier observations during the

theorerical analysis that the method of implementing the Module is very subjective in

nature and the success of the Module is heavily reliant on many variables, such as for

example:

(i) the success of the lectUre presentation(A2) is dependent on the:

• facilitator's knowledge and attitude towards information literacy

(ii) assignment plan (C2) is considered a strength only when:

• it is completed by learners

• handed in by learners

(iii) the assignment (P2) is considered a strength of the Module based on the

requirement that:

• faciIitators make use of the information retrieval task
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This section has combined qualitative and quantitative methods for the purpose of cross

valid.ation to test the evaluative model of the T3Xonomy of Library Skills and Errors fot

predictive validity. Within the limited areas that the staff interviews and student

questionnaire examined that corresponded. directly with aspects identified by the

theoretical evaluation of the Module aims and activities, support was obtained for the

findings ofthe theotetical analysis.

One limitation, which the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors has, however, is that it

is restricted to library use and consequently, the application of the second t3Xonomy

which was identified during this evaluation process, will be investigated. The next

section conducts a similar evaluation using the newer, more applicable T 3Xonomy of

Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy.
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4.5 Analysis of the IFYE Information Literacy Module Aims and Activities into the

Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy

The same procedure for analysis was repeated as for the Taxonomy of Library Skills and

Errors. Each aim of the Module was analysed into the Taxonomy of Behavioural

Objectives for Information Literacy. In order to compare the two taxonomies and to

avoid repetition it was decided to focus exclusively on those areas within the taxonomies

where the two analyses differed from one another, and why these differences arose.

The extent to which one of the taxonomies may be more suited to the evaluative purpose

in terms of the analysis will be discussed more extensively in the following chapter.

Aim I: To expose learners to the basic ways in which information can be useful to them

now and indicate how important it is in their ultimate careers

Table 4.14: Amdysis ofAim 1 into the Taxonomy of Bchaviounl Objectives for Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Level 1
(Orientation) Al

Critical Thinking Becoming sensitive [0 the
Cl SIObjective: need to evaluate

Information information
evaluation

Levd2
(Interaction) A2

Using Having the perception of
Information an information need and

C2 S2Retrieval feeling the exatcmmt of
Knowledge being an independent
Objective: searcher

Information use
Level 3

(Internalization) A3 C3 S3

AI: The Module may accommodate this behavioural objective to a limited extent by

the lecture presentation on why information is important to learners and how it may help

them become bener learners now and benefir them in their careers. Transparencies 2 and

5 of the Module presentation refer to information trends and the increase in volume of
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information available - this may be interpreted as an inditect reference to the need to

evaluate information.

Al: The analysis revealed that both taxonomies identified the domain of affective

interaction (Al) as relevant for Aim 1. The use of a subject integrated information

retrieval task encourages an information need and consequently the parrial fulfilment of

the behavioural objective identified in the BO Taxonomy as Al. Through interaction

with information. learners are encouraged to "use" information in order to complete their

assignment successfully.

Aim 2: To overcome the initial fear and bewilderment that learners experience in

having to use information and the library and help them form a positive attitude

to information use.

Table 4.15: Analysis ofAim 2 into the Taxonomy of Behavioural Ohjectives for Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Levdl
(Orientation)

SI
Critical Coping in an information

Thinking Al Cl
Objective:

society and engaging in

Information
learning activities

evaluation
Levd2

(Interaction)
Using A2

Information Having the perception ofan
Retrieval information need and feeling C2 S2

Knowledge the aaremenr of being an
independent searcher

Objective:
Information use

Levd3
{Internalization}

Learning to
l.eam

A3 C3 S3

Objective:
Information

success
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SI: The behavioural objective identified is 51 (coping in an information society and

engaging in learning activities). The Module encourages this through the subject

integrated assignment where learners are encouraged to engage in a learning activity,

which involves information retrieval.

A2: The requirements for this behavioural objective are reached through the use of the

information retrieval task which provides learners with the perception ofan information need.

The objective precludes a fteling ofexcitement ofbeing an independent searcher, which has

been equated to thepositive attitude towards information use mentioned in Aim 2.
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Aim 3: To bring all first-year learners to a functionally sufficient level of

information literacy, particularly those learners from a disadvantaged

educational background where they were not sufficiently exposed to basic

information/library use and tetrieval techniques.

Table 4.16: Analysis ofAim 3 into the Taxonomy ofBehaviowal Objectives for
Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Level I
(Orientation)

Critical SI
Thinking Al Cl

Coping in an information
society and engaging in

Objective: learning activities
Information
evaluation

Level 2
(Interaction)

Using C2
Information

Formulating the questions
Retrieval A2 S2

Knowledge
and planning a search

strategy

Objective:
Information use

Level 3
(Internalization)

Learning to
Learn

A3 C3 S3

Objective:
Information

success

SI: The word "coping" in the taxonomic domain of SI is equated to the phrase of

"functionally sufficient" in Aim 3. The information retrieval task of the Module engages

learners in the learning activity.

C2: The assignment plan of the Module which accompanies the information retrieval

task, guides learners through the planning of the search strategy. Both taxonomies used

during the evaluation identified this domain as relevant for Aim 3.
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Aim 4: To create a realistic opportuniry for learners ro experience firsr hand the

essential information problems and solutions in the academic context.

Table 4.17: Anal}"5is ofAim 4 into the Taxonomy of Behaviowal. Objectives for Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Levdl
(Orientation) SI

Critical Thinking Coping in an informationAl Cl
society and engaging in

Objective: learning activities
Information
evaluation

Levd2
(Interaction)

Using
Information C2

Retrieval A2 Formulating the questions S2
Knowledge and planning a search strategy

Objective:
Information use

Levd3
(Internalization)

Le2rningto
Learn

A3 C3 S3

Objective:
Information

success

C2: Both raxonomies identified this domain as being relevant for the achievement of

Aim 4. The library skill of "library search protocol" of the S&E Taxonomy and the

behavioural objective in C2, both focus on information use, even though the former

concentrates on encouraging objective learning and the latter on subjective knowledge.

SI: Again, the Module accommodates this behavioural objective by engaging learners

in learning activities through an information retrieval task.
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Aim 5: To convey to learnets an understanding of the facilities ofa moder~

tertiary academic library.

Table 4.18: Analysis ofAim 5 into the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for
Information literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Levdl
(Orientation) SI

Critical Thinking Coping in an information
Al Cl

Objective:
society and engaging in

Information
teaming activities

evaluation
Levd2

(Interaction)
Using

Information
Retrieval A2 C2 S2

Knowledge

Objective:
Information use

Levd3
(Intetnalization)

Learning to
Learn A3 C3 S3

Objective:
Information

success

51: Through the information retrieval task, learners are encouraged to utilise the

various information sources provided by a tertiary academic library.
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4.6 Results of the Taxonomic Evaluation usmg the Taxonomy of Behavioural

Objectives for Information Literaq

4.6.1 Areas within the Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Information l.iteracy that

are accountedfOr by the InfOrmation Literacy Module Aims

The resuhs of the analysis have been summarised into the following rabic:

Table 4.19: Summary of me Analy>is of me IFYE Module into me Taxonomy of Behavioural
Objectives for Information Literacy

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

Levd 1
(Orientation)

Cl SI
Critical Thinking Al

Evaluating the source of (he Coping in an informationBecoming sensitive (0 me
information :It..:ording to society and c::n~ inOhjective need [0 evaluate info.rmarion

appropriate standards learning acrivhiesInformation
evaluation

Levd2
(Interaction)

Using A2 52
Information Having <he perception ofan C2 Recognizing the information

Retrieval information need and feding Formulating the quesrions provided as suitable to the
Knowledge me:: acircmeot ofbeing an and planning a s~h strategy need and experiencing 3. sense

independent searcher of wdl being
Objective

Information use
Levd3

Onternalization)
Learning to

A3
C3 53

Learn
Attaining me feeling of

Evaluating (he informarion Facilira[ing one's life through
comeO( and being lifelong information seeking

Objective personal empowermem
enlightened by it and enjoying its rich benefits

Information
success

The graphic presenration of [he analysis in rhe rabic above regisrers a Crag nented version

of Nabl's Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Li[eraey. There are only

incomple[e levels in the [axonomy. There is no log!c:J flow, neirher along [he horizonral

plane from one domain to rhe next, nor along [he verricaI progression of rhe [axonomic

approach.
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(i) Level 1 - Orientation

In line with the vertical progression of the taxonomic approach, learners are required to

achieve competency on Level 1 - Orientation - critical thinking with the objective of

information evaluation, before being able to successfully progtess to the second level.

However, it appears that thete is a discrepancy in the interpretation of the term

"orientation" between the two taxonomies. According ro this behavioural objective

learners at an orientation level are already expected to function on an evaluation level,

without sufficient 'orientation' to the basic concepts of information and information

literacy. Although not included in the Ba Taxonomy, a basic orientation as found in the

S&E Taxonomy although not stated explicitly, is assumed.

AI: The analysis identified this behavioural objective as possibly being

implied by Aim 1, even if the initial interpretation came in a little obliquely.

Further examination reveals that since the effectiveness of the presentation is

dependent on the facilitators' knowledge of information literacy and no explicit

reference is made to the importance of the specific need to evaluate infotmation in

the Module guidelines to facilitators, this aspect is identified as a weakness within

the Module. Furthetmore, no parallel learner activity has been integtated to

evaluate the extent to which this aspect ofAim 1 has been achieved.

SI: The behavioural objective in this domain requires learners to engage in

learning activities and to cope in an infotmation society. The Module

incorporates this behavioural objective comprehensively through the use of a

subject integrated information retrieval task. The subject-specific assignment is

evaluated by the facilirator. Consequently these aspecrs of the Module aims 2-5,

identified by the analysis, are therefore considered a strength.
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(ii) Level 2 - Interaction

Compared to the analysis of the Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and

Errors, the above analysis shows that interaction (Level 2) - using information retrieval

knowledge with the objective of 'information use is encouraged in the affective and

cognitive domain. The holistic approach of Nahl's Taxonomy's aims at encompassing all

three domains. The absence of one domain in the horizontal plane indicates that a

successful progression to the next vertical level will be compromised.

A2: The Module uses a subject-integrated assignment to provide learners with

the perception ofan information need. The success of the affective interaction (AZ)

in the BO taxonomy depends on faciIitators adhering to the recommended

method of implementation of the Module, which is the use of an information

retrieval task which learners have to hand in for assessment, thus providing the

perception of an information need. The second aspect of the behavioural

objective A2 requires that learners feel excited at being independent searchers; no

parallel learner activity exists in the Module to measure the extent to which this

has occurred. This may be considered a weakness of the Module. However, the

laner pan of the behavioural objective is not explicitly pan of the Module aims

and the extent to which this affects the analysis is thus limited. Based exclusively

on the former aspect of the behavioural objective and the adherence of facilitators

to requirements of the Module guidelines of using an information retrieval task,

this aspect may be considered as a strength of the Module.

C2: This behavioural objective is thoroughly accommodated by the

assignment plan, which accompanies the information retrieval task. The

behavioural objective in the BO Taxonomy encourages learners to perform the

cognitive task of formulating questions and carrying out the actio"} of planning a

search strategy, theteby constructing their own knowledge. Based on the

condition that facilitators adhere to the requirements of the Module and the

assignment plan is completed by learners and is handed in upon completion of

the task, this may be considered a strength of the Module.
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4.6.2 Aretts within the Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Information Literacy not

accountedfor by the Information Literacy Module:

(i) Level I - Orientation

Cl: The Module does not incorporate this behavioural objective. However,

Aim 4 of the Module accommodates the behavioural objective required to

achieve - C2. Based on the taxonomic design, learners need to have successfully

accomplished Level 1 before progressing to the behavioural objectives required for

Level 2. Consequently the absence of this basic orientation level has been

identified as a weakness of the Module.

(ii) Level 2 - Interaction

52: The Module does not cover this aspect of recognISing relevant

information, an important aspect of the concept of information literacy. The

assignment plan guides learners through a library search, but provides no

information on how to distinguish between useful and irrelevant information

once vast amounts of information have been accessed. The absence of this

behavioural objective has been identified as a weakness of the Module.

(ill) Level 3: Internalisation

None of the third level behavioutal objectives were identified by the analysis.

The behavioural objectives of the Ba Taxonomy aim for personal empowermmt"

(A3), "mlightmmmt"(C3), and "lifelong information mking and mjoying its rich

bmifits" (53). The writer is of the opinion that it is not possible for learners in

their firsr year to achieve the third level in the Taxonomy nf Behavioural

Objectives for Information Literacy. It would therefore be unre-..sonable to even

attempt to include these domains in rhe current format of the Information

Literacy Module. Consequently, by using the Ba Taxonomy, the omission of

this level within the Taxonomy has to be identified as an area ofweakness of the

Module. However, the inappropriareness of rhis level for first year interventions

will be addressed in the following chapter.
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Table 4.20: Analysis ofthe Module into the Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Information
literacy according to Potential Strengths and Potential Weaknesses

Affective Cognitive Sensorimotor

LevdI
(Orientation)

Cl SI
Critical Thinking Al Evaluating the source ofthe Coping in an informationBecoming sensitive to the

information according to society and engap,ng in
Objective: need to evaluate information appropriate standards learning activities

Information
evaluation

Levd2
(Interaction) ~ .. ,

Using A2 S2
Information Having the perception ofan Cl Recognizing the information

Retrieval . jnformation need and feeling Fonnularing the questions provided as suitable to the
Knowledge the excitement of being an . and planning a search sttat<gy need and experiencing a sense

independent searcher ofwell being
Objective:

Information use 1.< .'

Levd3
(Internalization)

Leamingto A3 C3 S3
Learn

Attaining the feeling of
Evaluating the information Facilitating onc's life through

personal empowerment
coment and being lifelong information seeking

Objective: enlightened by it and enjoying its rich benefits
Information

success

Note: Heavy shading indicatts potential strengths, regular shading indicates areas identified

as potential weaknesses ofthe Module, and absence ofshading indicates areas not addressed by

the Module.
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Table 4.20: Analysis of the Module into the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information
Liteca<.)' according (0 Potential Strengths and Pot,ential Weaknesses

Affective COgWti"e Sensorimotor

Level]
(Orientation) Cl SI

Critical Thinking AI
Evaluating the sourCe of rhe Coping in an information

Becoming sensitive to the
information according to society ""d engaging in

Objective need to evaluate information
appropriare sundards learning acriviries

Information
evaluation

Level 2
(Interaction)

Using A2 52
Information Ha.ving [he perception ofan C2 Recognizing (he information

Retrieval i nfurmarinn need and feeling Formulating rh e questions provided as suitable to the
Knowledge the excitemenc of being an and planning a se.,m StIat<gy need and experiencing a st:nse

jndependentseaccher of well being
Objective:

Information use
Level 3

{Internalization}
Learning to

A3
C3 53

Learn
Anaining the feeling of

Evaluating the information Facilitating onc's life through

personal empowerment
content and bei ng lifelong information seeking

Objective: enlightened by ir and enjoying its rich benefitS
Information

success

Note: Heavy shading indicates potential strengths, regular shading indicates areas identified

as potential weaknesses o/the Module, and absence o/shading indicates aredS not addressed by

the Module.
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4.7 Conclusion

The question asked at the beginning of the chapter was whether the success of the

intervention could be predicted on the basis of the taxonomic evaluation. The cross

validation tested the theoretical predictions against the perceptions of learners and

facilitarors, and the history of the implementation.

The results of the cross validation indicated a support for the findings of the theoretical

analysis. Potential strengths and weaknesses predicted during the theoretical analysis of

the Module aims using the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors manifested themselves

during the implementation of the Module. These were recorded during interviews with

facilitators and using questionnaires for learners.

This chapter has demonstrated that the taxonomIc approach used as an theoretical

evaluative framework has construct validity as demonstrated by the analysis of the

Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Etrots and the updated Taxonomy

of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy. The cross-validation, although

somewhat limited in scope, lends credible support to the claim that the theoretical

analysis has predictive validity in line with the identified potential strengths and

weaknesses of the Module.
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CHAPTERS

TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES FOR INFORMATION

UTERACYINTERVENTIONS IN IDGHER EDUCATION

5.1 Introduction

During the application of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Etrots, and later rhe

Taxonomy of Behavioural Objeerives for Information Lireracy ro the evaluation of the

Ii'YE informarion literacy Module, to derermine whether they would provide suirable

evaluarive frameworks for information literacy interventions, difficulries were

encountered. These difficulties will be discussed and a new taxonomy, which addresses

rhese difficulties, will be proposed.

5.2 A Comparison of clte Two Taxonomies as Evaluative Tools

The results of the analyses of both taxonomies have been summarised from the

previous chaprer in rable 5.1 and 5.2 for comparative purposes.

Table 5.1, Swnmary of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Error> accord.jng '0 'Sttength.s' and
'Weaknesses' of the IFYE Module

AfftttivC' Domain Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

A3 C3 P3

AffiCf'iv~ Inuf1Ulliztztion Cognif'ilU Int~alizafZon
Prychomofor Int~ma"U1t10n

Levd3
lntunaliziog the

D~monsrrating support for Acquiring JX:fsonal :md
Performing cumulative

library me library perspective on subjective inruicion of a SC3rches in onc's field and

socict}' and sdf. scholarly discipjjne. promoting the library in onc's
life.

A2
C2

P2
AJfirt;v~ InreTiscrion Coxnilil!~ InurlUtitm PsydJumo/()r Into4cridn

Levd2 AcquirinJ; objective
lntuacting with Demonstraring continuous knowledge ofsearch Negoti:uing scacch queries

the library sui'ling and value pcefeROccs .sequences. their analysis and andpert.rming a singk. one-
ravorablc to the library and its

synthesis. ame-~ that: meetS «-
srn=- eunau information need.

Levd I Al Cl PI
Orienting to the Ajfmi",DrnmaJUm Copiliw 0rim=iD" PJyChomotor Orim.to.tion

library Dcmon.so:acing willingness to Acquiring Jq)rcseomive Performing physical
practice hOEaqna,ks and knowledge and opo-arions (hands-on

mainWning sefeaivc comprcheoding Iilirary- o.pcric:n~ browsing and
attentioD_ rdewnt discinaions. ",4.Ikir1£ around).

Note: Heavy shading indicates identified strengrhs, regular shading indicates identified

weaknesses, absence a/shading indicates areas not addressed by the Module.
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Table 5.2: Summary of the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives foe Information Literacy accoeding
to Potential Strengths and Potential Weaknesses of the IFYE Module

AfJ't.'Ctive Cognitive Sensorimotor

Level 3
Ontemali:r.acion) C3 S3

.Lcat"oing to Learn A3 Evaluating the information Facilitating onc's life through
Attaining the feeling of ptrsonal comenI and bei~g enlightened by lifelong inforrn3tion seeking and

Objective: empowerml;:nt
Information

I{ enjoying iL~ rich benefits

success
Level 2

(Interaction)
A2 S2

Using lofonnation Having me perception ofan
Cl

Recognizing (he information
Retrieval informanoo nttd. and feding me Formulating the questions and

provided as suitable to the need
Knowledge exeitmlent ofbeingan

plarining 2 SOlch s£r.negy
and ocperiencing a sense of well

Objective: independent searcher being

Infonn2tion use
l.<Vd 1

(Orientation) Al Cl SI
CritiC21 Thinking Becoming sensitive [0 the need to Evaluating rh(' source of the Coping in an infomuoon society

Objcctiv.,
evaluate information information according to and~ng in learning

Information
appropriate standards activiries

ev2luuioo

Note: Heavy shading indicates identified strengths, regular shading indicates identified

weakmsses, andabsence ofshading indicates areas not addressed by the Module.

5.2.1 The Taxonomy for Library Skills and Errors

This taxonomy proved very useful in the evaluation of the IFYE Module. The Library

Skills and Errors idenrified by the Taxonomy were relevant and very applicable and it was

easy to relate them to the aims of the Module, although the taxonomy focused exclusively

on libtary litetacy. l.ibrary literacy, although a crucial aspect, is only one parr of the

concept of information literacy: Subsequently, the relevant aspects of the Taxonomy

were retained for the new Taxonomy.

5.2.2 The Taxonomy ofBehavioural Objectives for Infonnation Literacy

This revealed i[self to be far more difficul[ in irs applica[ion as an evaluacive tool,

compared to the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors. The second evalua[ion using
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the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy did not only indicate

potential strengths and weaknesses of the Module, but also "strengths" and "weaknesses"

of the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Litetacy, compared to the

Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors. However, it is important to note that these

"strengths" and "weaknesses" should be considered using the IFYE Module within the

unique features of the South African context.

In order ro explore more fully the extent, to which one Taxonomy may be more suited

for the purpose of the evaluation, a comparison between the two Taxonomies is offered

below:

Level 1: Orientation:

Comparing the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors to this taxonomy, it appears

evident that the interpretation of the term "orientation" differs between the two.

Learners, particularly in the context of this evaluation, need to be introduced to the basic

concepts of information and information literacy before being able to progress to the

levels required at entry level or orientation level for the BO Taxonomy. Critical thinking

skills and evaluation skills (listed as Critical Exit Level Outcomes on the NQF in the

South Mrican Education System), are hardly suited as an entry-level behavioural

objective for first-year learners entering Higher Education. Consequently Level 1 of the

Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy appears ro be unsuitable

as an evaluative tool for the specific purpose and context of this study.
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Level 2: Interaction

Unlike the Taxonomy of Libtary Skills and Errors, where" a positive library attitude"

was identified specifically as a library skill required for A2, in the Taxonomy of

Behavioural Objectives fot Information Literacy, no mention is made of encouraging a

positive attimde towards information literacy. Although it is not highlighted, a "positive

attimde" is mentioned in Aim 2. The Module accommodates the encouragement of a

positive library attimde, yet no provision is made to suitably accommodate this objective

in the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objective for Information Literacy. This aspect was

thus identified as a weakness of the BO Taxonomy, compared to the S&E Taxonomy.

However, it is interesting to note that during the evaluation of the IFYE Module, those

aspects of the Module which were identified as a strength were tepresented exclusively in

the interactive level of both Taxonomies (refet to Table 5.2 and 5.3).

Level 3: Internalisation

During the analyses of the IFYE Module aims into the Taxonomy of Library Skills and

Etrors and the Taxonomy of Behavioutal Objectives for Information Literacy, this level

was identified as unsuitable as an evaluative tool for the specific purpose and COntext of

this study. It is therefore interesting to note that no domain at Level 3 within either

taxonomy was identified during the analyses.

Particularly the third level of behavioural objectives appear beyond the reach of Higher

Education. It is this third level of "internalisation", which calls for ·personal

empowerment" (A3) , "enlightenment"(C3), and "lifelong information seeking and

enjoying its rich benefits" (53). These terms come across as being idealistic rather than

measurable objectives.

Furthermore, the avetage length of academic progtammes offered in Higher Education

varies between three and five years. At the Cape Technikon, for example, the majoriry of

programmes offered extend over a period of three to four years. Within this shoft time

frame ir appears unrealistic that the behavioural objectives of "personal empowerment",

"enlightenment", and "lifelong information seeking", may be achieved. However as
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ambitious as these objectives may be, and as much as stakeholders may aim to achieve

these, it appears that it is the second level - interaction - which is most realistic in terms

ofbehavioural objectives that can be aimed for at an academic institution.

5.2.3 The Evaluative Aspect

A further issue that emerged was the evaluative aspect of the programme itself. One of

the major weaknesses of the Module was the lack of evaluation. Little or no evaluative

components were built into the Module to determine to what extent the aims of the

Module had in fact been achieved. This was reflected in the many areas identified as

weaknesses within the Module. These weaknesses appear to be based on where the

assumption was made that the aim had been achieved.

The most distinct example of this is demonstrated in using the first level of the

Taxonomies. The orientation level was identified in the evaluation using both

T axonomies, yet at no point did the Module incorporate any evaluative aspect to

determine whether the learners had in fact received any form oforientation to the library.

This was consequently identified as a major area ofweakness within rhe Module.

An evaluarive aspecr had been incorporated into those aims of rhe model which were

analysed into and identified as the interactive level (Level 2) of both Taxonomies, and

these aspects of the Module were identified as a strength. However, taking the

taxonomic design and the holistic approach of the study into account, it must be noted

that, without sufficient orientation (Level I), the chance of learners reaching their full

potential at Level 2 (interaction), is seriously compromised.

5.3 A New Taxonomy

In response to these observations, a framework for a new evaluative taxonomy is

proposed. This taxonomy is a combination of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors

and the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Lireracy developed by

Nahl-]akobovirs and]akobovirs (1990: 449), and Nahl-Jakobovirs and Jakobovirs (1993:

79) respecrively. Some domains and levels have been removed completely and replaced
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by the writer's own recommendations. The domains of each taxonomy that appear to

relate appropriately to the South Mrican context were included in the new taxonomy.

The taxonomy proposed is designed to be used as an evaluative framework which may be

used formatively, during the design of an information literacy programme, or

summatively:

(i) When used formatively, it is aimed as a guide, to ensute that the intervention

take cognisance of all the domains to ensure that maximum learning take place.

(ii) When used during the design of a programme, it is recommended that the aims

and activities of the intervention be analysed into the taxonomy to determine

potential strengths and potential weaknesses.

(iii) Used summatively, the evaluation will identifjr actual weaknesses and programme

strengths, allowing for comparison between programmes.

5.3.1 A ConceptualModel ofInformation Literacy - Th~ Information

Literacy Cycle

The conceptual model of information literacy presented in figure 5.1 is a synthesis of the

theoretical work and practical experience gained during the study. Its aim is to

conceptualise the complex nature of information literacy. Furthermore, it offers a

tentative answer as to how information literacy could be integrared into the educational

system. It is this understanding of information literacy that is used for the development

of the newer taxonomy presented in the next section.

It was felt that a circular model would best represent the concept of infornation literacy,

as with any cycle, there is the implication of an iterative process. This model tefleets the

goal of information literacy, which is to contribute towards an ongoing, life-long,

learning experience.

The model consists of three stages, starting with the attitude stage, and circling via the

skills stage to the cognitive stage of the concept of information literacy. All three stages
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are of equal value and can only contribute successfully towards the achievement of

infotmation literacy when all three stages are linked together and the 'circle' of

encouraging information litetacy is kept in constant motion.

The model should be viewed beginning in the centre, the focal point remaining always

on the learner. A broken line surrounds the learner in the centre. The broken line heeds

a warning not to regress to the "old" model of teaclting where the learner was isolated

and the teaclting and learning process was one in which the teaclter was the sole source of

information. The student's mind was seen as an empty vessel that needed to be 'filled'

with information. There was little two-way communication; the main srream of

information was from the teaclter to the student. Little thought was given to the fact that

information on its own was of little use and that it is actually the urilisation of

information to create knowledge that is the ctucial learning experience. Knowledge,

unlike information, is not a simple exchange of information between the lecturer's set of

notes and the student's set of notes. Instead, knowledge is something personal that is

created in the mind of the learner when information is associated with independent

thought and personal experience on the parr of the learner. This idea is best summed up

by William Butler Yeats (cited in Baer, 1999):

"Education is not th~ filling ofapail but th~ lighting ofafir~. "

The contemporary view of education takes cognisance of the fact that learning is an

active process, which involves the quest for knowledge rather than a passive transfer of

information. The lecturer's role has been replaced by that of facilitator who plays

essentially a supporting role. Rather than relying solely on the facilitator for information,

learners are encouraged, through the facilitator's teaching style, to utilise the many

different information sources available, thereby preparing them for active and responsible

citizenship in an information society. The permeable circle surroundinf the learner in

the centre of the model represents the two-way communication that is being encouraged

in the 'new' paradigm. Learners are thus no longer solely reliant on the facilitator for

information (South Africa. DeparrmentofEducation, 1997a: 6-7).
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Stage 1: Facilitators have the responsibility to adapt their teaching style to create

an awareness in their learners that there is a need for information. This may be achieved

through relevant subject-specific assignments, which encourages the use of various

information sources, such as for example, different sections within the libraty, the media,

government papers, and the Internet, for the successful completion of the assignments.

By awakening an inuinsic interest within the learner, and by integrating the teaching of

information literacy into the subject content, and making it relevant to a direct and

inunediate information need, learnets should be more motivated to react positively than

if it were offered as an "add on" with no petceived relevance.

Thus, it is important to start by encouraging a positive attitude towards information

literacy by creating an awareness that there is a need for information. Once a positive

attitude has been awakened, learners are ready and more intrinsically motivated to learn

the skills required to access the information that they require.

Stage 2: It is at this stage that the learner is ready to learn the skills required to be

able to access the information that they require. Only now would the teaching of library

literacy reach its full potential with learners. The use of information technology and

computer literacy, particularly for those learners who have not yet had access to

computers, is now of critical importance since it relates to a direct information need (for

example, their assignments).

"Knowing how to work a pc, uu word-proussing softwarl!, andsurfthl! Intl!T7ll!t havl! bl!coml!

practical, mtry-kvl!/skills, not kry compamcii!S" (A1brecht, 2001: 28).

A slight overlap of the skills and cognitive stage occurs in the model at this stage. It was

decided to incorporate library literacy and academic literacy into the "skill<" stage of the

conceptual model together with computer literacy even-though they each contain a

significant cognitive aspect. Together these literacies constiture the skills of the second

srage, required towards achieving the broader concept of information literacy.
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Stage3: Once learners have been raught how ro access information using the

library and the latest information technology they are, however, left with vast amounts of

accessed information (represented by the large arrow in the model). The adverse effects

of this information overload frightens many learners into aborting their searches for

information if they are not readily equipped with probably the most critical abiliry in

information literacy - the cognitive ability to evaluate information for relevance and

apply it to satisfjr an information need. The "cognitive stage" of the model represents

the higher order cognitive abilities required of the learner, namely to critically analyse

and evaluate the accessed information for relevance, thus eliminating all unnecessary

information. With specific teference to the exponential growth rate of information

available on the Internet, Albrecht (2001: 29) wrote:

• as the sheer quantity o/information increases, its quality inevitably decreases. Mass and

class are incompatible ... and the tendency ofthe Internet to level all information to the same

common denominator ofmediocrity - make it crucially important to evaluate the quality of

whatyou see, hear, and read. »

However, information literacy requires even more from the learner, and that is the ability

to use and apply the selected information ro help solve an educational or social problem.

This final stage of the model can only be reached successfully and learners reach their full

potential when they have moved through each consecutive stage of the information cycle:

The higher order cognitive skill of evaluating the accessed information for relevance is

not restricted only to information found in an academic library and the application of

this information to solve a problem is not restricted only to an academic context, but

may instead be applied ro any information need, be it in an academic, social, economic,

or political context. Thus, it was felt that a separate stage needed to be included to

signifjr the importance of the higher order cognitive skills contribning towards

information literacy

Information Cycle - information literacy as a life skill: Once the ini tial

information need has been satisfied, many traditional information literacy initiatives end.

However, it is suggested that only once anothet information need is created, thus keeping

the information cycle in constant motion, can the objectives of encouraging
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lnform.lCion-ltter.H:C ben3.viour amongst learners be achieved, It is within tnc acadcnlic

environment dut f:!cililarof') have rhe opporruniry 10 creare such a cycle and the

rl:~p()nsibilirr rowJ.rds their learners (0 encourage informarion-literare behaviour.

Howc,'er, it is ani\' when learners Iea\'e rhc academic cn\'ironmcnr and procecd to apply

their inrorm.\l;on-lirera<e beha\'io\lr ro their c\'eryda\' lives (professional, personal and

'\ociJl), m.I:' it be Slid {hat rhe mission of encouraging life-.long learners, who will be

rcsron~ibk' (irizl."ns in JO informarion sociery. h;.IS ultimarely been achieved.
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Figure 5.1: A COllceplu:,1 M041cl of Informalion Litcrllcy - The Informlllion Lileracy Cycle
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5.3.2 The Taxonomy ofEducational Outcomes fOr InfOrmation Literacy Interventions in

South Africa

The proposed structure was based on the BO Taxonomy as the aim was to move towards

achieving the aim of information literacy, and not to regress towards using a taxonomy

designed exclusively for library literacy (S&E Taxonomy). The order of the affective,

cognitive and physical domains was retained up to Level 3 of the new Taxonomy. From

the holistic perspective of the taxonomic approach used in this evaluation, the order of

the domains is not of vital consequence as the concept of information literacy is seen to

constitute all three domains. However, within the conceptual model of information

literacy - the information literacy cycle - was incorporated into the design of the new

taxonomy and consequently, a change in the order of the cognitive and physical domains

is observed in Level 4 of the taxonomy. This will be discussed in funher detail later in

this chapter.

From an educational perspective the use of objectives was useful as it aligns with the

contemporary trend in the South Mrican Educational system towards Outcomes Based

Education. Instead ofwriting behavioural objectives, however, it was decided to focus on

developing educational outcomes that focus specifically on representing the outcome

from the learner's perspective rather than from the facilitator's viewpoint. Significantly,

this contemporary evaluative framework thus reflects the unique factors affecting the

South Mrican Educational System.
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Table 5.3, TaxooomyofEducational Outcomes for lnformati Li I ...Education on teracy nterVenuons lD Higher

AJttctive Cognitive Physical Evaluative

IL"VeI 1,
lnfnstrucnual
PrerequisiteS Al

Provided wirh
Cl PI

Objective: ad~uatC information
Commitment &om me The instirution will El

Provision of literacy cra.ining and a
inscimrional decision- provide odequ=

An....Itmion

Adequak support infrasuucrurt',
makers for me rcsowces and me PUI%::,::,:,iDg

Resources foe faci1iCltolS will acupr
promorion of in&asrrucruR rc''1urn.!

information thOr role in tht:
informauuo literacy will fur the su=ssfuI

.....eboIdcn imoIoIed

Literacv provision of
be evident in all ~licy impl<mcnationoithe

with promo<iog the

Dcvdop~ent infonnarion litetaey
forums and policy Wfunnarian lilaXY

iafomwioo lilaXY

educarion.
documem:::uion_ inten'altioo..

will he implemenud

St2keholden,
lnsrimrion

Level 2,
Orientation

A:l C2
P2 E2

Objective: Learn"" will evidence Learners will acquire
I.eam= will he able to

The libezy will

Introduction to an.....,..,...ofthe information- rdevam ace:tU mdrmicYe
implement. I""l\f"IIl

the CoD~P[of general neal fur terminology and ~ able inb>rmarion from the
to eo:duatc the

Information information in to comprehend
r..rious eiccuonic~

dliai__of the

I.iteney aademic and socW informaoon- rdevant
non-d<crrooic iafomwioo lilaXY

lif.. disrinaions.
inft~mwccs

oricngrion rco:iwd

St2keholden,
available in the Iihtaly "" bmers Oft all

Lih"""
tbrcr domains

Affectin Cognitive Phy>ical Evaluatin

Level 3,
IntttaetioD A3

Objcaivr:
I.eam= will he able to

0 P3 E3

Information
confidently identify

Given tbe subjo:t- Pnmded wirh • specific »keholden will

Access &
sp<cific information SJXrific infonnaoon inIixmatinn rttrieYaI jaimIy~"'"

Retri...J needs "'Iurn.! to
rerrieval task. le:uners .... bmas tbould c-.p< b """the

complete a subject-
should bt able [0 ncgociate Jeardl queria Icamcn ...... heeD

Stak.ehnlde...,
specific U1formacinn formulate appropriate and ......the~ ~wirhtbe

FacilitalOn in co- retrievol ask!
qu~[ions and plan an information for in£>rmarion ~laXY

OpttacioD with
assignment. effective search str.uegy. rdevance.

Ultc:raaioo iD .aD

suhiect Librarian

du.x doouin'

AJttctive Physical Cognitive EvaJuann

Level 4,
Problem Solving

A4 P4 E.
Objective< I.eam= will rcspond l.am= "ill he able to

C4 SaIoa,f,olc!cn

Learning to positively ro rh< iJ<ncifyaod~
Learners will be:- .ble to joiDdy cYaIu=

L=n ~ ofevaluaring ..,.,... nwhipIc evaluate the information bmea>1""lI'=

substantial amounts of inJi- M' n soun.:o ~mcm and ;tpply the through iniOnnaion

St2keholden, a=sscd informarion tdenm w a Y2riay 01+
Information to sol\"c a ~ma<y i=ncmioos,

Facilitaton in co- fur rebance. pmblcms
variety of problcns_ ....... aIIdu.x

operation 'With d...·onim

subject Lihrarian
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Table 5.3: Taxonomy of Educational Outcomes for Information Literacy Interventions in Higher
Education

Cognitive Pbysical EvaJuatinAffective

IL'Vell,
Infrastruetural
Prercquisite:s AJ

Cl PI
ElProvida:l wich

Commitmenr from me lDe insUmriou will
An~Objective: adequate infonnarion

institutional decision· provide adequ=
P"W""'''''' anaiD;Provision of fireracy tt>in.ing and a

makers for the rcsowccs and the dTnsrimrjonalAdequate support in&astruaure. promotion of in&asrrucnue ""Iwed
m1rebaLkn~Resources for faciliators will accept inforrnacion literacy will fur tbe su=sWI wim pUllDO<iog theinformation mar role in me be e>,-idem in all policy impl<meawion of tbe
iaIDrmaDon't=crLireracy provision of forums and policy infOn=ion 't=cr will be implemenvdDevdopment ll1fi>rtmrion fireracy documentanon. in~
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Pbysical Cognitive EvaluativeAffective

Level 4,
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The Evaluative Domain: A Fourth Dimension

This vertical dimension was added to the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for

Infotmation Literacy Interventions in Higher Education to accommodate the self

evaluative component that any educational intervention should contain. This evaluative

dimension would place specific emphasis on the competence of the learner, the

facilitator, and on the adequacy of the institutional infrastructure at each of the four

horizontal levels of the Taxonomy.

The section below reviews the new Taxonomy, and as each level is discussed, the

associated evaluative domain is explained in context. In addition, significant departures

from the wording or concepts of the original taxonomies upon which this one is based

are noted and explained.

Level One: Infrastruetural Prerequisites

Prior to the development of any educational project an analysis of the infrastructural

prerequisites is required. An information literacy needs analysis for learners in the

Western Cape is provided by Sayed (1998). The objective of Level 1 of the new

raxonomy is to ensure that adequate resources for information literacy development are

provided.

The stakeholders included in this level are those who, although involved with the

promotion of the information literacy intervention, are not primarily involved with its

development (as compared to the library and its staff, for example). It is therefore

important to determine the commitment, availability and adequacy of these

infrasrructural resources before proceeding with the development of the information

literacy intervention.
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Table 5.4: Levd One - Infrastrnetnral Prercqnisites

Affective Cognitive Physical Evalnative

Levd 1:
InfrastruetnraI AI El
Prerequisites

Provided with
Cl

PI An evaluation
Commitment from

Objective:
adequate information the institutional The institution will programme

Provision of
literacy training and a decision-makers for provide adequate covering all

Adeqnate
support the promotion of resources and the institutional

Resources for
infrastructure. information literacy infrastrucrure required stakeholdets

Information
facilitators will accept will be evident in all for the successful involved with

Literacy
their role in the policy forums and

implementation of me promoting the

Devdopment
provision of policy

information literacy information
information literacy documentation

intervention. literacy will be

Stakebolden:
education. implemented.

Institution

AI: For facilitators to contribute towards the education of information literacy

requires that they adapt their teaching style to accommodate an information seeking and

problem-solving approach. This teaching style falls directly in line with the new

paradigm shift in Higher Education in South Mrica (SAQA, 1997: 7), which has

brought with it a requirement that facilitators change their attitude to their job and

accept that as educators it is they who need to teach information literacy. However,

before they can accept this responsibility, there needs to be a willingness on their parr to

acknowledge that they themselves may not have adequate information literacy skills.

Cl: For any intervention to be acknowledged and implemented successfully across an

academic institution requires that the intervention be supporred by the institutional

decision-makers. The success of any information literacy intervention depends upon the

co-operation between the various stakeholders with the supporr from the institutional

decision-makers. It is when the institution as a whole SUPPOtt5 the intervent;:m, that the

co-operation between stakeholders contributes to the maximum benefit of the learner.

Promotion of information literacy should be supporred by institutional decision-makers

in at least the following ways:

•
•
•

the provision of an adequate libraty budget,

the writing ofinformation literacy outcomes for all educational programmes

the provision ofsufficient sraff resources in the libraty,
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• the provision of"space" on the timetable fot the inclusion of information literacy

• the provision of training for academic staff in information literacy in the form of

workshops (see chapter two 2.5.3 - Griffith University Information Literacy Blueprint),

and

• the willingness to invest in information technology not only in the library bur also by

providing information access points across the entire campus so that learners may

have equal access and be encouraged to participate actively in an information society.

PI: Prior to the programme development, the availability of physical and human

resources needs to be assessed and aspects such as information technology infrastructure

need to be considered:

• Is the information technology infrastructure capable of supporting the number of

learners?

• Are there enough terminals available to support the learner numbers?

• What about the capacity of the library staff, number ofbooks and journals available?

• What is the capacity of the administrative staff and library staff to assist in the final

evaluation process?

El: The evaluation at this initial level of the taxonomy would include all institutional

stakeholders involved with promoting the information literacy intervention. The extent

to which facilitators are prepared and equipped to accept their role as educators of

information literacy is a fundamental issue. The benefit of introducing this new domain

is that any weaknesses that are identified at this point may then be dealt with prior to the

implementation of the programme. An example would be providing adequate training

workshops for facilitaters so that they feel sufficiendy prepared to implement the

programme.

The extent to which institutional decision-makers are committed to the promotion of

information literacy would have to be evaluated prior to the development of the

intervention.
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Level Two: Orientation

The objective ar Level two - orientation - is to introduce learners to the concepr of

information literacy. Infotmation literacy is a complex literacy comprising of many skills

and abilities (including the affective, cognitive and physical domains). It should neither

be limited exclusively to library use, as suggested in the S&E Taxonomy, nor should

learners be expected to be able to evaluate information (Level 1 of the Ba taxonomy) - a

higher order cognitive skill - without suitable orientation.

The stakeholders in this level are the academic library and its staff. It appears sensible

that the library has the infrastructure and the staff to take on the responsibiliry of

orienting learners to the concept of information literacy.

Table 5.5: Levd Two - Orientation

Affective Cognitive Ph,..ica1 Evaluative

Levd2: El
Orientation

P2 The library will
A2 C2

Learners will be able
implemcma

Objective: Learners will evidence Learners will acquire
(0 access and retrieve: program ro

Introduction to an awareness of the information-relevant
information from the

evaluate the:
the Concept of general need for terminology and be

various dearonic and
effectiveness ofthe

Information information in able to comptehend
non-electronic

information
Literacy academic and social information-relevant

infonnarjon sources literacy orientation
life. distinctions.

av:>.ilable in the library. received by Jearners
Stakeholders: on all thtee

Library domains.

A2: Was adopted and modified from the Ba Taxonomy ("buoming J(7lSitiv~ to th~

nud to roaluau infirmationi. The evaluative aspect was omined for reasons stated

above, and the term 'general' was added. As an introduction, learners shodd receive a

general overview ofwhy information is important.

C2: Was adopted from the S&E Taxonomy ("acquiring r'1'r~smtativ~ knowldg~ and

compr~hmdinglibrary-rt!roant distinctions"). This domains complements Al by offering

learners a suitable inrroduction to information literacy by teaching learners the

representative knowledge which they will be required to know in order to find their way
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around the facility, which houses access to many sources of infonnation within their

academic environment - the academic library. Although the Internet has allowed for

remote accessibility to information sources, many learners in South Mrica are still

dependent on the institutional infrastructure to provide access to information, most of

which is located in the library or provided by the library.

P2: This outcome was based on the library skill of the S&E Taxonomy (performing

physical operations). During a physical orientation tour through the library, learners are

taught how to access and retrieve information ftom the various electronic and non

electronic information sources within the library. However, many learnets have not had

the privilege of acquiting the computer literacy skills necessary to operate the electronic

information accessing sources available. Consequently, special provision would have to

be made for these learners who should be identified during this stage of the information

literacy orientation.

£2: With the library being the stakeholder at this level, it would be their

responsibiliry to evaluate whether learners have received sufficient orientation. It is not

sufficient to provide a library orientation, or even to evaluate the satisfaction of the

learners orientated, but it is the learnets themselves who need to be evaluated to see

whether the orientation was adequate in achieving the objectives. The evaluation should

encompass the affective, cognitive and physical domain to ensure that learners have

successfully achieved the required behavioural objectives on all three domains on the

orientation level of the Taxonomy. This evaluative component should be built into the

information literacy intervention.

Level Three Interaction

This level represents the interaction with information that learners shouU engage with

once they have achieved the outcomes necessary for an adequate orientation to the

concept of information literacy. This third level of the EO Taxonomy is a synthesis of

the behavioural objectives and the library skills and errors identified in the previous

T axonomies. Those aspects of the behavioural objectives, which were toO vague, making

them difficult to evaluate reliably, were removed in the new taxonomy. The aspects of

the Library Skills and Errors, which were too restrictive in that they were limited to

library use, were ""panded to include the more comprehensive concepr of information
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literacy. These aspects will be dealt with more specifically as each outcome is discussed

individually.

The objective at this level is that learners be able to access and retrieve information.

Although many relevanr information sources are available in the academic library,

learners should be encouraged not to limit themselves only to the academic library.

Being able to keep updated with the latest developments and trends tbrough staying in

contact with industry is an imporrant example of being information-literate.

The stakeholders at this level of interaction are the facilitators wotking in co-operation

with the subject librarian to ensute that learners are continually encouraged to make use

ofvarious information sources (within and outside of the library) through their teaching

sryle. Co-operation from subject librarians ensures that facilitators have a support system

which does not leave them feeling as though they are left with an added work-load. or de

motivated due to a lack of confidence in own information literacy abiliry.

Table 5.6: Level Three - Interaction

Affective Cognitive Pbysical Evaluative

Levd3:
Interaction

C3
£3

A3 P3 Stakeholders will
Objective: Learners will be able

Given the subjeet- Provided with a jointly evaluate
Information to confidently iden,i/}'

specific information specjfic information howretrieval task,
Access & specific information learners should be retrieval task. learners comprehensively
Retrieval needs required [0

able to formulate
should negotiate the learners have

complete a subjeet-
appropriate

search queries and been engaged with
St2kebolders: specific information assess the accessed the information
Facilitaton in ,errieval raskI questions and plan

information for literacy interaction
co-operation assignment.

an effective search
rdevance. in all three:

with subject strategy.
domains.

Librarian

A3: It is proposed that learners require a specific and relevant information need,

which acts a motivational driving force. The outcome for the new EO Taxonomy was

based on the behavioural objective of the BO Taxonomy ("having the perception ofan

infonnation n,.,.d and ft,.ling th,. occitnnmt ofb,.ing an intkpmdmt Ulzrcher"), but was

shorrened to remove the aspect that was identified as an area ofweakness in the previous

analysis: "ft,.ling ofoccitnnmt ofbdng an indepmdmt uarchern (refer to chapter four.

section 4.6.1 (ii) Level 2 - Interaction: A2). The word "specific" was added to
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f
encourage a subject integrated approach, which should in turn add to the intrinsic

motivation of the learner.

C3: Compared to the library skill in the 5&E Taxonomy which requires learners to

acquire objective knowledge about the search sequence at an interactive level ("acquiring

objective knowledge ofsearch sequences, their analyses and synthesis"), the behavioural

objective in the BO Taxonomy encourages learners to aetually perform the cognitive task

of formulating questions and actually planning and executing a search strategy, thereby

constructing new knowledge ("formulating the questions and planning a search strategy';.

As this paradigm reflects the educational outcome aimed for by the new taxonomy, this

behavioural objective was adopted for the new taxonomy. Requiring learnets to plan a

search strategy and have the cognitive insight to be able ro ask the right questions,

encoutages interaction with information, which forms a vital aspect of information

literacy.

P3: This educational outcome is a synthesis of P2 of the 5&E Taxonomy

("negotiating search queries and perfirming a single, one-time search that meets a current

information need") and 52 of the BO Taxonomy ("recognizing the information as suitable

to the need and experiencing a sense ofwell being"). Compared to the library skill in the

5&E Taxonomy, which requires learners to perform a single search for information, the

behavioural objective of the BO Taxonomy requires that learners take this action one

step further and recognise information as suitable to the need. The outcome in the new

taxonomy was shortened slightly by excluding the last section ("experiencing a sense ofwell

being") of the behavioural objective, as this was considered to be too vague a statemenr.

Physical access to information at this stage necessitates that learners be taught the specific

skills required to access and retrieve information from the various electronic and non

electronic information sources within the library. Once learners have received a physical

orientation of the library and those learners who have not yet had the opportunity to

acquire computer literacy skills have been given the opportunity to "catch up· to the

other learners (PI), they receive instruction from their subject librarian on how ro access

and retrieve inforrr.ation (P2).

E3: Facilitators are ultimately responsible for encouraging learners to inreract with

information thtough their teaching style, which encourages information use. The

subject-specific librarians work in close co-operation with the facilitator in that they
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support learners in their search for information, guiding them through the interactive

level. However, the subject librarian's role should also be one of guiding the facilitarors

in developing their confidence in information lireracy so that they may convey more

confidently the concept of information literacy - in all three domains - to their learners.

The format of evaluation at this stage would encompass an evaluation of learners and

their interactive activities to ensure that they have been engaged in all three domains of

information interaction.

Level Four: Problem-solving

The order of the cognitive and physical domain was exchanged to align with the concept

of information literacy presented earlier in the chapter. At this level of the taxonomy

higher order cognitive skills are required to be able to apply the accessed and selected

information in order to solve a problem and satisfY the information need.

Level 3 of the original S&E taxonomy and Ba Taxonomy - internalisation - was

replaced by an entirely new set ofeducational outcomes. However, "lifelong information

users" and "lifelong learners" are terms that are synonymous with information literacy

and thus the objective of "learning to learn" remains the same. Although difficult to

measure within the short period of time that learners spend in an academic environment,

learners may none-the-less be equipped with the attitude, cognitive ability and physical

skills necessaty to encourage them to become future lifelong learners and information

consumers. The criticism at this point is that these terms come across as being idealistic

goals rather than achievable objectives, which should be measurable and attainable. For

this reason the objectives have been reformulated in terms which are measurable and

attainable within the scope ofa higher education programme.

The stakeholders on Level 3 are again the facilitators in co-operatic n with subject

librarians. The subject librarian provides the support system for both facilitators and

learners in their journey towards information literaq.
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Table 5.7: Le-ttel Four- Problem Solving

Affective Ph}'5ical Cognitive Evaluative

Le-ttel4:
Problem
Solving P4 E4

A4 C4 Stakeholden; will
Objective: Learners will respond

Learnen; will be able
Learners will be able jointly evaluate

ro identifY and
Leamingto positively to the successfully access

to evaluate the learners' progress
Learn challenge of evaluaring

multiple
information content rhrough

substantial amounts of information sources and apply rhe information literacy
Stakeholders: accessed information

relevant to a variety
information to solve a interventions,

Facilitators in for relevance. variety ofproblems. across all three
co-operation

ofproblems. domains.
with subject

Librarian

A4: Once learners have become aware ofwhy information and information literacy is

imponant (Al), and have then received a specific informarion need by means of subject

integrated assignmenrs (Al), they are required to be able to face the vast amounr of

information that is available in order to then evaluate it for relevance. It is imperative

that learners be prepared to cope with the challenge of facing this vast amounr of

retrieved information and nor be inrimidated by the volume of information available.

P4: In order to reduce the amounr of irrelevant accessed information to a minimum,

learners need to possess the necessary skills to identify which information sources will

yield the most suitable information and how to operate it. Co-ordinating efforts between

facilitator and skilled subject librarians should encourage the maximum utilisation of

expenise to the benefit of the learner.

An overarching objective within the affective domain throughout the new EO Taxonomy

is the developmenr of a positive attitude towards information literacy by all srakeholders.

It was fust idenrified as an affective library skill on an interactive level ;,vithin the S&E

Taxonomy, but its value across the enrire affective domain and the subsequent effect on

the remaining domains should not be underestimated.

C4: At this stage learners are faced with an enormous problem-solving task of

evaluating the retrieved information for relevance. Without the cognitive ability and

knowledge acquired in (Cl) and (CZ), learners would probably nor be able to successfully

achieve this behavioural objective (C3). Funhermore, without the suppon of the co-
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ordinated efforts of their facilitarors and subject librarian, the majority of learners would

probably not reach this level ofproblem-solving. Ultimately, it is about teaching learners

how ro help themselves, how to solve problems now and in their future careers rhat

makes them potential "information consumers" and potential "lifelong learners".

E4: Once the stakeholders have accepted their role in the educational process towards

information literacy, undeniably, the single most important aspect of the evaluation is ro

determine the extent to which learners have made progress through the programme.

Once all the other facrors are in place (A4, C4 & 54), and the intervention has

accommodated all the educational outcomes identified for each level, ultimately, it comes

down ro determining the extent to which the learners benefited from the programme and

have learnt ro evaluate, identifY and apply suitable infotmation resources ro information

rich problems.

As identified in chapter two, information literacy is not a concept that may be offered in

isolation as a once off approach. Consequently, the evaluation of this educational

outcome should not be restricted to one problem-solving task. but should be extended

across the entire curriculum, encompassing all subjects. The recommendation is that the

evaluation should be based on a continuous evaluarion approach. which encourages

learners to constantly engage with problem-solving activities, which incorporate a

distinctive information literacy component. The use of a final year problem based

project would be the ultimate educational outcome for learners prior to graduation.

However, the application of the new Taxonomy is aimed at all learners. It is up ro the

facilitators and the subject librarian to determine the level of difficulty of the information

retrieval task at hand. Learners in their first year of study. having successfully

accomplished the educational outcomes required for level three, should be able to attain

all the educational outcomes of the Taxonomy of Educational Outcomes for Information

Literacy in South Africa, relative ro their level ofcapability.

5.4 Condusion

This chapter has demonstrated that the application of a taxonomic approach to the

evaluation of information literacy interventions is both practicable and informative.

However, it also demonstrated that the twO taxonomies that were applied had distinct

limitations in their application ro the COntext of higher education in South Africa. For
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this reason a new taxonomy was developed which incorporated the three primary

domains of the existing taxonomies while making substantial changes to the concepts

described and the attendant wording of the various objectives. More significantly a new

level was added, which sought to capture the need for adequate orientation to

information literacy, something that was implied but not explicit in either of the two

taxonomies used. A further addition was the inclusion of a distinct and separate

evaluative domain across all four levels, to accentuate the need to ensure that all levels are

appropriately evaluated in terms of the objectives set for them.

In order to assess whether the proposed framework is adequate and useful for the

evaluation of information literacy in higher education, chapter six evaluates a proposed

information literacy intervention and makes recommendations on rhe strength of that

evaluation. This, in rum, will allow the adequacy and suitability of the new proposed

taxonomy to be determined.
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CHAPTER 6

APPLYING THE TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES FOR

INFORMATION LITERACY IN IDGHER EDUCATION TO THE

E-LEARNING INFORMATION LITERACY COURSE

6.1 Introduction

The information explosion has not yet ceased, and with the sustained development of

information technology, the nature of information appears to still be changing. This is

evidenced in the updated technology available on the market in terms of the Internet,

intranet, satellite broadcast, audio/videotape, and CD-ROMs (McCuaig, 2000) with

which the average consumer can hardly keep pace. The impact of the Internet on the

information explosion is best summed up by Katz and Oblinger (2000, 1):

» in a networked world, you can add 'e-' to almost anything: e-mail e-commerce, e-business.
L • n

••• 1 e-teamzng.

In chapter two of this study the analogy of a clock was used to illustrate the exponential

growth rate of the communication revolution, which occurred in the last five minutes

using a twenty-four timefrarne (where 5 minutes equals 100 years). The development of

electronic media has occurred only in the last few seconds.

The contribution of the Internet specifically to this development is well illustrated in

table 6.1 (Albrecht, 2001: 26):

Table 6.1: Comparison ofthe volume ofinfonnation arulable in the United States

1960 Media 2004 Media

4,5000 magazine titles 18,000 magazine titles

18 local radio stations 44 local radio stations

4 television channels 200 television channels

2,400 Internet radio stations

20 million Internet sites
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According ro Katz & Oblinger (2000: 1), the Internet is fundamentally changing the way

that the business community, the government and even the educational sector operate:

• in business the Internet has had an effect on the way brands are promoted, products

are sold,

• in government the information technology is used to make payments, grant proposals

and provide services, and

• in education the Internet is affecting the method of instruction, administration,

research and public service.

This mass availability ofelectronic media has had particular tepercussions on the delivety

format of education. The potential for improving learners' access to education and

learning experiences has been recognised; in Higher Education this new emphasis on

using information technology as a medium oflearning is now often termed 'e-learning'.

Even the South Mrican government held a national workshop as far back as 1995, with

the aim of introducing and utilising technology effectively in the Sourh Mrican education

and training system. The investigation was termed the Technology-Enhanced Learning

Investigation (TELl). From this investigation a Strategic Planning Committee identified

six lead projects, which would be effective in implementing rhe use of rechnologies at all

levels and in all sectors of the South Mrican education and training system.

Significantly, the fourth project included "developing a generic information literacy

course for use in schools, community centres, industty-based training sites, and other

appropriate sites of teaching and learning" (South Mrica. Department of Education,

1997b). This approach is in ditect alignment with the concept of information literacy

offered in chapter five, which supports the notion of information literacy as a

fundamental life skill, not just a skill restricted to a secondaty or ter'iaty academic

environment.
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6.2 An E-leaming Information Literacy Initiative at the Cape Technikon

The envisaged timeframe for CALICO's Infolit project was five years and expired in

2000 (the project was launched in 1995). However, given the importance arrached to the

promotion of information literacy, the Adamastor trust decided to extend its support for

the Infolit project until at least the end of 2002. During this time the nature of Infolit's

role in the promotion of information literacy in the Western Cape has changed, from

initiator to collaborator. Since 1995, Infolit has completed the needs assessment study

for information literacy and its information literacy pilot project initiative. Their role is

now one of providing workshops and other opportunities for the various tertiary

institutions to share their experiences of information literacy education (Underwood,

2001).

Parallel to this, in July 2000 the Cape Technikon contracted Philip Uys, an e-Iearning

specialist from New Zealand, for a five-month period to initiate and lay the foundation

for e-Iearning at the Cape Technikon. Interested parties were invited to submit e

learning projects.

This prompted Janine Lockhart from the Department of Library Services to submit an

information literacy e-learning intervention. The projects had to be submitted within a

six-month time-period. Amongst the projects submitted, was another information

literacy intervention, designed by Julie Serauss from the Department of Library and

Information Studies. Both e-learning projects were accepted by the Cape Technikon's e

learning committee on the condition that they co-ordinate their efforts to develop one e

learning intervention. Circumstances determined that Lockhart completed the design of

the intervention on her own. Given the initial six-month time restriction, the

intervention that was produced was a generic non-compulsory e-learninr intervention,

which is currently only available on the Cape Technikon's iJltranet [http:

Ilinfocats.ctech.ac.zalInfolit/Infolit.htmll.

The Cape Technikon's information literacy e-learning intervention (hereafter referred to

as the intervention) by Lockharr has subsequently been accepted by Infolit as the model

information literacy project which will be used by all five tertiary institutions throughout

the Western Cape. Research is currently being carried out to determine the specific
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needs ofeach institution and modifications to the current format of the intervention will

be undertaken once this needs analysis has been completed.

The evaluation of the current format of the e-learning intervention will accomplish two

significant purposes:

It undoubtedly serves a valuable purpose to this study in that it provides an opportunity

to apply and validate the new taxonomy.

However, it also provides a useful, independent, and theoretical evaluation of the

intervention, which will contribute towards the development and improvement of that

intervention. This is potentially useful to:

• the developer of the intervention,

• lnfolit who have selected it as their model project,

• all five institutions of Higher Education who are working in collaboration with

regard to information literacy, and

• ultimately the learners who will benefir from the intervention.

6.2.1 Th~ E-karning Information Lita-acy Intmlmtion

The intervention is accessed via the Cape Technikon's intranet. In the libraty's home

page, the "help" page provides a heading called "information literacy training", which

identifies the intervention. Once accessed, the home page of the intervention is based on

a concept of information literacy, which consists of five steps. This is illustrated in figure

6.1:

FJgUte 6.1: E-learning Informlltion Literacy Intervention Home Page

IStep 1 Recognise my need for information and critically think about my topic.

IStep 2 Where do I find the information?

IStep 3 Evaluating the information found.

IStep 4 Legal use of the information.

IStep 5 Communicating the information.

IExamples
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By clicking on cach step, learnets gain access [0 a wide range of information on that

specific [Opic of the information litetacy process. The final step 'examples' provides twO

examples of the completed five-step infotmation literacy process.

The inrervemion uses a number of graphics [0 help illustrate certaIn aspects of the

information literacy process. An example is illusttated in figures 6.2 and 6.3:

Figure 6.2 Graphic illustrating a learner recognizing their need fnr information (step 1)

r...../"/"'/\"'--'
, '--;

~st do an assfgnnenr '-;
~~:~ butterflies, hmmmm l......,

~
.u ask Sally for some Ideas. S

, The me cycte of a butterfty1
WOW that Is an Interesting ----

topic. r"
0...-, ,........

~/ .J-l

Figure 6.3 Graphic illustrating a mind II12J' - an example of critically thin.ki.ng about a topic (srep I)

c.-.-.

hoW old do

Cl" tI't

-Spocler?
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There are no explicit guidelines yet as to the recommended method of implementation,

and there is to date no means of monitoring the number of learners or facilitators who

have accessed or completed the intervention.

However, a discussion with the developer of the intervention revealed that the

recommended method of implementation of the intervention would be based on the co

ordinated efforts of the subject-specific librarian and the facilitator. The aim is that the

subject librarian uses time-tabled periods for an orientation session in the library training

room, using information technology to demonstrate to learners how to access the

intervention on the intranet and how to use the intervention. Making full use of the e

learning concept, learners will be encouraged to work at their own pace and from access

points suitable to their needs (fechnikon, home, work, or elsewhere). In a co-ordinated

effort with the facilitator, learners will then be given a subject-specific assignment by the

fadlitator, who will also be responsible for the assessment of the assignment.

Currently, the intervention is not compulsory and has not been marketed to any

programmes within the Cape Technikon. However, for the purpose of this evaluation,

the analysis of the intervention will be based on the recommended method of

implementation.
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6.3 Analysis of the E-learning Information Literacy Objectives into the Taxonomy

of Educational Outcomes for Information Uteracy in Higher Education

Step 1: Recognise the need for information and critically think about the topic

Learners/users should be able to:

• Recognise their need for information

• Critically think about their topic

• Formulate their search terms by making use of narrower and wider categories as well

as different spelling ofwords

• Learn searching techniques (Boolean, truncation, etc.)

Table 6.2: Analysis ofStep I into the Taxonomy ofEdueational Outcomes for Information Literacy
Inten-entiODJ in Higher Eduation

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

Levd 1:
lnfrastntetural Al Cl PI El
Prerequisites

Levd 2:
A2 C2

Orientation Learners will evidence Learners will acquire

Objective:
an awareness ofme information-relevant

Introduction to
general need for renninology and be P2 E2

the Concept of
information in able '0 compreheod

academic and social information-relevant
Information

life. distinctions
Liruacv

C3
A3 Given the subject~

Levd3: Learner> will be able specific infonnarion
Interaction ro confidently identitY re:triev.U t..le,

spec:ific information learners should be
Objective: needs required ro able to formulate P3 E3

Information complete a subject- appropriate
Acc... & specific information quesrions and plan
Retrienl retrieval raskI an effective search

assignment.. strategy.

Affective Phpical Cognitive Evaluative

Levd4:
A4 P4 C4 £4Problem

Solvinlt

A3: "recognise their need for information"

The outcome for the interaerive affecrive domain is perceiving a specific information

need, as opposed to Level 2, where a general awareness for the need for information is
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created. The initial interpretation of this objective made an analysis difficult as,

"recognise their need for information," may be interpreted as a general or specific need.

For the purpose of this evaluation, the distinction between the two information needs

was important and needed to be clarified. The course content on the web-page provides

two examples for when information may be needed:

• getting a projeet!assignment from a lecturer

• having a personal need that requires certain information before you can make a

decision, e.g. buying a car, and mention is made that information is not only

tequited for study purposes but to help make decisions in daily life (Lockhart, 2001).

Al: "recognise their need for information"

A short paragraph in the first step of the intervention points out that information is not

only required for academic purposes but that information is needed to be able to make

informed choices in daily life (Lockhart, 2001). The affective domain is the one, which

is responsible for motivation. However, the degree to which three sentences can motivate

and create an awareness for the general need for information is debatable.

Notwithstanding, the objective "recognise their need for information" was tentatively

identified as the taxonomic educational outcome - Al.

C3: "critically think about their topic" &

"formulate their search terms by making use of narrower and wider categories

as well as different spelling ofwords"

These two objectives agree with the outcome of the interactive cognitive level of the EO

Taxonomy - Level 3. The intervention uses an example to demonstrate the process of

formulating the questions required to solve an information need. Learnets ate taken

through the process of formulating questions and beginning to plan a Sf Itch strategy.

The paradox that exists. however. is that this knowledge is only representative in nature.

Level 3 of the EO Taxonomy stipulates interaction for the outcome to be successfully

achieved. For the purposes of the analysis this objective will be classified as C3. although

it will be highlighted as a weakness that no transition is made within the intervention

from representative knowledge (the example) to interaction (formulating their own

questions and strategy).
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C2: "learn searching techniques (Boolean, truncation, etc.)"

The intervention demonstrates the various searching techniques (Boolean, truncation and

proximity searches) that are used for electronic information sources. This objective is

represented by the cognitive domain on Level 2 - orientation - acquiring representative

knowledge and comprehending information-relevant distinctions.

Step 2: Where do I find infonnation?

Learners/users should be able to use different information sources.

Table 6.3: Analysis ofStep 2 into the Taxonomy ofEdueational Outcomes fur Information Literacy
Intuve:nuons in Higher Education

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

Level!:
InfrasttuetnraI Al Cl PI El
Prereqnisites

Level 2: Cl
Orientation

l.n:mers will acquire

ObjectiTC'
information-relevant

Introduction to
A2 terminology and be P2 El

the Concept of
able [0 comprehend
information-rdcvant

Information disrinaions
Literacv
Level 3: A3 C3 P3 E3Interaction

AffectiTe Phy>ical Cognitive Evaluative

Level 4:
Problem A4 P4 C4 E4
Sohin",

C2: The intervention provides a thorough cognitive orientation to the learner on the

use of the various electronic and non-electronic information sources. Learners are

provided with comprehensive examples of how to access informarion on these

information sources: books, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, periodicals/magazines/journals,

newspapers, audio-visual services, use of maps, and CD-ROM. This objective has been

idenrified as a taxonomic cognitive outcome even though its focus is on the "use" of

informarion sources; from which a physical orientation (P2) outcome would be

expected. The reason for this allocation is that the information is provided on a purely

representative and cognitive level. There is no interaction provided for learners to
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practice physically accessing any of the resources. The medium of learning may be

inreracrive in its design, and by clicking on various icons, learners are gaining access to

the representative information they require, yet there is no opportunity in the

intervention for learners to practice using any of the information sources.

Step 3: Evaluating the information found.

Learners/users should be able to evaluate the information found.

Table 6.4: Analysis ofStep 3 iooo the Taxonomy ofEducational Outeom.. for Information Literacy
Interventions in Higher Education

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

I.evd 1:
Infr.utrueturaI Al Cl PI El
Prereouisites

et
Learners will acquire

I.evd 2:
inforrnacion-rdevant

Orientation
A2 terminology and be P2 E2

able to comprehend
infonnarion-rdevant

distinctions
I.evd 3:

Interaction A3 C3 P3 E3

Affective Phpical Cognitive Evaluative

I.evd 4: A4
Problem Learners will respond
Solviog positively ro the

cluJlenge ofevaluating P4 C4 E4
Objective: subs=rial amounrs of

Learning to accessed infurnurion
Learn for rdevance.

C2: This objective is represented by C2 in the EO Taxonomy. In this third step of

the intervention learners are provided with theoretical information on how to evaluate

infotmation sources. Links offering rips and rechniques on the following issues are

provided, for example, "facr vs. opinion·, "eliminating irrelevant information·, "primary

vs. secondary source·, "currency·, "intended audience·, "publishing body", "authority",

and "popular vs. scholarly". Direcr links to web-sites are also provided:
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• Evaluating information on the World Wide Web

• Evaluating information found on the Web

• Evaluating Information Sources

• Evaluating Information

What is provided is terminology and distinctions (C2). There is no activity that would

require learnets to demonstrate that they can distinguish between relevant or irrelevant

information, or that they can distinguish between primary and secondary sources (given

examples ofeach).

A4: Information is provided on evaluating the accessed information for relevance.

Should the learner be experiencing difficulty at this stage, a link has been built into the

initiative at the "relevance" sub-heading, taking the learner back to the first step. It is the

first step of the intervention which visually and cognitively demonstrates to learners how

to "critically think about th~ topic" to ensure that the learner has refined their topic

sufficiently.
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Step 4: Be able to use information legally, e.g. plagiarism & copyright.

Learners/users should be able to use information legally by making use of citing

and referencing styles.

Table 6.5: Analy5is ofStep 4 into the Taxonomy ofEducational Outcomes for Information Literacy
Interventions in Higher Education

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

Levd 1:
Infrastruetwal

Al Cl PI El
Prerequisites

Levd2:
Orientation C2

!=ners will acquire
Objective: information-relevant

Introdnction to A2 terminology and be P2 E2
the Concept of able '0 comprehend

Information information-relevant
Literacy distinctions

Levd3:
A3 C3 P3 E3Interaction

AfIcet:iTe Physical Cognitive Evaluative

Levd4:
Problem Solving A4 P4 C4 E4

C2: The objective of step 4 is represented in the cognitive domain in the

orientation level of the EO Taxonomy. Learners are proVided with extensive

information on copyright and plagiarism and links to web sites are proVided.

However. the objective stalls at the orientation level. as no evaluative aspect

has been incorporated into the intervention to determine how much learners

have learnt from this section. Furthermore. the correct application of the

information acqUired in step 4 would reqUire learners to be involved in an

information retrieval task. encouraging them to interact with the information on

an affective. physical. and cognitive level.
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Step 5: Co=unicating the information.

Learners/users should be able to communicate the information via report writing,

presentations and/or designing a poster.

Table 6.6: Analysis ofStep 5 into the TaxonomyofEdueational Onteomes ror Information Literacy
Interventions in Higher Education

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

Levd 1:
Inftastruetnral Al Cl PI El
Prereqnisites

Levd2: C2
Orientation Learners will acquire

Ohjective:
infonnarion-rc:l(:\.'311[

A2 terminology and be P2 E2Introduttion to able to comptehend
the Concept of informarion-relevant

Information distinctions
Literacy
Levd3:

A3 C3 P3 E3Interaction

Affective Physical Cognitive Evaluative

LeYd4:
Problem A4 P4 C4 E4
SoIOO", •

C2: Again, learners are guided through the steps to writing a report, with an example

of a completed assignment provided. Learners gain representative knowledge and learn

to make the information-relevant distinctions to help them prepare a report, a

presentation or a poster. At this stage no interaerion has occurred where the learner has

been encouraged to apply any of the knowledge gained.
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Subject-Specific Assignment:

The assignment is included in the analysis as this is a fundamental part of the

intervention, although as will be shown later, the assumption that the assignment will be

completed is an area of serious potential weakness. Furthermore, there was some

hesitation to include the level four outcomes - C4 and E4 - since the intervention

envisages only one assignment, and what these require is the inclusion and evaluation of

information literacy-based projects across the curriculum. Further discussion on this will

follow later in the results section.

Table 6.7: AnaJy.is ofthe A5signment into the T""nnomy ofEdncatiorud Outcomes for Information
literacy InterventiolLS in Higher Education

Affective Cognitive Physical Evaluative

Levd I:
In&astrnetnral Al Cl PI El
Prerequisites

Levd 2: A2 C2 P2 El
Orientation

P3 E3

Levd3: Provided with a Sukeholders will

Interaction specific informarion jointly evaluate

rcuie\.I task. learners how

Objective: A3 C3 should nq;oriare comprehensively
the learners have

Information search queries and
been engaged withAccess & assess the accesscd

Retrieval information for the information

rclevmce. lireracy interaction
in al three domains

Affective Physical Cognitive Evaluative

E4

LevdFour:
C4 Sukeholders wiU

Problem
l.<arners will be able jointlyeval uate

Solving
to~uuethe learners' pr"l7<SS

Objective: A4 P4 infonnation content throuj;h
mdapplythe informationLe..mingto information to solve a litel':lCyLe:un

variety ofprob:ans. interventions,
across all three

. domains.

P3: The evaluation is based on the recommended method of implementation. which

involves the co-<>rdinated efforrs of the subject librarian and facilitator. The information

retrieval task which is provided by the facilitator, should be completed using the

intervention as a guide to help progress from one step of the information literacy process

to the next (recognise the need & critically think about the topic _ where do I find
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information _ evaluating the information found _ be able to use the information legally _

communicate the information). The information is presented by the intervention (C2),

and it is the physical interaction which learners are encoutaged to engage in that has been

identified as P3.

E: Objectives within step one identified A3 and C3, and the subject-specific

assignment corresponded with P3. In Level 3 the focus is on interaction. The envisaged

method of implementation of the intervention requires that learners submit their

assignments to their &cilitator for evaluation. It is this evaluative component, attached to

the intervention, that identified E3.

C4: In order for learners to complete an informarion retrieval task, they will have to

apply the information; and some evaluative process must have occurred in order for

learners to satisfy their information need and solve the problem. The assignment does

not entirely comply with the raxonomic ourcome for Level 4, since the intervention relies

on only one assignment and C4 is based on information literacy-based projects across the

curriculum. However, the intervention does encourage learners to satisfy an information

need and, thus solve a problem. Consequently, this domain was identified in the

analysis.

E4: This outcome was identified following rhe recommended method of

implementation and the submission of the assignment to the facilitaror for evaluation. It

is this evaluative component which has been identified in the analysis as E4. Again this

aspect of the intervention does not entirely comply with the outcome of E4, since the

intervention relies on only one assignment and this outcome is based on the evaluation of

information literacy-based projects across the curriculum.
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6.4 Results of the Taxonomic Evaluation using the Taxonomy of

Educational Outcomes for Information Literacy Interventions Ifi Higher

Education

6.4.1 Areas within the EO Taxonomy accountedfor by the e-leaming intervention

The resu!rs of me analysis have been summarised in rable 6.8 below:

Table 6.S, SummaI)' of the Analysis of the E-leaming Initiative into the Taxonomy of Educational
Outcomes for Information Literacy Interventions in Higher Education

AIrccri~ Comicive Pbnical Evaluative
l.cvd I El

l.f"muauro AI Cl PI An evaluation
Prerequisites Provided with .adequate Comminnrot &om the The institution will prognrnmc

ObjectiYe:
infonnacion urcncy instirutioru.l decision. provide adcqua((' covering all

U2ining wd asupport nuken: for the resources and the insOfUrioruJ
Provision ofAdcquau·

~auaurc. f.lci.l..iwo(S promodon of infrasuuctufc required uacholdas
RcsollrClCll for will accept mm rolc in infomurion lirc:ncy for the sucecssfu1 involved with

infOnD2tiOD litenq the provision of will Ix- evident in all unplemcncnion of du: promoting the
Dndopmcot information Iitcney policy forums ;md infol1tUrion lircncy informarion lirerxy

StaUholdeS'S:
cducnioD_ policy docwnr:ncuion interveneon. will be

I.a.stitua.OD
implememal

l.cvd 2 A2
P2 E2

OriauatioD I..euncn will mdencC' an 0 Lcamm will be abl.: to Tb.: library will

awarmcu of me gcneal I.....:arna:s will acquire
access and rttric=ve imp'cmcm a

ObjecbYC: lntroduaiou oc:cd for iJIfOmwiOD in infomution.rcknnI informacion from rh.: program to evaluate
vanow dcctronic and me dftCrivcoas of

to the Concept of academic and sociaJ life. =minnlogy=l be >hie
non-e:kctronic ch.: informarionlnfOl'1DaboD Litaxy r.o comprehend

information sourco lifCt'Xyorientation
infonnacion-tdCY:lOt

St:aIWloJdc:rs: disrinaiom
avaibble in me librat)'. rc:ec:im:l by lcarncn

lib....,.
on all mr«

domairu.
l.cvd 3 A3 P3 El

lntenetiOD l=nas wi1J be >hie to
0 Provi<kd wid> • specific SakcbnId<n wi1J

cnnfukndy idmwy GiTen the subjea- ~rcaia:aJ joindy....J= bow
ObjectiYC: lafOra:l3JiOD >pccific inlDrnurinn

specificinfumwion oak.lc=cn ohould cnmprd>aui,.Jy
Ac= Ill: Ilcui..,., Dttds nquin:d [D

=icnJ oak.1= ~ SC2R:b queries chc:bmcn~e

sbnuJd b< >hie to =I ""'" <be xassaI bem~wid>
Stakdaoldcn:: mmplnt a subjca-

fi>nnul= """"pn= ~IO, the infarmmoD
FacillCllOn in~ specific infonnarion q...anm=I pbn .. tdevoncc. liusxy in.crxtionnuicnlmkI

openrion with subjca
='gnmmL

c:ffi::aive SC3I'Ch suaccv. in.n duee
lib.-.n.n dnnums.

~ Pbnical CoI'niliYe :EnluatiY'C"
Lad~

G4
ProbkmSnI~ A4 P4 '-wi1J b< "'le m

Eo!

~wilIn:spood Lc:amc:n will be: abk to ....Ju=tbe Sabboldcn will
Ob;oa;.c

"""rinIr '" tbe idmwy =I.ucc=fuIIy info.l:ID.ltioo CDtttmr
joimlycnI=,

Leam.iag to I...c:un
~ of<nJu.ring aco::u multiple .ndapplytbe k2men' progrc:u

Y'bstmri:al mwunts of information lOurccs inlDrm:uion to soIn: a duuugb
St:::akdloklcn: >=aaI inJi>mwU>n m. rcknnt to avariety of vWq- ofproblems. infnnmrinn lic=cy

Facilitnon in~
R!cnnc<. problems.. lnterV'eDtions. 3CrOSS

opcn:tioo -.rid. sabjca all duee dn=im.
lib.-.n.n

o = shading indicares areas addressed by me e-learning imervention

o = indicares areas nor addressed by the imervemion. idemified as pOlemial weaknesses

The discussion of me results will be in a differem formar due to the modified version of

the EO Taxonomy used for mis analysis. With the expansion of me taxonomy to include
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a fourth dimension - the evaluative domain, the need to discuss the extent to which each

individual outcome contains an evaluative aspect has become superfluous. It appears

evident from the table above that the evaluative aspect is not well represented by the

intervention. The evaluation of each outcome, according to potential strength or

potential weakness, will thus not be affected by its lack of an evaluative component. This

does not mean that the lack of an evaluative aspect will not affect or change the overall

evaluation of the intervention; only that this will be discussed and evaluated in the next

section under a separate subheading entitled the "evaluative domain".

(i) Level Two - Orientation

A2: Learners will evidence an awareness of the general need for information in

academic and social life.

The degree to which reference is made to the general need for information within the

intervention, is restricted to a few sentences in the first step of the intervention.

Although A2 was rentatively identified as an educational outcome during the analysis, no

further support for the attainment of this outcome was found throughout the

intervention. Subsequently, this outcome was identified as a potential weakness.

C2: Learners will acqwre information-relevant terminology and be able to

comprehend information-relevant distinctions.

There is a strong emphasis on the cognitive domain. Each of the five steps, which

constitute the framework of the intervention, addressed this cognitive domain of the

orientation level. The amount of relevant information provided to learners is

comprehensive in nature, and linear in structure, enabling learners to rearliJy comprehend

the information-relevant distinctions. The information provided is representative in

nature as learnets are not expected to interact with it at this level of orientation. The

objectives, which corresponded with C2 of the taxonomy were identified as a potential

strength of the intervention.
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(ii) Level Three - Interaction

A3: Learners will be able to confidendy identifY specific information needs required

to complete a subject-specific information retrieval task/assignment.

One of the objectives of the first step of the intervention states that "learnm should be

able to recognise their {speeific] needfor information". For learners to obtain the taxonomic

outcome A3, requites that they have been motivated by a subject-specific information

retrieval task, which creates a relevant and specific information need. At present, the

application of the intervention is not compulsory, and the number of facilitacors and

learners aware of its existence is uncertain. Although the suppOrt structure for the

intervention may be identified as a weakness, the intervention should be evaluated on its

envisaged and recommended method of implementation, which involves facilitacors

working in co-operation with subject librarians to encourage learners co perform a

subject-specific information retrieval task. Based on the adherence to the recommended

method of implementation of the intervention, this objective has been identified as a

potential strength.

C3: Given the subject-specific information retrieval task, learners should be able to

formulate appropriate questions and plan an effective search strategy.

Two objectives of the first step of the e-learning intervention address this taxonomic

outcome. Learners are encouraged to "critically think about their topic" (refer to figure

6.3) and to "formulate their search terms by making use ofnarrow"," and wider categories as

well as different spelling ofwords ': The example of the ropic on the butrerfly is used in

step one of the intervention CO demonstrate how learners should widen their search by

using words related to the topic such as •cocoons, insects and entomology".

A factor to be considered is thar the third level of the taxonomy is based on interaction

with information, yet the intervention on irs own provides purely representative

information. As mentioned previously in the analysis, it was highlighted as a weakness

that no transition is made from representative knowledge (the example) to interaction

(formulating their own questions and strategy) within the inrervention. As will be noted

under £3, there is no component within the intervention to evaluate the extent to which

learners have successfully achieved the objective. This absence may have an overall effect
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on the evaluation of the domain. However, this will be clarified in the discussion of the

evaluative domain.

At this stage, based on the recommended method of implementation of the intervention,

which involves the applied use of the e-Iearning intervention in conjunction with a

subject-specific assignment, these two objectives may be identified as a potential

strength.

P3: Provided with a specific information retrieval task, learners should negotiate

search queries and assess the accessed information for relevance.

This outcome is not stated explicitly in the objectives of the intervention, but is rather

implied through the recommended method of implementation using a subject-specific

information retrieval task in combination with the intervention. Based on the ideal

implementation of the intervention, learners should be progressing through the different

steps of the information literacy process presented in the intervention and so access

information parallel to their needs. The subject-specific retrieval task would ensure that

learners are encouraged to apply physically what they have learnt from the objectives of

the cognitive domain of Level 3, and to negotiate a search query for their specific

information need.

This aspea of the intervention was identified as a potential strength of the intervention.

E3: Stakeholders will joindy evaluate how comprehensively the learners have been

engaged with the information literacy interaction in all three domains.

Cognisance waS taken of the recommended method of implementation for the

intervention, which recommends that learners hand in the subject-specific infotmation

retrieval task to the facilitacor for evaluation. Although not completely in agreement with

the taxonomic outcome in that the subject librarian is not involved in the evaluation

although they have been identified as one of the stakeholders, the intervention does

provide an external evaluative component of how learners have interacted with

information through the information retrieval task. The criteria used for the evaluation

of the assignment have not yet been documented and no guidelines are provided to the

facilitator.
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The outcome in the evaluative domain of Level 3 - interaction - requires that the degree

to which learners have been engaged with information literacy interaction in all three

domains be evaluated, an area which requires confident levels of information literacy on

behalfof the evaluator. The current format of the intervention assumes confident levels

of information literacy on behalf of the facilitarors, and a willingness on their part to

accept an active role in the education ofinformation literacy without the provision of any

training or a support infrastructure. In the light of Level I having been identified as a

potential weakness, this aspect of the intervention is therefore considered a potential

weakness.

[It is significant to note that the cross-validation of the evaluation of the IFYE Module

identified that even with the provision of a workshop on information literacy, facilitators

were not confident in applying the IFYE information literacy Module and only one of

four facilitators who wete interviewed used the recommended information retrieval task].

(iv) Level Four - Problem-solving

A4: Learners will respond positively to the challenge of evaluating substantial

amounts ofaccessed information for relevance.

The extent ro which a Level 4 taxonomic outcome may be achieved in the affective

domain without the motivational influen~ of a facilitaror and/or subject librarian was a

cause for concern. Tone of voice and body language play an important role in the

affective domain in associating a positive attitude with information literacy. On the

other hand, it is this human perspective which also makes this domain so subjective, for

example, faciliurors who are not information-literate themselves and are, thus, unable to

convey a confident attitude rowards information literacy.

In the section of the intervention that addresses the issue of relevance (step three), the

wording used throughout most sections is direct speech. This may benefit the learner

when addressing an affective issue, for example, "how(V" valuabk an information rlSouru

may app~ar, ifit is not dir~etly relroant to your chosen topic, you are simply wasting your

tim~, .... it is not always ~asy to danmine ifinfOrmation on th~ World WiM W~b is credibk.

Howroer, using th~guitUlinlS below will hr/p you in making that roaluation ':
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This objective was tentatively identified as a potential strength of the intervention based

on the tecommended implementation of the intervention.

C4: Learners will be able to evaluate the information content and apply the

information to solve a variety ofproblems.

The objective of the intervention ·[l~amersJ should b~ ab~ to evaluat~ th~ information

found"was earlier identified as C2 as there is no aerivity within the intervention requiring

learners to demonstrate that they have successfully accomplished the objeerive.

Taking the information retrieval task into consideration and based on the ideal method

of implementation, where learners are required to submit an infotmation retrieval

task/assignment to the facilitator, this outcome was identified during the analysis.

Completion of one information retrieval task does not comply completely with the

fourth level educational outcome of the EO Taxonomy. 'ine intervention envisages only

one assignment, and what is needed is the inclusion of information literacy-based

projects, which will engage learners in a constant searching and problem-solving

approach to learning across the curriculum. Funher discussion on the development of

the taxonomy will ensue in chapter seven.

This aspect of the intervention was identified as a potential strength in the partial

achievement of the learning outcome for C4.

£4: Stakeholders will jointly evaluate learners' progress through information

literacy interventions, across all three domains.

Discussion with the developer of the intervention revealed that, upon completion of the

information retrieval task, learners are required to hand in the assignme'lt for evaluation

by the facilitaror. Although not completely in agreement with the outcome of the

taxonomy in that the subject librarian is not involved in the evaluation, the intervention

does provide an evaluative component of how learners solved their information need.

The criteria used for the evaluation have not yet been documented and the evaluation

presupposes that the outcomes for the preceding levels and domains have been

successfully achieved. In addition, E4 requires an evaluation across all three domains.

However. the analysis has revealed that the intervention only addresses the affective and
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cognitive domain of the problem-solving level of the EO Taxonomy. Consequently, this

aspect of the intervention must be considered a potential weakness.

6.4.2 Areas within the EO Taxonomy not accountedfor by the Intervmtion

In the previous analyses of the IFYE Module using the Taxonomy of Library Skills and

Errors and later the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy, the

discussion of results was formatted within each horizontal leve!' Due to the extended

areas of the EO Taxonomy not addressed by the e-learning intervention, the discussion

of the results is presented in a different format. The results of this analysis are presented

both horizontally, i.e. Level 1, 2, 3, and venically, i.e. the affective domain.

(i) Level One -Infrastruetural Prerequisites

AI: Provided with adequate information literacy training and a support

infrastructure, facilitators will accept their role in the provision of information

literacy education.

According to the taxonomic design of the EO Taxonomy, prior to the development of

any educational intervention, a needs analysis is recommended. The extent to which

faeilitators are prepared to accept their active role in the provision of information literacy

education should be determined prior to the development of an information literacy

intervention which relies on the co-operation of teaching staff for successful

implementation.

Within the taxonomy, the affective domain is the domain responsible for motivating the

learner into cognitive and physical learning action. Within this domain the e-learning

intervention accommodares the learners on levels two to four (orientation, interaction,

and problem-solving). However, according to the raxonomic design, for learners to reach

their full potential, the outcomes for Level 1 musr be achieved prior to a progression to

the next level. Furthermore, in line with the holistic design of the EO Taxonomy, rhis

vertical progression within the affective domain makes little sense withour the complerion

of the outcomes required for the relared cognitive, physical, and evaluative domains on

each horizontalleve!'
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In addition, the overarching objective within the affective domain throughout the new

EO Taxonomy is the development of a positive attitude towards infotmation litetacy.

The srakeholders in the foundation level of the taxonomy are the facilitarors and by

accepting their role in the provision of information literacy education, they have a

responsibility ro convey a positive attitude rowards information literacy to their learners.

However, the developers of the intervention, in turn, have a responsibility towards the

faci!itators to ensure that they are provided with adequate information literacy training

and a support structure prior to the inception of the intervention.

The absence of any evidence that the intervention addresses these concerns leads to the

conclusion that that the affective domain on Level I has been identified as a potential

weakness of the intervention.

Cl: Comminnent from the institutional decision-makers for the promotion of

information literacy will be evident in all policy forums and policy

documentation.

In the cognitive domain, the outcome in the first level of the new taxonomy requires

institutional support and commitment for a specific information literacy intervention,

which should be explicitly evident in its policy forums and policy documentation. This

institutional support aligns with the national support documented by SAQA, which

identifies information literacy as a critical outcome.

At an institutional level a senate decision was taken four years ago regarding computer

literacy, which has subsequently been incorporated into every programme. However, no

decision has yet been documented at the Cape Technikon that curricula require the

inclusion of information literacy as a subject (Camens, 200 I). Thi, inadequacy of

institutional support must therefore be identified as a fundamental potential weakness.

PI: The institution will provide adequate resources and the infrastructure required

for the successful implementation of the information literacy intervention.

The current physical location of the intervention on the Cape Technikon's intranet is in

an unfortunate position and one not easily accessed even by those learners and facilitarors

who are aware of the intervention.
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Another disadvantage is that there is cutrendy only one library training room, which

accommodates computer terminals. These are used to familiarise learners with the

various ele=onic information sources (Coetzee, 2001).

Furthermore, based on the figures presented in the Cape Technikon's Library Services

Annual Report 2000, there were 2 senior librarians and 12 librarians amongst the

professional staff complement of the library to help orientate the 2 922 first-year learners

registered for the year 2000 (Cape Technikon Library Services, 2000: 2-6). Applying

these figures to the e-learning intervention, a calculation shows the following:

• assuming the full staff complement (all 12 librarians) are involved with the

orientation of all first-year learners, and all twenry computer terminals are fully

functional at all times, 146 training sessions would have to be repeated in the library

training room. Furthermore, these orientation sessions have to be held at the start of

the year, Ot at least within a certain period of time. The effect on the functioning of

the rest of the library would have to be considered when investing so many staff

hours into orientation. Provision would have to be made for this in the allocation of

staff to the library. However, due to the moratorium on new posts implemented by

the Cape Technikon Council, no new posts were approved for 2000 (Cape

Technikon Library Services, 2000: 1). This further supports the absence of

institutional support for the information lireracy intervention.

The omission of this entire level within the EO Taxonomy was identified as an area of

potential weakness during the evaluation. Further discussion on this will follow in the

next chapter where recommendations are proposed.

(ii) The Phpical Domain

The analpis has shown that most of the e-learning intervention's objectives lie within the

cognitive domain. Yet the taxonomic structure is holistic in its design and encompasses

the integration of the affective, cognitive, physical, and evaluative domains. Promotion

of outcomes solely in one domain without considering the remaining three domains,

prevents the full potential of the leaming experience from being reached.
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The analysis reveals that the intervention is focused on the cognitive domain, with only

Level 3 of the physical domain having been identified indirectly in the evaluation. At no

point does the intervention itself require learners to undertake any physical searching

operations and, it relies solely on the assignment for this purpose. The knowledge gained

is purely representative. This lack of interaction within the intervention where learners

are provided with an opportunity to practice physically and apply the accessing skills

acquired, has been identified as a weakness of the intervention.

P2: Learners will be able to access and retrieve information from the various

e1e=onic and non-ele=onic information sources available in the library.

This objective, that "[!~arnersJ should b~ ab!~ to US~ differmt information sourus" was

earlier identified as a taxonomic cognitive outcome even though its focus is on the "use"

of information sources; from which a physical orientation (P2) outcome would be

expecred. The reason for this allocation is that the information in the intervention is

provided on a purely representative and cognitive level. There is no interaction provided

for learners to practice physically accessing any of the resources. This has been identified

as a potential weakness of the intervention.

P4: Learners will be able to identi/jr and successfully access multiple information

sources relevant to a variety ofproblems.

The assignment does accommodate the physical interactive aspect (P3) required, yet this

is limited to only one assignment. The hesitation to identi/jr any of the outcomes with

Level 4 of the taxonomy was mentioned previously. The intervention envisages only one

assignment, and the taxonomy requires the inclusion and evaluation of information

literacy-based projects across the curriculum. Furthermore, there are to date no criteria

or guidelines which stipulate any format for the information retrieval task such as. for

example:

• minimum or maximum number of information sources which should be accessed,

and

• the type ofinformation sources that should be accessc:d, for example. shortloan. CD

ROM, journals. Internet. etc.
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The absence of this domain has been identified as a potential weakness of the

intervention.

(ill) The Evaluative Domain

The evaluative domain was introduced to the EO Taxonomy as a result of the

shortcomings observed within the IFYE information literacy Module which failed to

incorporate an evaluative component within the intervention. Instead, the Module telied

solely on an information retrieval task supplied by the facilitatot for its evaluation, and

was heavily reliant on external factors, which evidenced a detrimental effect on the

intervention. These faerors included: poor co-operation between academic staff and

library staff, litde willingness amongst academic staff to co-operate, low levels of

confidence in information literacy amongst academic staff, and no institutional support

in the form of space in the curriculum and timetables, and the lack of physical resources.

An evaluation of the state of the conditions may have avoided a potentially useful

intervention falling into disuse.

Thus, the value ofan evaluative component within the intervention and the overall effeer

that the absence such a component may have an on the overall evaluation should not be

underestimated.

El: An evaluation programme covering all institutional stakeholders involved with

promoting information literacy will be implemented.

It must be mentioned that given the short time period (6 months) within which the

intervention had to be completed, it is understandable that there was litde time for an

evaluation of the institutional support climate and support infrastrucrure. Nonetheless, it

is highly improbable that any intervention that has not undertaken such an evaluation of

the infrasrrucrural prerequisites will have any chance of success. Further discussion on

this issue will ensue in the final chapter, where recommendations are presented.
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E2: The library will implement a ptogram to evaluate the effectiveness of the

infonnation literacy orientation teeeived by learners on all three domains.

With reference to Level 2 - orientation - the intervention provides learners with

comprehensive and extensive information content (C2). The level is, however, not

complete wirh the absence of P2, and the intervention itself does not provide any

opponunity for learners ro interact with rhe information they are supplied with or to

apply and practice what rhey have learnt. Instead, it relies solely on the assignment.

According to the figures presented by the Cape Technikon Library Services Annual

Report 2000, first-year learners oriented to the library had markedly increased from

57.1 % in 1999 to 72.60/0 at rhe beginning of 2000 (Cape Technikon Library Services,

2000: 6). This positive impact may be attributed to rhe increased awareness towards

information literacy encouraged by Infolit and its initiatives. However, the degree to

which learners have received an adequate orientation still needs to be evaluated. In its

current format, there is no evaluative component built into the intervention to ensure

rhat learners have been exposed to and successfully achieved the objectives required for

rhe orientation.

[It is significant to note rhat the cross-validation of rhe evaluation of the IFYE Module

identified thar many learners had not attended the library orientation.]

Taking the entire evaluarive domain inro considerarion (including E4, which was

previously identified as a potential weakness), the exrent to which learners have

successfUlly achieved each of rhe relevant objectives wirhin the e-learning intervention

itself, is thus not evaluated. The omission of a suitable evaluative dimension has been

identified as an overriding potential weakness of the intervention and therefore

supersedes any previous analysis results.

Consequendy, a porentially good program (based on the many areas identified as

porential strengths) may end up not performing as well in practice (due to the lack of a

suirable evaluative component). This discussion will be elaborated on in chapter seven in

which conclusions will be summarised and recommendations will be presented.
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(Discussion of the results of IFYE Module evaluarion and rhe lack of any evaluative

component in the e-Iearning intervention wirh Loclrhan. the intervention developer,

might result in changes to the current format to include an evaluative dimension).

6.4.3 Summary ofResults .Arcording to Potential Strengths and Potmtial Weaknmes. and

Overriding Potential Weaknesses

In table 6.9 below rhe potential strengths and potential weaknesses of the e-learning

intervention have been swnmarised in terms of the EO Taxonomy prior to the effect of

the evaluative domain. The table shows that compared to the original objectives of the

intervention based on the five steps, the predicted success of the intervention in terms of

learners acquiring those objectives wiJIlargely be confined to the interactive level of the

taxonomy.
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(Discussion of the results of IFYE Module evaluarion and the lack of any evaluative

component in the e-learning intervention with Lockhart, the intervention developer,

might result in changes to the current format to include an evaluative dimension).

6.4.3 Summary ofResults According to Potential Strengths and Potential Weaknesses, and

Overriding Potential Weaknesses

In table 6.9 below the potential strengths and potential weaknesses of the e-learning

intervention have been summarised in terms of the EO Taxonomy prior to the effecr of

the evaluative domain. The table shows that compared to the original objectives of the

inrervention based on the five steps, the predicted success of the intervention in terms of

learners acquiring those objectives will largely be confined to the interactive level of the

taxonomy.
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Table 6.9: SummaI)' of the Results According co Potential Suengtb.o and Potential Weaknesses

Affective Co<mitive Pbwcal EvalU2riVC
l.evel I

Infrastructural
Prerequisites AI Cl PI El

Objective:
Provided with adequate Commitment from the The insorution will An evaluation

information literacy insrirucional decision- provide adequate programme covering
Provision of craining and a support makers for the resources and the all inscirurional

Adeq""'" infrasuucrure. facilitarors promotion of infrasuucrurc= required stakc:holdas
Resources foe will accc:pt their fOIe in information literacy for the successful involved with
information (he provision of will be evident in all impleme.nurion of me: promoting me

Ijreraey
information literacy policy forums and information literacy informatjon Jirc:l"2C)'

Developmcnr education. policy documentation. intervention. will ~ implemented.

Sl2kebold....:
Institution

Level 2
Orientation P2 E2

C2 Lnmers will be: able to
The: library will

Objrctive: A2 Learners wiU acquire access and r~rievC'
implemema

Inuodnetion to LearoO'S will evidence 2I1 iaformaoon-rd~t information from the
program [0 evaJu,uc

the Concept of :twi./encss of me general 'ttminology and be vuiow dearonic and
the dtcc[ivencs.s of

Information need for information in -abk to (X)mprmcnd non-dectronic the information
Lit=ey .Cldemic and sociaI W'e. infoll112Don-rdcvant information sources litcncy orienutjon

disrinaions. an.ibble in me library. rcceival by learners
Sl2kehald...., on ..J.l thr« donuins.

Library
Level 3

lntuaetion M C3 E3
Learn... win be able to Given the .subjectr

P3 StUu:holders win
Objective: CDnfidcndy idcnrny specific infomwiotl

Provided with • ,pecilic
joindy evaluate how

Information >pecilie infannariOD reui...J. wk. leun... infomuoon rctrll:nl
comprmtnsivdy tbe

A=:s.s & wk, !camen mould
Retri<:v2l

nc:e<b required to >bauld be able to
negoUuc scum quaics lcuncrs have been

compte« • subjett- rormubte .tpproprQrc ...d ..,.,. the=sed engap with the

Sl2kehold....:
>pecilie infomwion questions.nd plan 1J\

information far
information lit..e.n:y

Facili[,IlOa in 00-
reuienlwkJ c:I&erive ...Kh

rckt.-ancc. iracncrion in all

operation with
assignmmt. SU2fcgy. three domairu.

,ubi'" Librarian
Affeca:in PbySical Co,trUtin EY2luabVC

Levd 4
Peohl... Solving

A'; P4 C4 E4
Objective: Leamen win respond l...drners wiU be able' to lamas wi'!J be- ahI-c: co StUu:holdcn will

Leamingto positively ro the idmtify aJ1d evaluate me iilfOanation joindy evaJwu:
Learn du'lrngr af...J=ing suc:cc:ufu1ly ace.css eoarenr and .pply the bm..... progreu

subscunlal mJounD of mulripk information infonnuion re soh-:,l rhroogb informouon
Scakeho1d••" ==d infn<=oon for SOU.fCCS rdC'VaJlt to a Gnety of problem>- lir=cy
Facilitatots in relevance. variety of problems. inrcrventions, xross
co-operation all three donuiJu.
with'ubjea

Librarian

o = indicates areas not addressed by the inceevemion. identified as weaknesses

o = light shading indicates areas of potential weakness of the e-I=ning imeevemion

= heavy shading indicates areas of potential suengchs of the e-learning inteevemion

Similar co the IFYE Module. the same fundamemal oversight in the design of the

intervention is evident in that the assumption appears to have been made that learners

were already familiar with the library. The analysis indicates that no provision was made

for learners who may not yet possess the physical accessing skills necessary to operate the
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information technology tequired to utilise the e-lcarning intervention. Furthermore,

without an adequate orientation learners would not know how or where [Q find the

various information sources, they would be unfamiliar with the various services that the

library offers and they would be unacquainted with the relevant subject librarian, and

therefore may be reluctant [Q ask for assistance.

In addition, the analysis of the intervention objectives into the EO Taxonomy identified

that the cognitive domain appears [Q dominate, particularly in the orientation level - C2

was identified by five objectives of the five steps constiruting the intervenrion.

Highly significant was the inadequate reflection of the physical and rhe evaluative aspect

incorporated into the inrervention. Although the subject-specific information retrieval

task would provide physical acrion and incorporare an evaluarive aspect, the intervention

as such contained neither. It has been mentioned thar the evaluarion of the intervention

was based on the ideal method of implementarion, in which case rhese two aspects will be

accommodated by the assignment. However, rhis presupposes co-operarion between

academic staff and library staff, and an acceprance of rhe role to be played by academic

sraff both at the level of undemanding informarion literaey and also their acrive role in

the education of information lireracy. A further assumprion is thar facilirarors accept this

role without training or demonsrrared insrirurional supporr, and wirhout space in rhe

timetable or curticulum.

The effect that the absence of an evaluative component may have on an intervention is

well illustrated in rabIc 6. IO below, where the porenrial srrengths are converred into

porential weaknesses due [Q the overriding effect of the evaluarive domain.
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Table 6.10: Summary of the Effect of the Overriding Poteotial Weakness' of the Evaluative Domain
on the Overall Evaluation

Affecri.ve Cognitin Pb.,.~aJ Evahntivc

Levd I
lnfra=ucnual
Pl'"C'requisircs Al Cl PI El

Objective: Provid~ wiili adequate: Commhnu:m from me: The institution will provide An ev:aluariOD
infornution literacy training institutional d«ision· adeqWl~ I"dOlUaS and the: programme: covering:allPnnision of and :i supporr in&asuucrurc:, makcn- for the: promotion inmsuucwrc: ttquirtd for institutional

Adeq1UlCResources
facilil:2.roa will acupr their ofinformarion litttaey the sua:essfuJ sakcholdea involved

for inf'orm:arioD
ro~ in the provision of will be C'o'ident in:all irnplcmc:su:won of the: with promoring me:

Uteracy infomurion literacy policy forums and policy information Iitcncy information literacy
OC"dopmcnt educuion. documcntarion. inn:rvmcon. will be impkmc=nted.

Stake.boldcrs:
1n.stituOOD

Levd 2
Orientation 1'2 El

C2 l..am.cn ,MU be mic: to
The: libr.uy will

Objective: A2 l.nrntts will acquire-
aca:ss and rttrievc: implcmt'llt apr~

InuoduetioD to me Ldmers wiU e\.idmce an inftann.ujon-r~t
information &om me to evaluate the:

Coottpt of awareness of the genttal =miDolog=I be:ablt
V2f10W dccuonic and non- c:ffccrivenCSI of the:
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dearoniG information i.nform:arion litcrxy
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$OW'CCS~lein the orimation rc:ccival by

discinaions. Gb"",. learnm on 211 dtrcc
Stakeholdcn: domains.

lihnn<
Levd3 11

lD.~OO E3
A3 0 P3 S02kdwIdtts will

Objective: I.=n<n ",,11 be:ablt ID Gj,;",ch...ilija:c-sp<ci& Provided. with a~ ;omdy evaJlW~ how
lnfon:oation Aca:u conlidcndy ideolify sp<cific infurmatioo re:tri~ ask. infoanmol1 mria~ wk. compt=cnsivcly the
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to compJete.l subjca- formulue approptUlt sc::uch queries. and mess the: CQ~withthc

Sl2kdlold~ sp<cific Worm..... qucsUo.D;l md plm an ~ inIomutian for inlOmwioo G=ey
Facilirators in co- teuicv2J tlI5kI_gn.mmr. c:Bi:ctivc $C2tchj~ nlcnn= imcraaion lA aD duu

opention with donWns..
subject libn.ru.n

AffcaiYe Pb,,;c.J Copiti-n EnJ~

/.evd4
£4ProblCIJI SoIYing P4 Scalcdwldtts willA4 Cl

ObjecUn: L.c:a.."'Tla'J "",ill n::sponci I..cunca will be able ID I..cunca ",,11 be & .. joUu/y ev>Iu=

l...ca.rn.i.ng to I...cun poWyd1 ..<b<~g( ideolify=I~
~c c.he wQtO:UUoa lamas· ptOJlt'U

cnIu.uin~- s:ub:sbnba!
¥XeSI mwripk

c:untmt~~tJ:u:. chto"lb info""""'.
Stakdlold~ m\4UJ:U$. of.x:a::Ded Lnfomwion sou.ro:s iPf"onDman co IOIYca liret:lC)' In.tt:n'mtiona.

nciUQtOI'S "' co- in..~ fOr rdcnoc.c:. rdcY2nr tQ a variety of
Y>ri"l' ofprobkms. .KnlQ aD duce-

opcrWon with ptobknu- do.......

subica ubnrian

o = indicates areas not addtessed by the intervention, identified as weaknesses

o = light shading indicates areas identified as potential weakness of the e-learning
. .
InrervenClon

= heavy shading indicates areas initially identified as potential strengths of the e

learning intervention, subsequently converted to potential weaknesses due to the

overriding dfea of the absence of the evaluative component.
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6.5 Conclusion:

The theoretical validation of the Taxonomy of Educational Outcomes for Information

Literacy Interventions in Higher Education was presented in the previous chapter. This

chapter has demonstrated its practical application as an evaluative framework. A

significant point is that the EO Taxonomy was applied to an intervention using the non

traditional delivery format of e-learning, which underlines its general applicability as an

evaluative framework for information literacy interventions.

In the final chapter of this study, the implicarions of the evaluations for the two specific

information literacy interventions that form the basis of this srudy are discussed together

with recommendations for their improvement. The major focus in this section will be in

the e-learning intervention since this is the one currently being considered for wider

implementation. On the basis of the theoretical evaluative framework presented in the

study, the implications for information literacy and information literacy interventions in

general will be discussed. Furthermore, the adequacy of the EO Taxonomy as a

theoretical evaluative framework wiU be reviewed, identifying areas for further research

and suggesting the way forward.
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CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE WAY FORWARD

7.1 Introduction

The aim of this study is to develop an evaluative model that can be applied to

infotmation literacy interventions. With the recognition that information literacy has

teceived on an international scale (refer to chapter two), a national scale (via the SAQA

policy documents), and a provincial scale (as evidenced by the Infolit initiative), there

was evidently a need for an evaluative framework that can be applied to the various

information literacy initiatives being developed and implemented.

The evaluative framework was based on a behavioural taxonomic approach using the

Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors developed by Nahl-Jakobovits & Jakobovits

(1990) and subsequently the Taxonomy of Behavioural Objectives for Information

Literacy developed by Nahl-Jakobovits and Jakobovits (1993).

Initially in 1997, the information literacy Module of the Integrated First Year Experience

Programme was evaluated using this taxonomic approach. The motivating factor behind

the evaluation of the IFYE information literacy Module was to determine whether it

would be suitable as an implementable intervention at other institutions in the Western

Cape. This coincided with the aims of Infolit, which had invited institurions of Higher

Education to submit pilot projects on information literacy in a drive to promote

information literacy throughout the Western Cape.

The application of the Taxonomy of Library Skills and Errors and the Taxonomy of

Behavioural Objectives for Information Literacy to the IFYE infocmation literacy

Module was used to validare the evaluative framework. Chaprer four demonstrated that

the taxonomic approach, used as a theoretical evaluative framework, has both construct

validity and predictive validity. Potential strengths and potential weaknesses predicted by

the theoretical analysis manifested themselves during the practical implementation of the

Module. The theoretical evaluation was cross-validated using interviews with facilitators

and questionnaires for learners.
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However, the application of the taxonomic approach also demonstrates that the two

raxonomies had distinct limitations in their application. Subsequently, by 2001, a new

taxonomy had been developed which incorporated the three primary domains of the

existing taxonomies, but made substantial changes to the concepts within each domain

and rewrote them in terms of contemporary educational outcomes. More significantly, a

new level was added prior to the orientation level, requiring institutional support for the

intervention across all domains. A funher domain was also added to accentuate the need

for an evaluative component within each level of the taxonomy. The absence of any

evaluative component that emerged during the analysis of the IFYE Module, highlighted

the need for such a component.

The opportunity to evaluate the e-Iearning information literacy intervention was

particularly crucial to the study. The application of the Taxonomy of Educational

Outcomes for Information Lireracy Interventions in Higher Education to this

contemporary information literacy intervention was able to determine that this new

taxonomy would be useful as an evaluative framework.

Based on the results of this study, the hypotheses proposed in chapter one may therefore

be accepted. The taxonomic approach was applied and the EO Taxonomy developed.

The basis on which each individual hypothesis was accepted, is derailed in parenthesis

below:

(i) Evaluating information literacy initiatives swnmatively using the EO Taxonomy

will determine to what extent an intervention that has been applied has succeeded

in achieving the goals of information literacy from a theoretical point of view.

(This hypothesis was accepted on the basis of the findings from the surnmative

evaluation of the IFYE Module.)

(ii) Identifying acrual weaknesses and programme strengths, will provide the

potential for further development of the initiative to eliminate such weaknesses

for future implementations. (The hypothesis was accepted on the basis of the

actual weaknesses identified in the evaluation ofboth interventions.)

(iii) Used formatively, the EO Taxonomy will predict, from a theoretical point of

view, to what extent an intervention that has nor yet been applied will succeed in
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achieving the goals of information literacy. (This hypothesis was accepted on the

basis of the formative evaluation of the e-learning intervention.)

(iv) IdentifYing potential weaknesses and programme strengths, will provide the

potential for further development of the initiative to eliminate such weaknesses

prior to the implementation of the initiative. (The hypothesis was accepted on

the basis of the formative evaluation of the e-leaming intervention.)

From the findings made and conclusions drawn III chapters four, five and SIX,

recommendations are gtouped into three logical areas:

(i) specific recommendations about the e-learning intervention

(ii) recommendations about information literacy interventions in general

(iii) recommendations about the application of the Taxonomy of Educational

Outcomes for Information Literacy Interventions in Higher Education.
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7.2 Recommendations relating to the E-learning Infonnation Literacy Intervention

7.2.1 Infrastructural Prerequisites

The analysis revealed that the entire Level 1 of the taxonomy was identified as a weakness

due to the absence of any domains being identified. According to the taxonomic design

of the EO Taxonomy, prior to the development of any educational intervention, an

analysis of the infrastructural prerequisites in each of the affective, cognitive and physical

domains, is required.

The evaluation of both information literacy interventions was based on the ideal method

of implementation of each. The analysis revealed rhat this assumption of ideal

implementation conditions was identified as an area of serious potential weakness across

the affective, cognitive and physical domains. Based On these findings, the

recommendations put forward are the following:

• AI: Provision of training for both academic staffand library staff in

infonnation literacy and education respectively to create a learning

climate, which encourages information literacy across the entire

curriculum.

In the affective domain, the extent to which facilitators are prepared to accept their active

role in the provision of information literacy education should be determined prior to the

development of an information literacy intervention which relies on the co-operation of

teaching staff for successful implementation. The results from the evaluation suggest that

contributing factors ro the identification of the affective domain as an area of weakness

were:

•
•

•

insufficient co-operation between academic staffand library staff,

non-acceptance of the role to be played by academic staff both at the level of

understanding information literacy; and, their active role in the education of

information literacy

facilitators expected ro accept this role without any training and support.
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It is imperative that the expertise of both scakeholdets involved in the learning process of

information literacy be recognised and utilised to the maximum benefit of the learner.

Both the librarian and the facilitator are directly and actively involved in the teaching and

learning process of information literacy: the facilitator contributing as a specialist in

education and training, and the librarian as the content specialist.

Training in information literacy skills, to empower academic staff to actively conuibute

towards the education of information literacy, should form a fundamental part of every

information literacy intervention. This must be stated explicitly as an aim. The converse

is true for librarians: they, toO, require additional uaining in educational matters to

facilitate their interaction with academic suffand learners.

It is significant to note that the cross-validation of the evaluation of the IFYE Module

identified that even with the provision ofa one-hour voluntary workshop on information

literacy, facilitators did not feel empowered to teach their learners information literacy

and, only one of the four facilitators interviewed used the recommended information

retrieval task. A one-hour voluntary training session is nor sufficient (as was

demonstrated by the IFYE Module): instead a three stage interactive workshop is

proposed:

1. Affective stage:

Positively motivate facilitators (use the conceptual model of information literacy - the

information literacy cycle) to make them aware of the need for information in academic,

social, political and economic life. Make facilitators aware of how difficult it is for them

to remain up to date with the constant and rapid developments in their field and then

extend that to how the learners must feel, particularly when they are not equipped with

the skills required for lifelong learning. Then, show them the solution· the concept of

information literacy.

2. Skills stage:

With added training in education, it might be appropriate thar librarians be empowered

using the intervention to help academic suff to update their information accessing skills

and thereby keep them updated on the latest developments in information literacy and

information accessing technology.
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3. Cognitive stage:

The cognitive stage could then contribute towards the collaboration between facilitators

and subject librarians, by requiring them to become actively involved in developing and

setting up assignments that encourage information-literate behaviour. In a workshop,

both stakeholders could then have the opportunity to report back and discuss their

contribution towards future implementations.

• AI: Promotion ofinformation literacy amongst academic staffas an

integrated learning issue, not a separate library issue.

It is important that the promotion of information literacy be promoted within the faculty

not as a separate library issue, but as an integrated learning issue that will support them

in their role as facilitators (Breivik, 1998: 78). An incorrect approach may result in·

information literacy being perceived by faeilitators as "just another

projectlworkload/issue» which gets added to their already crowded workload. Actions

that might be taken to help avoid this perception could include:

• subject librarians approaching each faculty/department individually, rather than on a

collective institutional scale

• acknowledging the importance of the facilitator's contribution as the education

specialist in the process of information literacy education

• involving academic staff in the development of a customised approach to

implementing the information literacy initiative in their faculty/department. This

would provide facilitators with the opportunity to participate in the development of

an approach that will suite the specific needs of their learners and themselves.

• Cl: Target institutional decision-makers to commit to information literacy

by acknowledging it as an academic requirement for evety course.

Chapter six provided evidence for the lack of demonstrated institutional support for

information litetacy (within the cognitive domain of Level 1), such as accrediting

information literacy and providing space in the timetable and curriculum. It is,

therefore, recommended that information literacy be acknowledged as an academic
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matter. In order for information lireracy to be raken seriously by the insrirurion, it is

probably necessary for it to be included in the formal decision-making structures. It

mighr, for example, be appropriare to esrablish a committee, which could function as a

standing committee, to ensure that information literacy is given its rightful place as an

academic requirement for every course across the curriculum (as was done for computer

literacy). This would probably also contribute towards the support received by the

academic faculty who would be required to report on the progress of the incorporation of

information literacy in their academic programme.

• PI: Financial assistance through funding from industry towards the

development of lifelong learning.

The impact of the financial implications of implementing information literacy

throughout the curriculum must be considered in these times of financial constraints and

extreme budget curs.

Lifelong learning is the central theme in education (SAQA, 1997; Western Cape.

Provincial Administration, 2000; South Africa. Department of Education, 2001) and

information literacy's contribution as a means to this goal has been firmly established.

Additional financial support from industries towards additional resources required could

be rallied by marketing information literacy as a means towards achieving lifelong

learning, social well-being and economic development.

Significanrly, information literacy could locate itself well in the Cape Technikon's

institutional profile of assisting as a community resource located in Disttict 6. The

extent of this would, however, require further investigation due to the current suspension

of activity in this field (Favish, 2001).

• PI: Provision ofadditional human resources specialised in information

literacy and education

Consultation with the Director of Library Services, Mr Adriaan Coerzee, revealed that a

minimum of an additional four staff members are required who are specialised in

information literacy and education (the equivalent of the classic educational librarian

with the qualification of B.Bibl.Ed.) for the e-learning initiative to have the desired

impact. They would provide the link between the faculty and the library. Their function
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would be to focus specifically on the training of academic staff, and learnets m

information litetacy.

With specialised staff available to focus on the ttaining of information literacy for

academic staff and learnets, a support infrastrucmte fot academic staffcould be provided

to engage learners in a constant infotmation seeking and problem-solving approach to

learning. This should then result in the remaining librarians being freed up to spend

mote time hdping learnets with infotmation literacy queties. These queries would rdate

to learners' constant interaction provided by academic staff and supported by specialised

educationallibtarians.

However, as pointed out by Beivik (I998: 95), "library services are driven by headcount,

not FfE('s)". Therefore the recommendation of additional human resources will have a

significant impact on the financial constraints of the library services. One possible

solution might be to credit the additional educational librarians to each of the faculties

who would then pay their salaries out of the faculry budget - as they serve specifically to

assist in the teaching of information literacy across the facuIry.

• PI: Provision of the physical infrastructure to support an information

literate learning environment.

The best information literacy intervention does not have a chance of success if it is not

supported by a suitable infrastructure. In discussion with the Director of Library

Services, it was suggested that a minimum of fony computer terminals should be

available (instead of the 20 presently available) for the specific purpose oforientation and

continuous information literacy training in the library.

However, to support an ongoing interaction, the issue of access to infnrmation sources

across the campus is an issue that has to be considered and in particular the provision of

sufficient terminals on campus and in residences for disadvantaged learners (whose

current access is limited to the library hours). An economical approach could be to

investigate the possibiliry ofone centralised computer laboratory, which provides twenry

four hour supervised access to learners from all faculties.

[It is significant to note that such a proposal was accepted a number of years back. The

fact that it has not yet been implemented further reinforces the conclusion that there is
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inadequate support for information literacy horn the key decision-makers and decision

making bodies within the institution.]

7.2.2 Orientation

A consideration of the results of the analyses of the study revealed that the orientation

level stands out quite significantly as an area ofpotential weakness.

With reference to the analysis of the IFYE Module and the application of the S&E

Taxonomy, and later, the Ba Taxonomy, it appeared that there was a discrepancy in the

interpretation of the term "orientation" between the two taxonomies. According to the

Ba Taxonomy, learners at an orientation level are already expected to function

cognitively on an evaluation level, without any introduction or a sufficient 'orientation'

to the basic concepts of information and information literacy. Although not included in

the BO Taxonomy, the basic orientation found in the S&E Taxonomy, although not

stated explicitly, was assumed for the purpose of the analysis.

This discrepancy In the interpretation of the term orientation between the S&E

Taxonomy and the BO Taxonomy may well reflect the discrepancy in interpretation of

the term "orientation" between librarians, academic staff, and learners. A fundamental

oversight in the design of both interventions was the assumption that learners were

already familiar with the library, the basic concepts of information literacy. and

information technology.

A2: Motivational talk to be incorporated into the library orientation.

For this positive artitude to be developed it is imperative that all learners attend an

orientation session at the library. Traditionally otientation has been all about the

physical domain, yet according to the behavioural taxonomic approach used in this study,

the affective domain is considered the most important. It is the affective domain thar

derermines the morivational aspect that drives learners to respond and react to the

requirements of the cognitive and physical domains.

To develop a positive attitude towards information literacy, it is probably necessary to

incorporate a motivational affective aspect into the orientation to ensure that learners are
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aware ofhow important it is in today's society to be information-literate. This may be in

the form of a motivational talk or presentation, which illustrates the positive academic,

social, and economical benefits ofbeing information-literate.

• P2: Provision ofa physical orientation session to the library as part of the

e-learning initiative.

In order to ensure that learners know where the library is situated, and are familiar with

its infrastructure, the recommendation put forward is that a physical orientation to the

library be included as of the e-learning initiative.

• C2: Instruction on bibliographic citation to help prevent plagiarism.

Based on the analysis of the e-learning intervention, which found no information on

bibliographic citation, and the importance attached to undetstanding the consequences

of plagiatism and infringement of copyright, the inclusion of this ctitical aspect may be

necessary.

• E2: Implementation ofan evaluation programme to detetmine the

success of orientation received by learners on all three domains

Consultation with library stakeholders determined that at present there is no evaluative

component built into the library's voluntary orientation session. From an educational

perspective, learners need to receive dear guidelines as to what is expected from them at

the beginning of the learning experience in the form of outcomes, so that they have clear

goals towards which they can strive. The extent to which they havF achieved these

outcomes needs to be evaluated, before they are allowed to move on to the next Outcome.

Consultarion with library stakeholders concluded that a register should be kept of

learners attending the orientation session. Upon completion of the orientation, learners

could fill in questions relaring to the location and services provided by the library. An

impottant aspect is that the orientation may not be divorced from the learner's academic

work to ensure that learners recognise the orientation as directly relevant to their

immediate information need. The results might be incorporated towards a year mark.
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A word of caution at this entry level is not to confuse orientation with interaction, by

means ofa subject-specific information retrieval task, which requires the formulation of a

search strategy. This is not yet required at the orientation level. At this point, learners

should not be required to develop a search strategy; this will be evaluated in due course

and on an ongoing basis through subject-specific information retrieval tasks. At this

stage, all that is required of learners is that they can find their way around the library,

know where the different information sources are located, how they operate, why it is

imponant to know about them, and who they can approach to help them with any

querIes.

The overarching outcome at this stage is to help overcome the initial fear experienced by

most learners of an academic library and replace this instead with a positive attitude

towards information and information literacy. However, most orientation sessions are

evaluated in terms of the physical and cognitive domains, whereas the affective domain is

probably the most irnponant (but also the one most difficult) which requires evaluation.

This may be done in the form of presenting learners with attitude statements relating to

the library and information literacy in general, to which learners may be asked to respond

either positively or negatively. This area does, however, require funher investigation and

will be addressed when identifYing areas for funher research.

7.2.3 Interaction

• P3: Interactive aspects should be included into the intervention itself,

which require the learner to undenake physical operations such as plan

and practice searches within the intervention.

The intervention identified all three taxonomic domains of the interactive level as

potential strengths, based on the ideal method of implementation. However, it relied

entirely on the information retrieval task (this assumption was clearly identified as a

weakness) to encourage learners to physically undenake any searching operations. The

initiative itself encouraged no interaction. This prevented the transition from

represenrative knowledge (the examples provided), through interaction (formulating their

own questions and strategy), to objective knowledge (knowledge resulting from personal

experience).
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Therefore, ir mighr be appropriare to require learner interaction with the intervention,

independent of an information retrieval task. Learners would, hereby be provided with

the opportunity to apply the representative knowledge gained and develop through

personal experience and interaction, objective knowledge.

• 8: Inclusion ofan interactive evaluative aspect within the intervention.

It is further recommended that an evaluative aspect be included within the e-learning

intervention which requires the learner to evaluate their own performance within each

level before being able to move on to the next level.

7.2.4 Problem-Solving

For learners to reach Level 4 of the EO Taxonomy, presupposes successful achievement

of all the previous taxonomic domains and levels within the taxonomy. Thus, the

intervention needs the co-operative effortS of each of the identified stakeholders. The

development of information literacy is not an isolated product but a process, which

depends on the contribution and co-operation of the institution, administrators,

facilitators, librarians, and ultimately the learner.

On the basis of the results of the analysis, greater emphasis needs to be focused on a

problem-solving approach to education rather than the inclusion of one information

literacy-based project, which forms part of a voluntaty information literacy intervention.

It is recommended that learners be engaged in a constant searching and problem-solving

approach to learning across the curriculum. Actions by stakeholders in the following

areas are recommended:

• A4: By adopting a problem-soIving approach/attitude in their teaching

style, facilitators should create a learning climate, which

encourages information literacy and lifelong learning across the entire

curriculum.
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The e-learning intervention alone cannot be responsible for engaging learners in an

ongoing problem-solving approach to learning across the curriculum without the suppon

ofthe other stakeholders identified in the information literacy process. Facilitarors play a

vital role in encouraging an information-literate behaviour through their

approach/attitude to teaching and learning.

• P4: Formal collaboration between faci1itators and educational librarians

should encourage, through resources-based education, the

continuous development of the physical accessing skills required for

information literacy.

For learners to be encouraged to develop their information accessing and searching skills

throughout their academic career, it may be necessary to establish a formal collaboration

between facilitators and educational librarians. It might, for example, be appropriate to

develop a training strategy for learners for the continuous development of the physical

skills required for information literacy.

• C4: Setting multiple assignments, which encourage cognitive problem

solving and information-literate behaviour.

If facilitators adopr a problem-solving approach in their teaching, this should be reflected

in the activities they require of their learners. The recommendation is that facilitators

provide their learners with more problem-solving assignments that demand they generate

their own knowledge based on the information they have accessed.

• £4: The successfUl achievement of information literacy should be linked to

a measurable, credit bearing exit-level outcome.

In order for information literacy to be taken seriously by facilitators and learners, it is

probably necessary to link the outcomes to a credit-bearing exit level outcome. It might,

for example, be appropriate to provide learners with a year-end assignment based on a

subject-integrated ptoblem. In otder for learners to successfully solve the problem, they

would be required to apply their information literacy skills acquired throughout that

particular year ofstudy (this would be applied independently for each year ofstudy -first,

second, third and fmally the founh year). The results might be incotporated towards a

year-mark. The format of continuous evaluation could also be implemented, whereby a
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series of rasks would have to be completed throughout the year to contribute towards a

year-mark.

The evaluation of information literacy initiatives is a contentious issue, with proponents

ofstand-alone credit-bearing information literacy courses ranged against those who claim

they are irrelevant because they are not part of the curriculum of a specific discipline.

The proposed recommendation aims at accommodating both views - a credit-bearing

initiative - but, in the sense that the assignment would contribute towards a mark in a

traditional discipline-specific subject. This matter will be discussed in more detail in the

following section, under 'general recommendations'.

The recommendations above are summarised in Table 7.1:
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Table 7.1: SommaIY of recommeodations fur the e-learning information Uteracy initiative, presented
in the format wed for the EO Taxonomy
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7.3 Recommendations about Information Literacy Interventions in General

Many of the recommendations made for the e-learning initiative are applicable to any

information literacy intervention. Therefore, the recommendations in this section should

be viewed as additional recommendations.

• For information literacy to be taken seriously by all stakeholders (learners,

facilitators, librarians, administrators, and the institutional decision-makers) it

requires a combination of a course-integrated and a full-credit literacy subject

approach; linking the course integrated instruction to a measurable exit-level

outcome..

The results of the evaluation indicate that information literacy, treated as an

intervention, a term, which implies an isolated and sidelined approach, is not sufficient.

Being treated as a separate issue and implemented as a pretequisite for the attainment ofa

qualification without integtation into the subject content. affects the extent to which

information literacy is taken seriously by the stakeholdets involved. Furthetmore,

without a subject relevant content to complement the information literacy initiative, the

grounds for extending it across the entire period of learners' academic careers may be

seriously affected.

The teaching of information literacy as a separate first year subject (under the heading:

information science) must be acknowledged for its contributing towards the attainment

of information literacy. However, implementing a separate information literacy course

running parallel to the normal first year curriculum. may not adequately serve the

purpose ofcontributing to the behaviour of lifelong learning.

Instead, for information literacy to be taken seriously by all stakeh"lders (learners,

facilitators, librarians, administrators, and the institutional decision-makers) it should be

course integrated to inCtease the relevance. It should be acknowledged with an accredited

and measurable outcome, thereby amalgamating the course integrated and full credit

literacy subject approach (Young and Harmony, 1999: 45). For learners to recognise the

relC\'allce and be intrinsically motivated is it recommended that information literacy skills

be integrated into the subjects directly relevant to their course of study. To have any

chance ofsuccess at encoura"aing an information-literate behaviour and potentiallifdong

learning, requires that at the very least, information literacy be integrated throughout the
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entire academic career (average of three to four years) of every learner. It must be

remembered that the contribution towards lifelong learning involves the encouragement

of a continuous cycle of information-literate behaviour - a goal that is challenging

enough to attempt to contribute to in the short period 3 - 4 year period of the average

learner's academic career.

The implementation ofsuch a combined approach as recommended above, involves that

parallel to each year ofadvancing study, learners are familiarised with information sources

relevant to their level of study, for example: first-year learners would be engaged in a

problem-solving approach equivalent to their capabilities at that level. Thus every

learner, by the end of their first year, should have attained the Level 4 outcomes

presented in the EO Taxonomy, on a level, relevant to their affective, cognitive and

physical capabilities. This should not be compared with a fourth year learner, whose

level ofproblem-solving should be more advanced due to more exposure and experience.

However, it is important that each learner should achieve the problem-solving level

represented in the EO Taxonomy at Level 4, within each year of study and this problem

solving behaviour should be encouraged and maintained through constant interaction,

and orientation to new relevant information sources (for example, new databases or

online services) - in a constant information literacy cycle.

This concept has been illustrated in figure 7.1, in which the learner, through constant

engagement wirh course integrated information and problem-solving, becomes

progressively more information-literate. As the learner progresses from one academic

year to the next, the extent to which they are challenged increases to match their

capabilities and experience.
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lifelong learning

Progression

towards

Figure 7.1, The Information literacy Cyde integrated into the academic curriculum

c_-:::::::=:=::::::=--=: 1L integrated into the third year

1L integrated into the second ye:!

lL integrated into the first year ~
~

Note: IL refers to Information Literacy

• Re-introduction of the classic educational librarian (B.BiblEd., librarian with a

teaching qualification) to facilitate the training of both academic staff and library

staff in information literacy and education resp:ctively, and provide a support

infrastructure.

During this first year of tertiary education learners are expected to make the giant leap

from dependent to independent learning. The educational librarian would play an active

educational role in teaching and facilitating information literacy. They would be

required to encourage positive attitudes, they would have to know how to train others in

computer skills, and they have to know how to assess and ptovide feedback on

assignments. These are all educational tasks for which current training does not prepare

them.

The prognosis for recommending such a commitment to information literacy in times of

financial constraints may look bleak; however, considering that investing in the

additional recruitment of only one librarian may have an effect across a wide variety of

disciplines needs to taken into consideration (Breivik, 1998: 95). However, the positive

financial return of this investment in terms of increased pass rates and mcreased ITE's,

and the improved quality of learning and graduate produced. far outweigh the

investment with regard to training and salary that [he institution would have to make.
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• Target information literacy needs of learners from historically disadvantaged

backgrounds

The operational definition of information literacy accepted for this research in chapter

one is based on the requirements in the South African context. Prior learning experience

was identified as a primary factor, which needed to be taken into consideration. It was

assumed that learners upon entering higher education, possess basic lireracy skills from

which the more complex skills required of an information-literate person could be

developed. However, the results from the practical evaluation of the IFYE Module

suggesr that many learners from historically disadvantaged educarional institutions

possess only rudimentary English language skills which present a barrier to acquiring

more complex information literacy skills. Research statistics by Hodge & Miller (I996:

54) support this observation. Thcy reported thar only 9.1 % ofSouth Mrica's popularion

speak English as a home language, yet it is the medium of instruction in the majority of

educational institutions. Another factor, which may pose a barrier to information

literacy for these learners is that the majority of information sources (including both

printed and electronic sources) are available only in English. The recommendation is

thus made that remedial programmes be offered to these learners which focus on teaching

those skills necessary to bring them up to the same academic level as learners from

historically advantaged institutions.

The University of Namibia has implemented a programme, which extends three-year

courses to four years, thus providing disadvantaged learners with an extra year during

which they are taught "core" skills necessary ro become successful, independent learners.

Information literacy skills are amongst the "core" skills taught in an integrated approach

in collaboration between both library and teaching staff. Learners who already possess

the required skills advance to the second year (Jacobs, 1997). The example from

Namibia illustrates that stakeholders have taken the problem seriouslv and have been

willing to introduce really significant changes to their educational programme. In South

Africa the problem is JUSt as serious, yet few institutions have gone beyond a "patch-up"

approach.
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• Facilitators actively involved in the restructuring of the learning process to a

learner-centred, resource based approach which encourages the development of

independent life-long learners.

Following the international trend, a paradigm shift in higher education is recommended.

The emphasis is moving away from a teacher-centred approach, in which the teacher is

the sole source of information and, towards a learner-centred approach which encourages

learners to utilise a variety of information sources through resource-based learning, thus

becoming independent life-long learners with the information literacy skills necessaty to

successfully navigate their way through an information society.

A prerequisite for the credit-bearing, course-integrated approach is the active

participation of the facilitator. Their contribution towards this process cannot be

overemphasised. This change in approach is well illustrated by figure 7.2:
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Figure 7.2: lFYE Module Transparencies 7a and 7b:
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7.4· Recommendations for future application of the Taxonomy of Educational

Outcomes for Information Literacy Interventions in Higher Education

7.4.1 EO Taxonomyasa TheoraicalEvaluativeFramework

Chapter six demonstrated that the application of the EO Taxonomy was both practical

and informative. This supports its proposed application as an evaluative framework

within a wider context: that it may be used formatively and summatively.

In addition, the summative evaluation allows for different interventions to be compared

in terms of their theoretical adequacy and therefore the better programme(s) can be

selected for implementation.

7.4.2 Structural Changes to the Evaluative Domain

Initially the evaluative domain was added as a fourth vertical dimension as it became

evident that it was not sufficient to have an aim or an activity that met the outcome,

unless there was clear evidence that this was going to be evaluated in terms of that

outcome. However, from the analysis of the e-learning intervention came the realisation

that the EO Taxonomy in its current format does not have the capacity to accommodate

the extent to which each of the individual affective, cognitive, and physical domains,

embedded within each of the four levels of the taxonomy, may well contain an evaluative

component.

The conclusion was reached that the evaluative domain is not one of four, bur rather a

separare domain, which refers back to each of the other three, and is thereFore different in

quality from these. Consequently, the format of the EO Taxonomy was adjusted (see

Table 7.2) to stress the overarching importance of the evaluative domain - this is

indicated by taking it our of the matrix and integrating it into each of the existing

domains (affective, cognitive, and physical). This change of format forces the question to

be asked for each individual domain and corresponding ourcome, whether any evidence

exists that an evaluative component has been incorporated into the initiative to ensure

the attainment of the outcome for that particular domain.
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The significance of this change from a developer's and evaluator's perspective is that the

identification of each individual ourcome according to potential strength or potential

weakness allows for a far more accurate result than if an entire level is evaluated as a

porential weakness, as was done in chapter six.

Although the situation did not arise during this first application of the EO Taxonomy,

future applications may now attribute an evaluative component to individual domains to

ensure that each individual ourcome is being met. These individual domains could then

be credited as areas of potential strength. However, this approach is still based on and

continues to maintain a holistic taxonomic approach in that all thtee domains, the

affective, cognitive, and physical domains within each level have to work together in

order for each level to be successfully achieved.
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Table 7.2, Proposed Re-nruCUlring nf the Evaluative Domain withiJl the EO Taxonomy
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The recommended applicarion of me EO T a.xonomy for furure evaluarions is mar

individual domains should still inirially be idenrified as porenrial srrengrhs or weaknesses

independenr of rhe evaluative componenr. However, rhe analysis of the evaluative

component associated with each individual affecrive, cognirive, and physical domain,
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should follow directly afrer rhis initial analysis. The resultant evaluative effect of the

analysis for a parricular domain, following the overarching evaluative domain, would

have to be specified clearly. Consequently the analysis of each identified domain would

contain a three-fold evaluation:

a. evaluation of the domain as a potential strength or weakness depending on the

intervention, independent of the evaluative component

b. evaluation on whether an evaluative component is present within the intervention

to ensure that the taxonomic outcome identified in (a) has successfully been

achieved

c. final evaluation of the entire domain depending on the outcome of (b), which has

an overarching effect on (a) and may thus alrer the initial outcome of the

evaluation of (a).

An example to illustrate the concept above has been applied from chapter 6:

Table 7.3: An Example of the Application of the Re-structured EO Taxonomy

Affective AE Cognitive CE Pbysical PE EvaJuative
Levd I

In&astrucruraJ c::::: --~ ~Prr.nnuisites
Levd2 C2 CE £2

Orientation Le:uncrs will xquire The Ilbr>!)' will
informarion-rdcvanc Implement.

Objective: terminolog and be progn.m to evallUtt

Introduction to the able to comprehend the effectiveness of
Concq>r of informatioD-rdevmr the Jnform~nion

Information distinctions. Iltcn.cy oricnution
Uler2CJ' received by leamC'rs

on all three
Sw.:cboldU3: domams

(jb~~

Levd3
Interaction

I

Affecti-.-""C: AE Physical PE Cognitive C£ Evaluaci...""C:

Levd4

~ dark shading indicates areas of pmential strength of the e-learning intervention,

identified by 50bjertives of the intervention

o ~ light shading indicates areas of potential weakness of the e-learning intervention
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AE= affective evaluative domain

CE = cognitive evaluative domain

PE = physical evaluative domain

Table 7.3 above illustrates the effect of C2, the cognitive domain at the orientation level,

identified most often during the analysis of the objectives into the EO taxonomy (five

objectives identified this domain). Applying the thtee-fold evaluation:

a. The objectives, classified as C2, identified C2 as a potential strength of the

intervention,howeve~

b. due to the absence of an evaluative component the evaluative domain was

identified as a weakness, and thus

c. the initial result was re-assessed and finally evaluated as a potential weakness.
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Table 7.4, An Example of the Appliauion of the Re-Structured EO Taxonomr- Summary of the
Effect of the Overriding Potential Weaknes" of the Evaluative Domain 00 the Overall
Evaluation

AlIeam AE Cognirivo CE Pby>ia1 PE Ev.aJuui~

Level 1 Al Cl PI El
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e-Iarning intervention.

heavy shading (35%) indicares evaluative dom31ns identified as potentiaJ weaknesses/weaknesses of

the c:.learning inr<:rvemion. which has an overafching dfccr on the outcome.
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The recommendation is that each aimlobjective of the intervention still be analysed into

the Taxonomy as suggested in Table 7.3 and that a summary of the potential strengths,

potential weaknesses, and weaknesses (due to absence of an evaluative component) using

the re-structured EO Taxonomy be presented at the end of the analysis summarising the

final results as illustrated in Table 7.4.

7.5 The Way Forward

Infolit has lead the way of iniriating an awareness towards information literacy

throughout the Western Cape in terms of:

• completing a needs analysis of information literacy amongst learners

• the development of information literacy pilot projects amongst the five institutions of

Higher Education

• identification of the Cape Technikon's e-learning information literacy intervention as

the model project for wider implementation amongst other institutions

• encouraging communication and the exchange of ideas on information literacy

amongst institutions.

On the basis of the evaluation, the potential value of implementing the e-Iearning

intervention at the Cape Technikon and, through Infolit at other institutions, has been

recognised. Recommendations have been made based on the results of the evaluation,

that the course content should be re-struetured to meet the all the outcomes identified by

the EO taxonomy. The intervention would have to look at the following taxonomic

areas:

•

•
•
•

the evaluative domain - many of the taxonomic outcomes, initially identified as

potential strengths, were reduced to weaknesses only due to the absence of an

evaluative component

institutional prerequisites

incorporation of the physical domain into the intervention

problem-solving approach, which is encouraged over a range of

assignments/information retrieval, tasks.
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The area of training both facilitators and librarians to adopt aspects of the others' field of

expertise will require further research. It is unrealistic to expect that librarians to be

adequately prepared to facilitate learners or facilitators when their area of expertise is

information science and not education. Conversely, it is unrealistic to expeer facilitators

to be able to confidently convey complex information literacy skills. Research should

focus on developing and implementing such training workshops, which should precede

the implementation of the accredited information literacy course.

The extent to which the recommended course integtated and credit-bearing approach to

information literacy may be implemented requires further research. Faerors contributing

to the successful implementation would have to be considered and rheir effeer included

in the research. These faerors may include:

• applying the EO Taxonomy as a formative guide during rhe development of the

initiative,

• investigaring the extent to which the e-learning intervention could be implemented

to contribute towards information literacy,

• applying the EO taxonomy for the summative evaluation,

• investigating the extent to which this approach could be adopted for the successful

integration into various different faculties.

The research should focus on the extent to which such a ptogramme could be

implemented on a praericallevel and include the training programme for both facilitators

and librarians. Factors affecting the practical implementation would have to be

considered:

• the status oflibrary sraff,

• orientation of/arge numbers of/earners in a small space of time;

• access to computer facilities on campus (and off campus), particularly for

disadvantaged learners;

• accreditation issues and the changes in curriculu.iTI thar this would require;

• evaluation issues, including the tremendous problem ofele:rronic plagiarism.

Finally, the raxonomic approach has provided a method to approach the evaluation of

learners in a holistic manner - including affective, cognitive and physical domains.

Furthet research is required into evaluating learners adequately in terms of all three

behavioural taxonomic domains, and not just the physical and cognirive domain, as is so
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often done (by means of an information retrieval task/assignment). Nahl has pioneered

research into the extent to which learners' attitudes could be evaluated, particularly as the

affective domain is the initiating behavioural domain (Nahl & Tenopir, 1996; Nahl &

lames, 1997). However, in the South Mrican context this area still requires extensive

investigation. Furthermore, the exrent of evaluating the higher order cognitive skills in

terms of specified outcomes, as presented in this study, similatly requires further

investigation.

7.6 Conclusion

This quotation was selected as it so aptly expresses the importance of being information

literate in today's fast paced world (Perelman, cited in McCuaig 2000):

"Learning is what most adults will do for a living in th~21" cmtury. n

As educators we have a responsibility to ourselves and to our learners to keep in touch

with the latest developments in our field of study - not always an easy task, which is why

the quotation above is so appropriate. OUt task is to ensure that OUt learners have

successfully achieved the outcomes required for their careers at the time that they exit

Higher Education. As importantly, is that they be equipped with the life skill of

information literacy to cope with the rapid developments in their field of study as the

information explosion continues to escalate.

This challenge is not one that can be mastered by one stakeholder in isolation as has been

clearly demonstrated by this study. The co-operation and commitment of institutional

decision makers, administrators, librarians, facilitators, and ultimately learners is

required. Failure to support information literacy will have re,ercussions on all

stakeholders as poor performance of graduates in industry will not cnly have a negative

economic effect on industry, but also reflect pootly on the entire institution, and on a

national scale, the entire country.

Ifwe want ro contribute towards the success of SAQA and a re-structuring of the Higher

Education system in South Mrica, it is time to accept the challenge to become actively

involved towards contributing the academic health and economic wealth of the COUntty.
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Association ofCollege and Research Libraries
Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher

Education
Standards, Performance Indicators, and Outcomes

Approved by: ACRL Board, January 18,2000.

Standard One
The information literate student determines the nature and extent of the information
needed.

Performance Indicators:

1. The infonnation literate student defines and articulates the need for infonnation.

Outcomes Include:
I. Confers with instructors and participates in class discussions, peer workgroups,

and electronic discussions to identifY a research topic, or other infonnation need
2. Develops a thesis statement and·fonnulates questions based on the infonnation

need
3. Explores general infonnation sources to increase familiarity with the topic
4. Defines or modifies the information need to achieve a manageable focus
5. Identifies key concepts and tenns that describe the infonnation need
6. Recognizes that existing information can be combined with original thought,

experimentation, and/or analysis to produce new infonnation

2. The infonnation literate student identifies a variety oftypes and fonnats of potential
sources for information.

Outcomes Include:
1. Knows how infonnation is formally and informally produced, organized, and

disseminated
2. Recognizes that knowledge can be organized into disciplines that influence the

way infonnation is accessed
3. Identifies the value and differences ofpotential resources in a variety of fonnats

(e.g., multimedia, database, website, data set, audio/"isual, book)
4. Identifies the purpose and audience ofpotential resources (e.g., popular vs.

scholarly, current vs. historical)
5. Differentiates between primary and secondary sources, recognizing how their

use and importance vary "'ith each discipline
6. Realizes that infonnation may need to be constructed v.ith raw data from

primary sources

3. The infonnation literate student considers the costs and benefits of acquiring the
needed infonnation.



Outcomes Include:
1. Determines the availability ofneeded information and makes decisions on

broadening the information seeking process beyond local resources (e.g.,
interlibrary loan; using resources at other locations; obtaining images, videos,
text, or sound)

2. Considers the feasibility of acquiring a new language or skill (e.g., foreign or
discipline-based) in order to gather needed information and to understand its
context

3. Defines a realistic overall plan and timeline to acquire the needed infonnation

4. The information literate student reevaluates the nature and extent of the information
need.

Outcomes Include:
1. Reviews the initial information need to clarify, revise, or refine the question
2. Describes criteria used to make information decisions and choices

Standard TlYO

The information literate student accesses needed information effectively and efficiently.

Performance Indicators:

1. The information literate student selects the most appropriate investigative methods or
information retrieval systems for accessing the neeJed information.

Outcomes Include:
1. Identifies appropriate investigative methods (e.g., laboratory experiment,

simulation, fieldwork)
2. Investigates benefits and applicability ofvarious investigative methods
3. Investigates the scope, content, and organization of information retrieval systems
4. Selects efficient and effective approaches for accessing the information needed

from the investigative method or information retrieval system

2. The information literate student constructs a:1d implements effectively-designed search
strategies.

Outcomes Include:
1. Develops a research plan appropriate to the investigative method
2. Identifies keywords, synonyms and related terms for the information needed
3. Selects controlled vocabulary specific to the discipline or information retrieval

source
4. Constructs a search strategy USi11g appropriate commands for the information

retrieval system selected (e.g., Boolean operators, truncatio3., and proximity for
search engines; internal organizers such as indexes for books)

5. Implements the search strategy in various information retrieval systems using
different user interfaces and search engines, \\ith different command languages,
protocoIs, and search parameters

6. Implements the search using investigative protocols appropriate to the discipline

3. The information literate student retrieves information online or in person using a
variety ofmethods.

Outcomes Include:
1. Uses various search systems to retrieve information in a variety offormats
2. Uses various classification schemes and other systems (e.g., call number systems



or indexes) to locate infonnation resources within the library or to identify
specific sites for physical exploration

3. Uses specialized online or in person services available at the institution to
retrieve infonnation needed (e.g., interlibrary loan/document delivery,
professional associations, institutional research offices, community resources,
experts and practitioners)

4. Uses surveys, letters, interviews, and other fonns ofinquiry to retrieve primary
information

4. The infonnation literate student refmes the search strategy if necessary.

Outcomes Include:
1. Assesses the quantity, quality, and relevance of the search results to detennine

whether alternative infonnation retrieval systems or investigative methods
should be utilized

2. Identifies gaps in the infonnation retrieved and detennines if the search strategy
should be revised

3. Repeats the search using the revised strategy as necessary

5. The infonnation literate student extracts, records, and manages the infonnation and its
sources.

Outcomes Include:
1. Selects among various technologies the mos: appropriate one for the task of

extracting the needed information (e.g., copy/paste software functions,
photocopier, scanner, audio/visual equipment, or exploratory instruments)

2. Creates a system for organizing the information
3. Differentiates between the types ofsources cited and understands the elements

and correct syntax of a citation for a wide range ofresources
4. Records all pertinent citation infonnation for future reference
5. Uses various technologies to manage the infonnation selected and organized

Standard Three
The information literate student evaluates information and its sources critically and
incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value system.

Performance Indicators:

1. The infonnation literate student summarizes the main ideas to be extracted from the
infonnation gathered.

Outcomes Include:
1. Reads the text and selects main ideas
2. Restates textual concepts in his/her own words and selects data accurately
3. Identifies verbatim material that can be then appropriately quoted

2. The infonnation literate student articulates and applies initial criteria for evaluating
both the information and its sources.

Outcomes Include:
1. Examines and compares information from various sources in order to evaluate

reliability, validity, accuracy, authority, timeliness, and point of\iew or bias
2. Analyzes the structure and logic of supporting arguments or methods
3. Recognizes prejudice, deception, or manipulation
4. Recogrtizes the cultural, physical, or other context \\ithin which the information



was created and understands the impact of context on interpreting the
information

3. The information literate student synthesizes main ideas to construct new concepts.

Outcomes Include:
1. Recognizes interrelationships among concepts and combines them into

potentially useful primary statements with supporting evidence
2. Extends initial synthesis, when possible, at a higher level of abstraction to

construct new hypotheses that may require additional information
3. Utilizes computer and other technologies (e.g. spreadsheets, databases,

multimedia, and audio or visual equipment) for studying the interaction ofideas
and other phenomena

4. The information literate student compares new knowledge with prior knowledge to
determine the value added, contradictions, or other unique characteristics of the
information.

Outcomes Include:
1. Determines whether information satisfies the research or other information need
2. Uses consciously selected criteria to determine whether the infonnation

contradicts or verifies information used from other sources
3. Draws conclusions based upon information gathered
4. Tests theories with discipline-appropriate techniques (e.g., simulators,

experiments)
5. Determines probable accuracy by questioning the source of the data, the

limitations ofthe information gathering tools or strategies, and the
reasonableness of the conclusions

6. Integrates new information ,vith previous infonnation or knowledge
7. Selects information that provides evidence for the topic

5. The information literate student determines whether the new knowledge has an impact
on the individual's value system and takes steps to reconcile differences.

Outcomes Include:
1. Investigates differing viewpoints encountered in the literature
2. Determines whether to incorporate or reject viev,l1oints encountered

6. The information literate student validates understanding and interpretation of the
information through discourse with other individuals, subject-area experts, and/or
practitioners.

Outcomes Include:
1. Participates in classroom and other discussions
2. Participates in class-sponsored electronic communication forums designed to

encourage discourse on the topic (e.g., email, bulletin boards, chat rooms)
3. Seeks expert opinion through a variety ofmechanisrns (e.g., interviews, email,

listservs)

7. The information literate student determines whether t.he initial query should be revised.

Outcomes Include:
1. Determines iforiginal information need has been satisfied or ifadditional

information is needed
2. Reviews search strategy and incorporates additional concepts as necessary



3. Reviews information retrieval sources used and expands to include others as
needed

Standard Four
The information literate student, individually or as a member of a group, uses
information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.

Performance Indicators:

I. The information literate student applies new and prior information to the planning and
creation of a particular product or performance.

Outcomes Include:
1. Organizes the content in a manner that supports the purposes and format of the

product or performance (e.g. outlines, drafts, storyboards)
2. Articulates knowledge and skills transferred from prior experiences to planning

and creating the product or performance
3. Integrates the new and prior information, including quotations and

paraphrasing';, in a manner that supports the purposes of the product or
performance

4. Manipulates digital text, images, and data, as needed, transferring them from
their original locations and formats to a new context

2. The information literate student revises the develoJment process for the product or
performance.

Outcomes Include:
I. Maintains a journal or log ofactivities related to the information seeking,

evaluating, and communicating process
2. Reflects on past successes, failures, and alternative strategies

3. The information literate student communicates the product or performance effectively
to others.

Outcomes Include:
I. Chooses a communication medium and format that best supports the purposes of

the product or performance and the intended audience
2. Uses a range ofinformation technology applications in creating the product or

performance
3. Incorporates principles of design and communication
4. Communicates clearly and with a style that supports the purposes of the intended

audience

Standard Fh"e
The information literate stndent understands many of the economic, legal, and social
issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically
and legally.

Performance Indicators:

I. The information literate student understands many of the ethical, legal and
socio-economic issues SUITOU1'1ding information and information technology.

Outcomes Include:
1. Identifies and discusses issues related to privacy and security in both the print



and electronic environments
2. Identifies and discusses issues related to free vs. fee-based access to information
3. Identifies and discusses issues related to censorship and freedom of speech
4. Demonstrates an understanding of intellectual property, copyright, and fair use

of copyrighted material

2. The information literate student follows laws, regulations, institutional policies, and
etiquette related to the access and use of information resources.

Outcomes Include:
1. Participates in electronic discussions following accepted practices (e.g.

nNetiquetten)
2. Uses approved passwords and other forms ofID for access to information

resources
3. Complies with institutional policies on access to information resources
4. Preserves the integrity ofinformation resources, equipment, systems and

facilities
5. Legally obtains, stores, and disseminates text, data, images, or sounds
6. Demonstrates an understanding ofwhat constitutes plagiarism and does not

represent work attributable to others as hislher own
7. Demonstrates an lL.'1derstanding ofinstitutional policies related to human

subjects research

3. The information literate student acknowledges the use of information sources in
communicating the product or performance.

Outcomes Include:
1. Selects an appropriate documentation style and uses it consistently to cite

sources
2. Posts permission granted notices, as needed, for copyrighted material
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~ INFORMATION LITERACY I
BiUilon RETRIEVAL

AIM OF THIS EXERCISE:

Aim of the module:
1 to expose students to the basic ways in which information

can be useful to them now, and to indicate how
important it is in their ultimate careers

2 to overcome the initial fear and bewilderment that students
experience in having to use information and the library, and
help them form a positive attitude to information use

3 to bring all first-year students to a functionally sufficient
level of information literacy, particularly those students
from a disadvantaged educational background where they
were not adequately exposed to basic information/library use
and retrieval techniques.

4 to create a realistic opportunity for students to experience
first-hand the essential information problems and
solutions in the academic context

5 to convey to students an understanding of the facilities of
a modern tertiary academic library

TIME REQUIRED FOR THIS EXERCISE:

Time required:
Some time, spent with a subject librarian, to ensure that
enough information resources in the various departments of
the Library will be available;

one lecture for sketching the background by means
of the transparencies, selting the assignment and



forces them to think about the processes of
• using an academic library's basic services
• searching for potentially useful resources, and
• choosing the most appropriate information

allows them to convert the information into own knowledge

inculcates the essential methodology in information retrieval
and use.

CHOICE OF TOPIC

At the outset the lecturer would select a topic for a written assignment
that would satisfy the following criteria:

it should cover/touch on a topic already included in the
syllabus, to add to the realism of the exercise;

an aspect of the topic, such as the theory or history, should
ideally be touched on in the prescribed textbook and/or notes
used by the students, but it should not provide them with all
the information they would require;

it should result in an essay ef about 500 to I 000 words
(roughly 1.5 to 3 typed pages), so that students are forced to
synthesise from a number of resources instead of just copying
simple data which, in the experience of the Librarians, they will
copy from one another;

care should be taken to ensure that there are information
resources available on the topic in the library - contact the
Ubrarian to help on this;

arrangements should be made with the Ubrary to place the
most important resource(s). that all of the group must read
and that by itself should be sufficient information to write an
acceptable essay, on the Shortloan (reserve) shelf. Contact the
Librarian to do this for you;

since the students would be directed to the reference section.
to the lending collection as well as to the periodicals and video
collections. it would be advantageous if a topic could be
selected for which information resources in all these
categories are available in the Ubrary - again the Ubrarian
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the lecturer convey these points the transparencies cover some of the
information trends and also the changes that have shaped the information
aspects of work as we experience it today.

The transparency showing random examples of information in the
workplace is intended to indicate the many information challenges facing
workers in all spheres of the economy. Should the lecturer wish to
discuss these. it may be useful to explain to students that they. as people
with a tertiary training, will one day in the workplace be called on to
develop some of these. or will be called on to install/create some of
these. and often will be asked to make it work for the other people in the
organisation. They will have the competitive edge if they have a better
background about the concepts underlying information-related
tasks/functions.

Then hand out to students the more comprehensive Assignment Plan
(Handout 2) and explain to them that they will fill out the questions.
and will hand the Assignmen: Plan back. attached to their essays.
They will also be doing printouts of catalogue searches that they
would have to hand in as a check that they did do it and that it is
their own work.

UPON RETURN OF THE ASSIGNMENT

By the time the assignments are handed in to you. your students Will have
worked through the process in a systematic way. and should have gained
experience that will be invaluable to them in their studies. Their
completed Assignment Plans. the catalogue printouts and the brief essays
should give you enough indicators that they have performed the various
steps successfully. and that they have therefore systematically been
exposed to the key matters such as information retrieval and evaluation
of the usefulness of various resources.

You may review/mark the assignments in any way that you see fit. and
you may choose to assign mcrks or omit doing so. This would depend on
you syllabus requirements.

Since the last page of the Assignment Plan contains useful feedback to the
Library. the Library would ask that you tear off this page and forward it
to the Library. The intention is that the Library staff will adjUSt their
support as a result of the feedback. Furthermore, the feedback may lead
to improvements in the format.
© Copyright of thi' material i' held by Adriaan Coetzee. library Services. Cape Technikon.
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Handout 1

Assignment Sheet 1
Summary of Assignment Plan

Assignment topic ~~ .
.......................•...........•••.....•.•••.............................

Steps 1 Scan the Assignment Plan to familiarise
yourself with the overall requirements.

2 Scan the supplemental resources

3 Keywords

4 Using the prescribed textbook/course
notes as information resources

5 Refining your keywords

6 The catalogue search

7 Selecting useful resources

8 Find the resources and evaluate

9 Preselected resources

10 Follow new leads

11 Finalise your essay

12 Fill out Assignment Plan

1:j Review the process

14 Hand in to lecturer

[E5D
[E5D
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ASSIGNMENT PLAN

Assignment: .
•••••••••• , •••• , ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Student's name: · ···· ···· .
Student no ·

This Assignment Plan contain the step-by-step instructions for completing the
assignment. Remember that you must work on your own throughout. although you
may ask the advice ofthe Library staff or your lecturer at any stage. Each student's
answers will be different. and this is fine. What is important though is that you work
through all of the process yourself.

You may now proceed with Step I below.

Step I

P-ead through the .Assignment Plan to familiarise yourself with the overall
requirements. It will guide you through the steps ofyour assignment. As the last step
ofyour assignment you will be required to answer some questions relating to your
assignment. These answers are important. and your completed Assignment Plan
must be handed in with your essay (available from the Library).

Step 2

Briefly scan the supplemental resources that you might find useful. These are:
Library floor plan
the booklet "Using the Library"

Step 3 formulate your initial keywords.

Working on your own, analyze the assignment topic to determine the important
concepts. These. known as keywords, are the terms that you will use when
searching for information. If you have difficulty with these. obtain assistance from a
Librarian. In deciding your initial keywords you should look only at the title of your
assignment. Eg. in the title "Mining in protected areas", your keywords might be
"mining". "mines". "mineral exploitation". "protected areas". "game reserves" and
"nature reserves". R35J

R35J
R35J
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Now back to the assignment topic: My keywords for this assignment are: .....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Step 4 The textbook I course notes

Still working on your own, and using the prescribed textbook and/or your course
notes as infonnnation resources, see to what extent the notes and/or textbook will
provide you with a sufficient answer to your information need. A sufficient answer
means that you have enough information to complete the assignment. Even if you
feel that you have found enough information in the textbook. you are still required
to proceed with the other steps.

Has the textbook/notes provided you with enough information. and why do you say
that? .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Step 5 Refining your keywords

Based on the information that you obtained in your prescribed textbook, can you
now refine your set of keywords by deleting inappropriate keywords or by adding
further keywords? You may answer the question by completing the following:

Keywords in 3 above that are inappropriate:

Additional keywords that might be useful to obtain more infonnnation: .
· .
· .
· .
· .

Step 6 The catalogue search

You should now go to the Library and search the computerised catalogue, known
as the OPAe. to determine what resources the Library has that can be found using
your keywords.
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The OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) presents you with a number ofways
in which you can search for (retrieve) documents. Please explore the options at your
leisure. and ask for assistance from any Librarian if you need anything explained.

Forthe purpose of your assignment. you should in any case search by means of the
"Subject Search" option. using your keywords. For each keywor:d that you search
with. you should print the results using the on-screen options. Attach these printouts
to your Assignment Plan - the printouts should also be handed in.

\A/hen looking at the OPAC screen or the printout. you should find the "Status" of
each item. The "Status" message indicates in which collection the specific rtem is. and
if rt is currently "On Shelf' or "Issued" to another user:

The OPAC covers all the books. periodicals and videos in the collection of the Cape
Technikon Library.

Step 7 Selecting the really useful resources for your purpose

Identify the most promising books. joumals and videos by reviewing the trtles on the
catalogue printout. and eliminating those that clearly are not goingto help you. Cross
those out.

Step 8 Finding the physical resourc~s and evaluating the content

Using the list ofaddrtional resources that you have made during the catalogue search.
find each rtem on the shelves.

To find the actual books/periodicals. you will use the Dewey Decimal Classification
system. This system basically means that each book is assigned a number that
describes the subject content of the book.

The Dewey concept is fairly simple: all knowledge is divided into the ten main
classes. each being further subdivided into ten sub-classes. Each of these is again sub
divided into ten classes.

The ten main classes

000 Generalrties
I 00 Philosophy and Psychology
200 Religion
300 Social sciences
400 Language
500 Natural sciences and maths
600 Technology (Applied sciences)

3
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Example of division of the 600's main class (sub-classes)
610 Medical sciences
620 Engineering and Allied operations
630 Agriculture
640 Home economics
650 Management and Auxiliary services
660 Chemical engineering

Example of further division (ofthe 660's) (sub-sub-classes)
661 Industrial chemicals technology
662 Explosives. fuels technology
663 Beveragetechnology
664 Food technology
665 Industrial oils, fats, waxes, gases
666 Ceramic and allied technologies
667 Cleaning, colour, related technologies
668 Technology of other organic products
669 Metallurgy

670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Buildings

700 The arts
800 Literature and rhetoric
900 Geography and history

The Dewey numbers are often extended. eg 615.03 APT. Look at the structure of
the number. It is in the 600 class, i.e. in the Technology main class. It is in the 610
sub-class. meaning that it is in the Medical sciences subdivision. It is in 615, indicating
that it is in Pharmacology and therapeutics. The extension further defines aspects in
this topic. In the example above. the 03 indicates that it is a dictionary or an
encyclopedia.

Many such extensions exist. Typically you will see extensions such as:
05 Periodicals
09 the history ofthe topic
068 management ofthe topic
07 education/research
076 Review and exercise. i.e. workbooks etc.

The three letters at the end assist in filing only, and indicate the author, or if there is
an editor, the first three letters of the title.

It is important that you understand the concept, but not that you try to remember
these numbers. The OPAC will always tell you the number(s) based on your
keyword search. As you get to use the library for your studies, you will get to know
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some of the numbers where items in your field of interest are kept. Browsing in that
part of the collection is fine, but never totally rely on browsing, since many books
cover more than one field of knowledge and might just be placed at one or another
number. An example is the book "Computers in Management" This could be under
004 or 658, depending on what aspect is dominant. Another way of looking at this
example is to say that if you are interested in the problem of how managers use
computers. you would miss important resources by just looking at the resources at
one of the two numbers. Always use the OPAC!

The Dewey number system has one primary function: it is a finding mechanism,
because the books are shelved in the order of the Dewey numbers.

Now to find the resources that you have identified in step 7, go to the shelves and
search for them. Ask a Librarian to help you if necessary.

Once you have found a book, scan its contents to determine the usefulness of each
to your assignment. Use the Table of Contents in the front of the book, and also the

Index at the back ofthe book, to get to the pages that might be of interest. You are
now evaluating the infonmation contained in the book. Review all your selected
books this way.

Then select the best resources for use in writing your essay.

Ensure that you utilise at least:
11 two books from the lending collection

11 at least one periodical article

• a dictionary (kept in the reference section)
• an index (ask a librarian to help you on this)
• a general encyclopedia (available in the reference section) and
a a subject-specific encyclopedia (also in the reference section).

The Library staff can guide you if you need assistance.

Step 9 Preselected resources in the Shortloan Section

Some resources are considered so important to the assignment that you are now
doing that your lecturer has reserved them by arranging that they be kept on the
shortloan shelves for use by all students doing the assignment. These items may be
used for a short period only, and only in the Library. Retum them as soon as possible
to the Shortloan Section, to give everyone a chance to use them.

You should now go to the Shortloan Section and consult these resources.

Using the resources held for this assignment in the Shortloan Section. begin workir11rE5
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on your essay. Remember to keep a list of the resources that you use as the
beginnings ofyour "Bibliography". Each ofthe resources you use in your assignment
must be listed in the Bibliography at the end - it is an essential aspect of intellectual
honesty!

The format for your Bibliography must conform to an accepted method. Many
standardised methods exist, and your lecturer may prescribe a specific one. In the
latter case you should follow the lecturer's instructions. Either way you must use the
method consistently throughout your Bibliography.

One commonly-used method is known as the Harvard method. In this method, you
describe the resources as follows:

Books, video's and other monographic resources (published once in its entirety)

Single author

HASTINGS, K. B. 1994. Current issues in organizations. New
York, Heinemann.

Two or three authors

BEALE. K., RONSON, RQ. & MILLER, S.. 1995. The
environment. 5th ed. Boston, Harcourt.

More than three authors

List the first author's surname and initial(s), and .et.£!.
e.g.

SIMPSON, B. et. al. 1992. The Principles...

Non-personal author (note that this example illustrates video)

TRANSWORLD INTERNATIONAL. 1993. Whattheysti!l don't
teach you at Harvard Business School. Video. Los Angeles, T'NJ.
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Unpublished lecture notes

BOON, J. A. 1995. Information retrieval 4. Unpublished
lecture notes. University of Pretoria. Pretoria.

Encyclopaedias with authors not named

Encyclopaedia Britannica. 1992. Information systems.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Seattle.

Newspapers

The Argus. 1993. Environmental group formed. 17 July. Cape

Town.

Articles in journals (Note: the same rules as above about the number of authors

apply)

VAN DER MERWE, S. W 1995. Affirmative action and labour
disputes. Personnel Management Ouarterlt, (16:3).
47 - 55.

Note that. as in the above example, with all journals the volume (i.e. Volume
I 6) and the edition number (i.e. Number 3), as indicated on the jounal itself,
must be stated.

Step 10 Exploring new leads

As you progress, you may discover new concepts. These may be useful keywords
for further searching to get more precisely to information of use to you. Feel free to
explore these further by going back to Step 6 to find resources on the newaspect(s).

Step" Finalise your essay

Now, based on the useful information that you found, you can finalise your essay.

Step 12 Write up your Bibliography

The Bibliography is the final, but very important. part of your essay. In it you list afirE?
rE?
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the useful resources that you consulted and finally used in preparing your essay.

The following example illustrates what your Bibliography should look like. Note the
alphabetical order according to the author's name.

Bibliography
AITCHESON, M. 1993a. Protectionist policies.

South African Nature Conservation loumal, (16: I) 13-16.

AlTCHESON, M. 1993 b. Conservation versus development. New Yourk,
McGraw Hill.

DELPORT, R.T. 1991. Mining in St. Lucia estuary. Conserva (2.4) 16.

HASTINGS. R&ANDERSON, S.N. Developmental options in South African
reserves. Environmental policy quarterlv (13: I I) 167-169. etc.

Step 13 Reviewing the process

Go overthe entire process to ensure that you have answered all the questions and
that you have attached the printouts to this Assignment Plan.

Now finally answerthe questions on the following page. This page will be forwarded
to the Library anonymously. so that they can improve the practical aspects of the
module. Please give your frank opinions.

8



ANONYMOUS
How often did ou need assistance from the librarians?

Not at all Occasionally Quite often Throughout

What are your impressions ofthe assistance by the Librarians? .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· .
· .

What step of the assignment proved to be the most difficult, and why? .
· .
· .
· .

How many hours in total did it take you to complete this assignment? .

Did you make any mistakes or errors in the process? Briefly tell us: .

· .

What matters/processes/instructionsare still not clear to you? .
· .
· .
· .
· .

How much have

Nothing

the course ofthis module?

Very little Considerable amount It was all new

What did you like about the module? ................................
· .
· .
· .

What did you not like? .
· .
· .
· .

Any other comments or suggestions? .

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::rt="'!J
re 51
rt="'!J
n:lI:-In..



Transparency 1
Assignment Sheet 1

Summary of Assignment Plan

Assignment· ..........................................•........
topic .........................................•.........

1 Scan the Assignment Plan to
familiarise yourself with the
overall requirements

2 Scan the supplemental
resources

3 Keywords

4 Using the prescribed
textbook/course notes as
information resources

5 Refining your keywords

6 The catalogue search

7 Identify resources

8 Find the resources, evaluate .
and select

9 Follow new leads

10 Finalise your essay_

11 Do your Bibliography RSJ
12 Fill out Assignment Plan [fi]

13 Hand in to lecturer
re 5]
BiUiton



Transparency 2
INFORMATION TRENDS (1)

• It has been estimated that the amount of published information
created globally doubles in less than five years
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Transparency 3 INFORMATION TRENDS (2)

• Journals from the major science and technology pUblishers appear to double
in size in about 11 to 12 years, and double in price in about half that time
(RUTSTEIN, J.S. 1993. Ownership vs. Access. In: GODDEN, I. Advances in
librarianship, Vol 17. Colorado, Academic. p. 37.)
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Transparency 4
INFORMATION TRENDS (3)

• Ulrich's database describes close to 120000 serials (journals) of all kinds
produced worldwide, and reports that in the decade 1978 to 1987 over 29 000
new science titles were started. (RUTSTEIN, J.S. 1993. Ownership vs Access .

. In: GODDEN, I. Advances in librarianship, Vol. 17. Colorado, Academic. p. 37.)

Note: In 1995 the Library of Congress in Washington subscribed to 197000
journals.
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Transparency 5INFORMATION TRENDS (4)

• We are increasingly living in an electronic age. In 1994 there were 7 000
commercial database publishers compared to 300 just 13 years ago. The
databases in 1995 were calculated to hold 4000000000 records
(RUTSTEIN, J.S. 1993. Ownership vs Access. In: GODDEN, I. Advances in
librarianship, Vo!. 17. Colorado, Academic. p. 42.)
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Transparency 6
INFORMATION TRENDS (5)

• Libraries in the USA report that from 1981 to 199.1 inter-library
loans grew by 206%, while addition of new books and journals
declined by about 15%. Access is becoming more important
than ownership.
(RlJTSfELN.1.S. 1993. o.vnership vs Access. In: GODDfN. 1. Advances in
librarianship. Vo!. 17. Colom:lo. Academic. p. 37.)

Note: In South Africa, where pUblications are very costly due to
import factors, it is very important to be skilled at finding
information that can be accessed: owning all the required
information is prohibitively expensive.

Note: The resources held in libraries are significant: the
replacement value of the collections of the five tertiary
libraries of the Western Cape is in the region of R 600 000
000. Scientific and technical information is the life-blood of
learning and research. In 1995 the five tertiary libraries in
the Western Cape cost the institutions R 50 000 000 to
maintain.
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Transparency 7a
INFORMATION AND LEARNING

• There is a world-wide trend, away from the lecture room model of teaching,

OLD MODEL

LECTURER



rransparency 7b
towards a model in which the student learns by accessing resources. In this model the
lecturer is no longer the transmitter of knowledge but becomes a facilitator, and the
student is a self-directed learner, actively creating own knowledge. .

• Information and library skills are becoming increasingly important for a student to
succeed, not only in studying, but also as essential skills in the workplace.
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Transparency 8
INFORMATION AND WORK

• When breaking down the economy into four major
sectors, changes in the workforce over the period 1870
to 1980 are significant. The following graph
(summarised from Marchand, D. A. and Horton, F. W.
1986 Infotrends. New York, Wiley. p.7. illustrates the
changes:

50% .

40%

30%

20%

10%

46

32 ----_~

17

5

1870

48

3

1980

Note: In 1950 already, almost 50 % of the US workforce
formed part of the information sector in the
economy. Then came the microcomputer
revolution, which made information skills an even
bigger part of those jobs, and of many jobs which
fall outside the information sector.

Note: SA lags behind, but there is no doubt that
information skills are very important to virtually allrE5J
employers. rE5J
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Transparency 9

INFORMATION IN THE JOB

• All jobs, to lesser or greater extent and at some time or
another, deal with

• infonnation conduits (transferring infonnation)

• infonnation content (conveying a meaningful message)

• infonnation products (commercially created products),
and

• infonnation services (infonnation-related assistance) R:SJ
R:SJ
~":11 l __



Transparency 10a
EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION IN THE WORKPLACE

• company
correspondence

• engineering drawings

• medical records

• supplier databases

• video production

• evaluation of
information sources

• lists of class marks

• filing systems

• minutes of meetings

• advertising

• cost records

• robotics

• cash register systems

• computer aided design

• computer assisted
manufacture

• records of accidents

• flowcharts

• client mailing lists

• helplines

• geographic
information systems

• databases of
images/slides

• environmental
pollutant monitoring



Transparency 10b
EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION IN THE WORKPLACE

• company financial
statements

• patents

• government gazettes

• legal advice services

• industrial automation

• marketing
publications

• Beltel

• telephone directories

• computer networks

• file transfer

• company pUblic relations • hotel booking systems

• business form design

• work schedules

• paging services

• configuration control

• inventory control

• data privacy

• information
distribution lists

• software configuration

• newsletters

• desktop publishing

• research and
development

• surveillance systems

• copyright

• compact disk
resources
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INTEGRATED FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

INTRODUCTION: (initial contact over telephone?)

Allow me to tell you a little bit about the aim of the interview ...1 am currently

evaluating the information literacy module of the Integrated First Year

Experience Program (IFYE) for Mr George Savage and Pro£. P. Parsons. In

February I sent out a survey to find out which modules have been or plan to

be implemented. In the survey you reporl~d that you had used the infolit

module and I would appreciate it should you be willing to answer a few

questions about the information literacy module. Could we arrange a time

when it is convenient for you?

1. Before we start I would just like to make sure that I have the correct details,

• You are ...(full name),

• Which subject do you teach the first year students ...(subject)

• (Make sure that you know which school this is part of).

The idea of teaching infonnation literacy:

1. Information literacy - how important do you thifu< it is for first year

students to become information literate?

-Why?

2 What is your understanding of the term "information literacy"?

3. How do you feel about the idea of teaching information literacy?



- should it be the responsibility of lecturers to make students information

literate?

4. When did you implement the infolit module?

Method ofimplementation:

5. How did you implement the module,

- integrated into first year subject content?

Which part of the module did you implement?

• lecture

• which transparencies did you use? (SHOW TRANSPARENCIES)

• assignment plan: - did students have to hand it in with the assignment?

- how useful did you find it to be?

- how did you use with questions at the end of

assignment plan (back to the library)?

• would you use it again?

6. Can you remember the topic of the assignment used?

Ease ofimplementation:

7. How difficult/ time consuming was to implement the module/

assignment?

8. How did you find it, are there any

• specific advantages

• specific disadvantages with using the module?

Interviewee's perception ofstudents benefit:

2



9. How do you think the students found it,

• any feedback from students on value of module (assignment plan)?

10. Do you think the students improved their skills (psychomotor), attitude

(affective), confidence (cognitive) in using the library?

11. Is there any improvement in the academic performance after

implementation compared to previous years?

General:

12. Are there any other benefits from using the module?

13. Are there any suggestions/ comments/ changes that you would like to

add regarding the information literacy module?

Notes:

3
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INTEGRATED FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE (IFYE)

INFORMATION LITERACY

Prepared for the Cape Technikon by the Education Development Resource Centre

(EDRC)

De~r Student

The IFYE is a programme designed by the Cape Technikon and it is aimed at helping all

first year students improve their study skills. One of these study skills is information liter

acy. An information literate person is one who knows when they need information and

has the skills to access, analyse and evaluate information from various sources, in order to

enhance learning, solve problems and generate new knowledge (Calico: Infolit, 1997: 27).

In order to make the information literacy module work for you, we would be grateful

if you would give the following questions your serious attention. It should not take

more than a few minutes of your time. There are no right or wrong answers to the ques

tions so please put down what you feel is right for you. You will notice that there is no

space to fill in your name and so your reply will be absolutely anonymous.

Thank you for your c<KJperation.

Yours sincerely

(N. Haberle)

Module Evaluator

1
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INFORMATION LITERACY
QUESTIONNAIRE

FOT office use

Faculty or School code:

Subject code:

1. ABOUT YOURSELF

This section asks for some details on yourseU wltich will help us classify yOUT answers.

Ignore the small numbers in the blocks, they are for data processing and office use only.

Please place a tick [,/} in the appropriate box:

CD (~-,

CD (6-7)

FOT office use

1.1 Gender. :vIale

[J
Female

o o
(8)

12 Racial Oassification. By "racial classification" we are referring to those

categories pre\;ous]y identified by the population registration acts.

Although the Cape Technikon does not consider the race of a person during selec

tion, we kindly request you to complete the following for the purpose of statistics.

Black

[J
\'\1rite

o

2
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Coloured

o
Indian

GJ o
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Place a tick [V] in the most appropriate box. For office use

1 ; once per week or more often

2 ; once per month or more often

3. ::: once per semester or more often

4 = never or hardly ever.

2.2 Used the open shelves to find relevant readings

......................................................................._ .

2.6 Used the computerised catalogue in the library

(17)

(15)

(14)

(16)

(8)

(19)

(20)

D

D

D

D

D

D

o

D

n

Your rating

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2
31

4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 1 3 4

1 2 I3 4

I
1 I2 3 4

Used the card catalogue in the library

21 Used the short loan/reserve collection in the library

to find required readings

2.3 Used abstracts, indexes or bibliographies to find

required readings

2.4 Looked for other readings from references found in

articles that you may have read

? --"

2.7 Used CD -ROM's in the library

2.8 Asked a librarian for help

2.9 Found useful/ relevant material that was not specifically

prescribed

2.10 While at the Cape Technikon, used information sources

outside the library to find material related to your course work.

Please specify _ .

4
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1.3 On average, what kind of student do you consider yourself to be? For office use

Below average Average Ivea\'eragc

<50% 51% - 69% 70% <

1 2 3

1.~ Have you attended a library orientation scssion at thc Cape Technikon?

fes/NoJ
(1) (2)

1.5 'I\'hat is your first language? Please tick Iv1 one box only.

D
(10)

D
(ll)

Afrikaans S. Sotho S Xhos. 9

English 2 S\\'azi 6 Zulu 10 IT]
Ndebele 3 Tsonga 7 Venda 11

(12-13)

N. Sotho 4 Tswana 8

Other Please specify .

2. USING THE LIBRA.RV

This section is to find out how often you use the various information sources in the

library. Plcase rate how many of the following you have used or done at the library in

your institution according to the follo\-\-Lr1.g scale:

3
of9 pages



Place a tick [0/1 in the most appropriate bar. For office use

1 ~ once per week or more often

2. ~ once per month or more often

3. =once per semester or more often

4 ~ never or hardly ever.

.......................................................................................

2.6 Used the computerised catalogue in the l1brary

2.7 Used CD -ROM's in the library

2.8 Asked a librarian for help

(15)

(I )

(16)

(19)

(14)

'~l)

(20)

o

o

(17)

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
I'I

Your rating

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 7 3 4

I

I 1 3 4

1 2 I 3 ; I
I

I

I
I

Used the open shelves to find relevant readings

Used the short loan/reserve collection in the library

to find required readings

Used abstracts, indexes or bibliographies to find

required readings

Used the card catalogue in the library

2.2

2.1

2.4 Looked for other readings from references found in

articles that you may have read

, ,
-~

, -,

2.9 Found useful/ relevant material that was not specifically

prescnbed

2.10 While at the Cape Technikon, used information sources

outside the library to find material related to your course work.

Please specify .

4
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3. YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE LIBRARY

These questions explore your attitude to the library.

Please underline the statement that most closely represents your opinion.

~ - JFor example:

Students should have longer holidays. Ym No
------------------ ------------------ ---

For office use

3.1

33

3.4

3.3

3.6

3.7

Libraries should be small.

Yes/ No
(1) (2)

When I am doing research for an assignment- I am grateful that the library

is well organised.

Yes/ No
(I) (2)

I don't like using OPAe (computerised catalogue system).

Yes/ No
(I) (2)

I have to impro\'e on using OPAe (computerised catalogue system).

Yes/ No
(1) (2)

I need to impro\'e mv library 'esearch skills.

Yes/ No
(1) (2)

I feel I should be using libraries more.

Yes/ No
(I) (2)

Is it appropriate to ask the librarian how to find information on personal

problems?

Yes/ No
(1) (2)

5
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o
(24)

o
(25)

o
(26)

o
(V)

o
(28)

o
(29)

o
(30)



3.8

3.9

It is exiting to find needed information.

Yes/ No

(J) (2)

[ can pretty much find on my own whatever [ need in the hbrary.

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

For office use

D
(31)

D
(32)

3.10 I hate it when I have to look up the same subject heading in several annual

volumes of a periodical index.
D
(33)

3.11

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

Libraries are too difficult to use because there are too many fields of study.

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

D
(34)

3.12 It is unfair to make people look up things themselves. The librarians should

do it for the students.
D
(35)

3.15 The library is the heart of the academic and scientific community.

3.13

3.14

3.16

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

I appreciate the floorpJan maps placed around the library.

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

J feel that I am bothering the librarian when I ask a question.

Yes/ No

(1) (2)

Agree/ Disagree
(1) (2)

Library research should not be required to get a qualification.

Agree/Disagree
(1) (2)

o
(36)

o
(37)

o
(38)

D
(39)

3.17 It is important to continue to learn new ways of searching for information

throughout life.

Agree/ Disagree
(1) (2)

6
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3.18

3.19

To a great extent finding information that I need is controlled Inorc by ChiLT\CC

than by systematic searching.

Agree! Disagree
(1) (2)

I like being in the library.

For office use

D
(U)

n
(H)

The library is too big and impersonal

Almost always/ Almost ne7.ler

3.20

(1) (2)

n
Almost always! Almost nel'er

(1) (c)

3.21

3.23

3.24

3.25

3.26

The library is too frustrating.

Almost alc.rays/ A.lmost ne-per
(1) (2)

When I am doing research for a paper, I feel that I am wasting a lot of my

time.

Applies 10 mefrequ,ntly/ Applies 10 me somelimes
(1) (2)

Learning how to find irlformation will help me in my future career.

Definitely applies 10 me! Does IlOl a1'P1y 10 me

<n (2)

\'Vhen [ ha,·e to go to the librar)' [ put it off as long as [ can.

Applies to me/ Does 110t apply to m~

(1)

\'Vhen I leave the library, I feel that my intellect is expanded.

Sometimes/ Nei:er
(1) (2)

I am frequently embarrassed to ask a librarian a question when [ should

alread y kn.o\\' the answer.

Tme! False
(1) (2)

D
(+I)

D
(45)

D
(~6)

11
(-it)

--,
--'

3.27 I still do not feel confident u5ing the library.

Sometimes/ Ne:-der
(1) (2)

7
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, Fur offUe use-
4. YOUR R.ATING OF THE INFOR.MATION LITERACY PROGRAMME

·c"·" ..-,

-,
,

These final questions explore your attitude to the information literacy programme.

Please place a tick [.-1 in the box that most closely represents YOllr opinion.

'i.1

learnt learnt learnt learnt

How much did you learn: extremely a a a
little little bit lot

...from the lecture on information literacy. 1 2 3 4 0
(5J)

...from the transparencies used in the 1 2 3 4 0
lecture on information literacy. (52)

4.2 Did you do the assignment on information literacy? IYeslNol 0(J) (2)
(53)

If you did NOT do the assignment, please move on to question 4.5.

4.3 ID the table below, please rate how much you learnt during the assignment

in the information literacy programme.

Please place a tick [.-1 in the box that most closely represents your opinion.

learnt learnt learnt learnt

How much did you learn; extremely a a a
little little bit lot

...about identifying keywords 1 2 3 4 0
during the assignment. (54)

...about using the prescribed 1 2 3 4 0textbook/course notes as information (55)

resources during the assignment.

...about refining and finding further 1 2 3

I
4 0

keywords. (56)

...about using the computerised catalogue 1

I
2 3 4 0

system (OPAC). (57)

...about identifying resources (books, 1

I
2 3 4 0journals, Videos). (58)

...about finding and selecting I 2 3 4 0
the information sources. (59)

...about follOWing new leads. 1 2 3 4 0
lOO}

...about doing your bibliography. 1 2 3 4 0
(61)

Q,...;O_~ _
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